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Abstract 

This thesis addresses quality issues in Internet Protocol (IP) packet forwarding. In IP 
networks, queue mechanisms and scheduling can be used to construct multiple forwarding 
behaviors. Thereby, both relative and independent services can be offered to Internet users. 
Independent services offer forwarding qualities known beforehand. Users are assumed to 
explicitly request admission to an independent service from their network provider. With 
relative services, users switch between these services to find one that provides an appealing 
balance between forwarding quality and cost.   

The thesis makes contributions to three research areas related to forwarding quality in IP 
networks; differentiating forwarding mechanisms, admission control for differentiated 
services, and forwarding quality in radio networks carrying Internet traffic. It contributes to 
the first research area with definitions of three recommendations related to offering loss-rate 
differentiation (i.e., multiple drop precedence levels). These recommendations are; (1) the 
total forwarding quality at congested links should not be degraded due to actions taken to 
create loss-rate differentiation, (2) traffic at high drop precedence levels should always be 
given a useful share of available forwarding resources, and (3) users should be able to 
predict the change in loss-rates when switching between drop precedence levels. We specify 
and evaluate properties of queue mechanisms following these recommendations.  

Also, as a contribution to the first research area, a new set of forwarding behaviors is 
specified and analyzed. These forwarding behaviors are suitable for rate-adaptive and delay-
sensitive applications with limited loss-tolerance. Applications needing loss-free forwarding 
of specific packets can be said to have limited loss tolerance. We define and evaluate a 
scheduling mechanism creating these forwarding behaviors that can be implemented 
efficiently.  

The contribution to the second research area is a mechanism for admission control giving 
assurances on loss-rates to rate varying applications is defined. With this mechanism, 
dynamic per-link admission thresholds are used to limit committed aggregate rates. To allow 
for high link utilization through statistical multiplexing we specify a method to adjust these 
thresholds using low impact traffic monitoring mechanisms commonly available in legacy 
routers. 

 In radio networks carrying IP traffic, radio transmissions can be scheduled differently to 
balance spectrum utilization and the forwarding quality provided. Also, parameters settings 
can be used to optimize the forwarding quality in radio networks for certain transport 
protocols and applications.  

This thesis analyses delay spikes experienced by IP traffic in cellular radio networks. We 
evaluate two different radio-block scheduling mechanisms’ impact on two versions of the 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (i.e., TCP Sack and TCP Eifel). The evaluation 
contributes to the third research area by revealing basic dependencies between scheduling, 
interference, and congestion control mechanisms implemented by TCP.  

Finally, the thesis contributes to the third research area by proposing extensions to the 
Internet architecture for inter-layer communication. These extensions allow applications and 
transport protocols to exchange information with radio link layers. Such information 
exchange can be used to improve the forwarding quality and to customize data and transport 
features for current radio conditions.  
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0.1 Introduction 

This introduction gives a background to the work presented by the thesis. In Section 0.2, a 
discussion on the evaluation through simulations is provided. This discussion aims at 
clarifying the confidence of the evaluation results. Thereafter, in Section 0.3, the thesis 
organization and scientific contributions are described. In Section 0.4, the contributions 
made specifically by the author are clarified.    

0.1.1 Background 

Today’s Internet provides global connectivity for a huge number of users and the 
applications that they run on their computers. The Internet is built and maintained by a large 
number of individual and independent Internet providers. Each such provider can be said to 
have their own network, which operates as one or more autonomous systems (ASes).  

The success of the Internet can be explained by its ability to transport application data of 
any kind over a wide range of different networks maintained by different Internet providers. 
In the Internet, application data is placed in packets of variable length, which are forwarded 
over different networks between network interfaces of dedicated computers called routers.  

End-point computers attached to the Internet send packets via network interfaces to a 
router, which forwards these packets towards their destination. The destinations are 
identified by the network interface addresses of the receiving computers. Each packet carries 
its own destination address. Every router on the path between a packet’s source and 
destination examines this address to decide the network interface through which the packet 
shall be forwarded to eventually reach its destination.  

The Internet Protocol (IP) provides the packet format and interface addressing in the 
Internet [1]. Traditionally, IP packet forwarding is performed with the best-effort forwarding 
service only. This single forwarding service offers unreliable and transparent transport of 
application data as a base for more complex services. Among these services is congestion 
control and avoidance, which is provided by the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [2]. 
TCP also offers flow control1 and reliable and in-order delivery of incorrupt data to 
applications. To keep the forwarding path of IP routers simple, services such as those offered 
by TCP are implemented in end-point computers attached to IP networks instead of in 
routers.  

TCP increases its sending rate until data is lost. In IP networks, data is mainly lost due to 
packets being dropped by routers. Such packet drops are interpreted as congestion signals by 
TCP. When loosing packets, TCP retransmits lost data and reduces its sending rate to avoid 
further congestion in the Internet. Reducing the sending rate as response to packet loss is 
said to be congestion-responsive. 

In radio networks IP packets may get dropped for other reasons than congestion. Such 
reasons include bit-errors introduced at the radio link layer. Also, in such networks, 
variations in delay caused by for example link level retransmissions used to repair corrupted 
packet data may result in that TCP consider delayed packets as lost. The contribution made 
in Section 7.0 and discussed in Section 0.3.3.2 addresses these issues.  
                                                           
1 TCP flow control prevents TCP sources from sending data faster than the corresponding 
TCP receiver can process the data.  
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Delivering incorrupt data to a specific application on a computer requires error control 
and an address identifying the application. TCP carries such an address since addresses in 
Internet packets only identify computer interfaces. Moreover, TCP has a checksum that 
enables the detection of corrupt data.  

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [3] provides incorrupt delivery of data to 
applications as well, but does not implement any of the other services provided by TCP. 
Reliable in-order data delivery, when combined with congestion control, may impose 
additional delay in the delivery of data. For this reason, applications that need data to be 
delivered with minimum delay often use UDP instead of TCP.  

Changes to UDP are currently being proposed for standardization. These changes enable 
users to select the coverage of the UDP checksum [4]. The UDP header is always covered, 
but the payload can be sent unprotected, sent with the first number of bytes protected only, 
or sent fully protected2. This allows bit-error tolerant applications to not protect parts of their 
payload. In error-prone radio networks this is beneficial since more data gets delivered to the 
application instead of being discarded by the operating system. The contribution made in 
Section 7.0 and discussed in Section 0.3.3.2 enable applications to inform radio link layers of 
the UDP checksum coverage.  

Another transport protocol currently being considered for standardization is the 
Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [5]. DCCP implements congestion control, 
but not reliable data delivery. DCCP aims at applications that need data to be delivered with 
low delay and can reduce their sending rate as response to packet loss. Such applications 
include steaming media, Internet telephony, and video-conferencing.  

With DCCP, applications can choose between several forms of congestion control. At the 
time of writing, two alternatives are defined. TCP-style congestion control halves the 
sending rate when congestion is detected as TCP does [6]. Such abrupt reduction in sending 
rate can however be too drastic for real-time applications such as Internet telephony and 
video-conferencing. TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) minimizes rapid changes in the 
sending rate while maintaining longer-term fairness with TCP [7]. 

0.1.2 Sharing Forwarding Capacity 

Congestion-responsiveness enables large numbers of applications to equally share scarce 
forwarding capacity provided by the best-effort forwarding service. Different applications 
and users may, however, have diverse demands on forwarding quality and throughput. For 
example, users do not care whether it takes fractions of a second or several seconds to 
deliver an email. They are, however, likely to prefer fast delivery of data from web servers. 
Some users may even be willing to pay for fast delivery of such data.  

Furthermore, an increasing number of applications in the Internet are congestion-
unresponsive. Such applications use UDP and do not implement congestion avoidance and 
control. One reason for an application not using TCP or DCCP, or not implementing 
congestion avoidance and control on top of UDP is a fixed sending rate. This is the case for 
many real-time applications such as IP telephony and video conferencing. 

Real-time applications need to present data to users as fast as possible and are therefore 
delay-sensitive. The reliable transport provided by TCP is implemented by retransmissions 

                                                           
2 With the present version of UDP, the checksum covers both the UDP header and the 
payload if it is enabled.  
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of lost data. Combined with in-order delivery, this can entail considerable delay in data 
delivery to the application. Hence, the reliable transport service provided by TCP is not 
suitable for real-time applications. Unfortunately, without reliable transport, applications 
may run into problems at high packet loss-rates in the Internet.  

Applications may implement mechanisms to operate at high loss-rates, bit-errors, or 
both3. For example, Forward Error Correction (FEC) allows receivers to re-create lost or 
corrupted data from redundant information in packets consecutive to lost packets. Moreover, 
by interleaving data over several packets quality degradations due to bursty error patterns 
can be limited.  

Unfortunately, redundant data consumes bandwidth and interleaving introduces delay 
(i.e., receivers must wait for interleaved data to arrive before presenting it to the user). 
Information on path quality can be useful for sources to select appropriate settings of 
mechanisms for protecting data from loss, bit-errors, or both. Thereby, the overhead of 
protecting data can be kept at a minimum. This issue is addressed by the contribution made 
in Section 7.0 and discussed in Section 0.3.3.2.  

With one forwarding-service only, congestion-unresponsive applications may receive 
more forwarding capacity than congestion-responsive applications. On the other hand, some 
congestion-responsive applications may cause packet loss in IP networks, which is 
unappealing for many congestion-unresponsive applications. For example, TCP increases its 
sending rate until data is lost and may thereby cause losses to critical applications being loss-
sensitive.  

Because of the potentially aggressive behavior of congestion-responsive applications, 
critical real-time applications are often forwarded in separate IP networks provisioned to 
offer low loss and delay. Each separate IP network serves only a subset of sensitive 
applications, which together have predictable demands on forwarding capacity. The 
predictability of these demands enables provisioning for the forwarding quality required.  

Unfortunately, there is an overhead cost involved in maintaining several parallel IP 
networks. To cut this overhead cost, Internet providers prefer to forward the traffic of most 
applications in one IP network (e.g. their parts of the Internet). This requires support for new 
forwarding services in addition to the single forwarding service offered in today’s Internet 
(i.e., the best-effort service). To enable multiple and differentiable forwarding services, 
extensions to the Internet architecture have been proposed. With differentiated forwarding, 
the diverse demands of different applications and users can be met more satisfactorily in the 
Internet.    

0.1.3 Differentiated Forwarding 

The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [8] defines mechanisms for differentiated 
forwarding. Because of the increasing demand for more forwarding capacity in the Internet 
core, the need for simplicity in the forwarding path of Internet routers has to be considered 
when extending the Internet architecture for differentiation. With DiffServ, core routers only 
need to apply a few standardized per-hop behaviors (PHBs) to packets. Complex traffic 
conditioning actions, such as sophisticated packet classification, and policing and shaping in 

                                                           
3 Internet traffic may experience bit-errors in radio networks. By disabling the checksum for 
the payload in the new version of UDP [4] or in DCCP [5] data with bit-errors can be 
delivered to receiving applications.  
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routers at network boundaries or in computers attached to the Internet. As result of these 
actions, six bits located in the Internet packet header are used to tag packets with the 
forwarding behavior requested for their path through the Internet.  

PHBs are created in routers with queue mechanisms, scheduling mechanisms, or both, at 
outgoing link interfaces. Scheduling is used to divide link capacity into multiple forwarding 
classes. Within the DiffServ architecture, four groups of forwarding classes are defined. 
These are the eight Class Selector PHB classes, the default PHB class that offers best-effort 
forwarding through a DiffServ compliant router, the three Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB 
classes, and the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB class [8][9][10]. Some but not all PHBs 
have a defined relation with other PHBs in terms of forwarding quality.   

The basic building blocks of the DiffServ architecture all operates in the forwarding path 
of routers. However, to offer differentiable services between end-points in IP networks 
actions are needed also at the control plane. This includes configuration of traffic 
conditioners, which typically is not performed on a per-packet basis. Instead, such actions 
may be taken on a per-session basis, or as long term contracts for differentiable services are 
activated and terminated. Provisioning of resources for PHBs represents changes in the 
network infrastructure and can be considered as administrative tasks.  

Although the IETF has recognized the need for control and administrative functions to 
offer differentiable services, they are not considered for standardization. This gives Internet 
providers the freedom of choosing their favorite solution to effectively control and 
administrate the differentiable services they are offering. The IETF has however defined the 
concept of per-domain behaviors (PDBs) and rules for their specification [25]. A PDB can 
be seen as a link between the control actions applied to traffic conditioners and the PHBs 
used to create the targeted differentiable services. The measurable quality metrics of a PDB 
(e.g., delay and loss-rate) are expected to be directly or indirectly cited in descriptions of 
differentiable services offered to users4.  

A PDB considers effects from traffic aggregates that merge and split as they traverse a 
network domain (e.g., an IP network constituting a part of an AS, or a complete AS). Such 
effects depends on the PHB used, the amount of forwarding resources allocated for that 
PHB, the properties of the traffic conditioning performed, and possibly on the network 
topology (e.g., the number of hops).  

An important control plan function is to control the load in a forwarding class. Thereby, 
guarantees or assurances on delay and loss-rate can be defined for a PDB. Guarantees on 
quality can be deterministically determined or statistically bounded. While a deterministic 
guarantee is absolute, a statistic guarantee offers minimum quality with a given probability.  

Assurances on delay and loss-rate are neither deterministically determined nor 
statistically bounded. Instead maximum delay and loss-rate can be offered to users with high 
but undefined probability. This weaker definition of predictable forwarding is attractive for 
network operators since it allows for simpler load control. In practice, an assured forwarding 
quality may be sufficient for many Internet applications.  

To limit the load in a forwarding class, the traffic of users is policed to maintain the 
maximum sending rates specified in agreements established between these users and their 
Internet provider. A user requests a maximum sending rate from the Internet provider, which 
performs an admission control to decide whether the request can be accepted or must be 

                                                           
4 Additional parameters such as pricing and availability are likely to be included in 
descriptions of differentiable services offered to users.  
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rejected to avoid overloading the forwarding class in question. This decision may involve 
policy control, which can be used to charge users for differentiated services.  

An admission control instance may allow for committed aggregate sending rates to 
exceed the forwarding capacity allocated for the class in question. This allows for high 
network utilization through statistical multiplexing. It is however essential that these rates 
are carefully limited to avoid violations of target guarantees or assurances. The over 
allocation of forwarding resources can be limited using traffic monitoring, or using modeling 
to predict multiplexing properties of the traffic. This thesis contributes by defining a 
mechanism for admission control based on traffic monitoring (Section 5.0 and Section 
0.3.2.1).  

Queue management applied to one forwarding class can be used to create multiple levels 
of drop precedence within that class. Within the DiffServ architecture, four classes with 
three levels of drop precedence are defined. These classes and drop precedence levels form 
the AF PHB group [9]. Tagging packets with different levels of drop precedence creates 
loss-rate differentiation. In the Internet, loss-rate differentiation can be used to differentiate 
among applications using TCP, DCCP, or some other mechanism for congestion avoidance 
and control.  

When using queue management to create multiple levels of drop precedence it is 
important that the total forwarding quality is not degraded because of the queue management 
mechanism dropping IP packets in bursts. This potential problem is identified and evaluated 
in Section 1.0. This contribution is also discussed in Section 0.3.1.1.  

An appealing property of loss-rate differentiation created with queue management is that 
packets within an application data stream are not reordered even if they are tagged with 
different drop precedence levels. Forwarding packets within an application data stream in 
different and unrelated classes can cause reordering, which may reduce the performance of 
TCP, DCCP, and applications using UDP that require data to be ordered before processing.  

Because of the in-order forwarding property of differentiated queue management, the 
packets of each user can be tagged as being in or out of profile. Packets tagged as being in 
profile can then be forwarded at a low drop precedence level, while packets tagged as being 
out of profile are forwarded at a higher level.  

The policy for drop precedence probabilities defines the type of loss-rate differentiation 
provided (i.e. properties of the PHBs). Sheltered loss-rate differentiation is offered by strictly 
giving drops to traffic at high drop precedence levels. Sheltering means that traffic at a low 
drop precedence level is protected from losses caused by traffic at higher levels. Relative 
loss-rate differentiation is offered when the drop precedence probabilities are relatively 
distributed between the drop precedence levels. Offering fixed relations in these probabilities 
further refines relative loss-rate differentiation, resulting in proportional loss-rate 
differentiation.  

Sheltered loss-rate differentiation is justified by requirements for predictability. With 
sheltered forwarding, an IP network domain can be provisioned and traffic profiles can be 
defined to offer users predictable service for their in-profile traffic (i.e., defined by the 
corresponding PDB). By forwarding in-profile traffic at a sheltered drop precedence level, 
the aggregated amounts of out-of-profile traffic in that domain will only have minor effects 
on the predictability of such service.  

PDBs based on sheltered loss-rate differentiation require traffic control provided by 
policing and admission control. Without traffic control, sheltering cannot be guaranteed. 
Traffic control may, however, fail due to changes in the network routing topology, 
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inaccurate admission control, etc. This thesis contributes however by defining a queue 
management mechanism that offers sheltering when low drop precedence traffic is properly 
controlled and relative loss-rate differentiation if this traffic control fails (Section 2.0 and 
Section 0.3.1.2).  

Traffic control is not needed for PDBs based on relative loss-rate differentiation. This 
makes such PDBs fail-safe and easy to deploy and manage. Unfortunately, the forwarding 
quality offered through relative loss-rate differentiation is unpredictable. In contrast to PDBs 
based on sheltering, the loss-rates for PDBs based on relative loss-rate differentiation depend 
on the aggregated load in the forwarding class in question.  

Relatively differentiated PDBs in general and proportionally differentiated PDBs in 
particular allows individual users to choose a service that provides an appealing balance 
between forwarding quality and cost. With relatively loss-rate differentiated PDBs, a user 
can dynamically switch between levels of drop precedence to find a level with a loss-rate 
low enough for the application used. For example, a user can begin tagging all the packets 
with a high drop precedence level. If the loss-rate at this level is considered unacceptably 
high after a period, the user can switch to a lower drop precedence level by tagging all the 
packets with that lower level. Eventually, the user should find a level that provides a loss-
rate adequate for the user’s needs. Hence, the user does not have to pay for additional and 
unneeded forwarding quality.   

When switching between levels of drop precedence it is essential that the relations in 
loss-rates between these levels are predictable. This issue is addressed through the 
contribution made in Section 3.0 and discussed in 0.3.1.3.  

In this thesis, sheltered differentiation and relative differentiation are seen as 
complementary to each other. They can be offered separately, but also in combination. 
Offering sheltered loss-rate differentiation and relative loss-rate differentiation in 
combination is discussed in Section 2.0.  

0.1.4 Queue Management Mechanisms  

In the context of packet forwarding in the Internet, queue management was originally 
proposed as a method to provide early congestion signaling. By randomly dropping packets, 
even at relatively short queues, congestion-responsive applications reduce their sending rate 
earlier than they would if the router only dropped packets when it ran out of buffer. This is 
advantageous since the router will have buffer space available to absorb traffic bursts instead 
of dropping an unnecessarily large number of packets5.  

Random Early Detection (RED) [11] is a queue management mechanism that provides 
probabilistic dropping. RED drops packets with a probability that increases with the average 
length of the queue at a congested network interface. When this average queue length 
reaches a pre-specified threshold, all the packets arriving are, however, dropped. This can 
give bursty loss patterns. Bursty loss patterns are undesirable in IP networks since they can 
reduce the performance of TCP. For example, the most common version of TCP (i.e. TCP 
Reno) may set its sending rate to zero when exposed to bursty loss patterns. To avoid this 
problem, the gentle modification of RED is proposed [15]. With the gentle modification, 
smoother loss patterns are provided than without this modification.  

                                                           
5 Internet traffic is known to be bursty. 
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In recent years, new queue management mechanisms have been proposed that are shown 
to outperform RED. For example, the response time can be rather long with RED due to the 
low-pass filtering of the queue length. Weaker low-pass filtering reduces the stability of 
RED is not a feasible approach to improve the response time of RED. Hollot et al. proposes 
in [18] a Proportional-Integral (PI) active queue management mechanism that is shown to be 
more robust than RED.  

Queue mechanisms based on RED can be used to provide loss-rate differentiation 
[12][13]. However, even if the queue mechanisms providing loss-rate differentiation are not 
based on RED, the early congestion signaling provided by RED or some similar active queue 
management mechanism can have positive effects on the loss-rate differentiation offered 
since variations in loss-rates are smoothened out. Therefore, such mechanisms should be 
considered when creating loss-rate differentiation. Also, active queue management is 
recommended for AF precedence levels.  

0.1.5 Scheduling Mechanisms 

Scheduling mechanisms are commonly used to distribute forwarding capacity fairly among 
different application data streams competing for the same capacity. Although TCP is defined 
to allow for forwarding capacity to be scared fairly, different round-trip-times (RTT) may 
cause unfairness among concurrent TCP flows. Also, applications using UDP need network 
support to share forwarding capacity.  

Packet scheduling approximations of Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) such as 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) can provide fair distribution of forwarding capacity to 
application data streams [19]. Forwarding capacity can also be divided into classes through 
this type of scheduling. WFQ can for example be used to create multiple forwarding classes. 
Moreover, using a priority queue, a class given absolute priority over all other classes can be 
created. This is the preferred implementation of the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB.  

In general, forwarding classes created with scheduling mechanisms are unrelated in the 
sense that the order in which packets arrives to an interface and are buffered for scheduling 
in different classes is not necessary preserved at the outgoing link. This means that packets 
within the same application data stream may get reordered if they are forwarded in different 
classes. However, this thesis contributes by defining a scheduling mechanism that preserves 
the order in which packets arrives to an interface although they may be tagged with different 
PHBs (Section 4.0 and Section 0.3.1.4).  

0.1.6 Forwarding in Radio Networks 

In radio networks the forwarding quality given to Internet packets is determined by current 
radio conditions and the settings of mechanisms used to handle interference and noise. These 
mechanisms include different modulation and coding, automatic repeat request (ARQ), and 
possibly varying transmission power. In addition, scheduling mechanisms exploring 
variations in signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) can be used to optimize the spectrum 
utilization at the price of fairness among users (i.e., transmissions to users with high SIR are 
prioritized).  

There are trade-offs in selecting proper parameter setting for mechanisms handling 
interference and noise in radio networks. In particular, high error rates can be traded for 
short delay. Therefore, in some radio networks, multiple transport services are defined that 
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fits different applications. For example, in Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 
(WCDMA) air interface of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)6, four 
different Quality of Service (QoS) classes are defined. These are real-time, streaming, 
interactive, and bulk transport [23].  

In addition to the QoS classes mentioned above, a new downlink shared channel, the 
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), has recently been defined for the WCDMA 
air interface [24]. HSDPA introduces support for peak bit-rates for data services exceeding 8 
Mbps. These high bit-rates are achieved through higher order modulation, hybrid ARQ, and 
possibly fast scheduling that accounts for varying SIR to optimize the spectrum utilization. 
In Section 6.0 (also discussed in Section 0.3.3.1) the thesis contributed with an evaluation of 
two different radio-block scheduling mechanisms’ impact on two versions of the 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).  

0.2 Evaluation with Simulations 

The evaluations made in this thesis are mainly done with simulations in the network 
simulator version 2 (ns-2) [17]. This section aims at clarifying the confidence of the 
evaluation results to elucidate the contribution with new knowledge, and to explicitly 
repudiate conclusions that cannot be drawn from the evaluations performed.   

First and foremost, it is worth emphasizing that simulations are not real world tests. 
Numerous errors can remain in simulation environments even after careful testing and 
validation of scripts and implementations with which the behavior of existing or proposed 
mechanisms in real networks is to be estimated. For this reason, simulation results not 
companioned by detailed explanations of the results must be dismissed. This is because they 
may originate from properties unique for the simulation environment rather than some 
fundamental behavior of the mechanisms studied.  

Despite the risk of that the simulation environment differs from the real world network 
modeled, evaluation with simulations is a powerful tool in networking research. Through 
simulations it is possible study complex mechanisms that are hard to model accurately (i.e., 
inaccurate models developed using simplifying assumptions). In this sense, simulations are 
complementary to theoretical analysis. Also, simulations can be used to carefully investigate 
the parameter space for a particular network mechanism. Thereby, fundamental operationally 
principles of a mechanism and interaction with other mechanisms can be explored.  

In addition to exploring the parameter space for a network mechanism, simulations can 
be used to address issues of scale. Such work is becoming increasingly important as the 
Internet continue to grow even bigger than today. The size and the principle of locating 
functionality at endpoints imply that new mechanisms can propagate rapidly all over the 
Internet. This makes success disasters possible (i.e., new mechanisms not properly tested can 
spread to millions of computes within a few weeks) [16]. Consequences of such disasters can 
be limited and possibly even avoided by simulating scaling properties before presenting new 
mechanisms and releasing code for them.  

When predicting the behavior of a simulated mechanism in a real network it is essential 
to validate that assumptions made for the simulations hold for the real network in question. 
The applicability of simulation results in real world networks is also limited by impacts from 
implementation details on the behavior of the mechanism evaluated (e.g., the speed at which 

                                                           
6 UMTS is a standard for the third generation mobile communication system.  
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the kernel of an operating system is clocked may limit the granularity at which a mechanism 
can operate). Therefore, lab tests and continued evaluation in real networks should follow an 
evaluation through simulations.  

The contributions regarding evaluations made in this thesis lays in the explanation of 
fundamental principles of the behavior of the mechanisms evaluated. That is, the evaluations 
do not provide any proof of the mechanisms exact behavior in real networks. Instead, they 
give insight into fundamental principles of the mechanisms. Also, in Section 4.0, simulations 
are used to illustrate the operation of the admission control mechanism proposed.  

0.3 Thesis Organization and Scientific Contribution  

This thesis contains three parts. These parts include material originally written as papers to 
be submitted to an academic journal or a conference. All papers in Part 1 and the second 
paper in Part 3 are published elsewhere. These papers are reproduced in this thesis with 
cosmetic changes only.  

Each part of the thesis addresses separate research areas related to forwarding quality in 
the Internet. These areas are; differentiated forwarding mechanisms, admission control for 
differentiated services, and forwarding quality in radio networks carrying Internet traffic. 
The scientific contributions made by the thesis are highlighted in the following sections in 
which the papers are briefly summarized and revisited.  

0.3.1 Part 1 – Differentiating Forwarding Mechanisms 

In part 1 of the thesis, three recommendations for queue mechanisms creating loss-rate 
differentiation are defined and motivated. Also, a new set of forwarding behaviors enabling 
usage of excess bandwidth is specified and evaluated. These works are presented in the 
papers reproduced in Sections 1 through 4.  

0.3.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Preserve the total forwarding quality 

The first paper in part 1 of the thesis (Section 1) examines effects of providing loss-rate 
differentiation in IP networks by studying loss-rates, throughput and queue oscillations for 
two drop-strategies. These strategies are dropping packets only as they arrive and dropping 
packets from the queue respectively. The studies aim at evaluating whether or not the total 
forwarding quality at congested links can become degraded using these drop strategies.  

We present simulations showing that the total forwarding quality is reasonably preserved 
when dropping packets from the queue, but not when packets are dropped only as they 
arrive. In the paper, four sets of simulations are made covering two different versions of TCP 
and RED respectively. The versions of TCP are Reno and Sack. RED is used with and 
without the gentle modification.  

The main contribution of the paper is the observation that drops may be delayed when 
packets are dropped only as they arrive and that delayed drops can cause degradation in the 
total forwarding quality at congested links. We capture this observation in our first 
recommendation; the total forwarding quality at congested links should not be degraded due 
to actions taken to create loss-rate differentiation.  
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The simulation scenario used in the paper is intentionally simple. This is to reveal 
fundamental principles of the drop-strategies studied rather than to predict their exact 
behavior in a real network environment. Hence, complementary studies are needed to 
estimate whether the tested drop-strategies meets our recommendation in a specific scenario 
corresponding to an existing network of interest for loss-rate differentiation.  

0.3.1.2 Recommendation 2 – Avoid starvation of low priority traffic 

The second paper in part 1 of the thesis (Section 2) evaluates the queue management 
mechanisms RED In and Out (RIO) [12] and Weighted RED (WRED) [13] in providing 
sheltered loss-rate differentiation under different loads. The evaluation aims at studying 
whether or not traffic at high drop precedence levels always can be given a useful share of 
available forwarding resources.  

With RIO and WRED, high drop precedence traffic can become starved if the control of 
low drop precedence traffic fails or is inaccurate. Configuring WRED to instead offer 
relative loss-rate differentiation eliminates the risk of starvation. However, WRED cannot, 
without reconfiguration, both offer sheltering when low drop precedence traffic is properly 
controlled and avoid starvation during overloading of low drop precedence traffic. To 
achieve this, we propose a new queue mechanism, WRED with Thresholds (WRT).  

The benefit of WRT is that, without reconfiguration, it offers sheltering when low drop 
precedence traffic is properly controlled and relative loss-rate differentiation if this traffic 
control fails. In this paper, we present simulations showing that WRT has these properties. 
The main contributions of the paper are the specification of WRT and the evaluation of its 
properties. We capture the properties of WRT in our second recommendation; traffic at high 
drop precedence levels should always be given a useful share of available forwarding 
resources.  

We recognize that other mechanisms besides WRT can be designed to meet our third 
recommendation. A token bucket filer can for example be used to provide sheltering. Then, 
properly controlled traffic conforming to such a filter can be protected from loss, while 
excess traffic is offered relative loss-rate differentiation through an appropriate queue 
mechanism. An advantage of this approach is that the amount of conforming traffic can be 
limited more accurately than with WRT.  

0.3.1.3 Recommendation 3 – Make proportional differentiation predictable 

The third paper in part 1 of the thesis (Section 3) studies the predictability of proportional 
loss-rate differentiation at a short time-scale (i.e., five seconds) and at a longer time-scale 
(i.e., two minutes). To provide robust proportional loss-rate differentiation, running 
estimates on loss-rates are used as feedback to adjust towards the target loss-rate ratios if the 
actual loss-rate ratios deviate from these targets. The study aims at evaluating whether 
Recommendation 1 is followed or not with a loss-rate estimator proposed in [14] and a loss-
rate estimator that we define in the paper.  

The loss-rate estimator defined in the paper is based on average drop distances (ADDs). 
We show, through simulations, that this estimator enables more predictable proportional 
loss-rate differentiation than a loss-rate estimator based on a loss history table [14]. 
Moreover, we present performance measurements of the ADD estimator and the mechanism 
used to select which drop precedence level to drop from. These measurements show that the 
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ADD estimator and this mechanism can be implemented efficiently in the kernel of FreeBSD 
(RELEASE 3.4).  

The main contributions of the paper are the specification of the ADD estimator, the 
predictability study, and the performance evaluation. We capture the fundamental behavior 
of the ADD estimator in our third recommendation; users should be able to predict the 
change in loss-rates when switching between drop precedence levels.  

It is worth emphasizing that the strongest contribution of the paper is the predictability 
study. This study highlights and analyzes the fundamental problem of estimating varying 
loss-rates both accurately and with short delay. That is, an estimator needs to consider a 
longer history to be accurate at low loss-rates than at high loss-rates.  

0.3.1.4 A set of forwarding behaviors enabling usage of excess bandwidth 

The fourth paper in part 1 of the thesis (Section 4) defines a new PHB group, which we 
name In-Time (IT). IT offers delay-limited and in-order forwarding of conforming and 
excess packets. Conforming traffic is given loss-free forwarding, while excess traffic is 
given equal or higher loss-rate than traffic of non-prioritized applications. The paper presents 
a scheduler that implements these forwarding properties efficiently.  

The target applications for IT are those being delay-sensitive and loss-tolerant, that need 
a minimum rate for certain packets, and that can benefit from additional forwarding capacity 
if available. Although existing applications may not have these properties, some of them can 
be extended to take advantage of IT. Also, new applications can be designed to benefit from 
IT. Then, an interesting issue is congestion-control for capacity that is partly shared and 
partly reserved. That is, the congestion-control mechanism should only consider the shared 
capacity for the sending rate adaptation.  

The contributions of the paper are the definition of IT, the specification of the scheduling 
mechanism implementing IT efficiently, and the evaluation of this scheduling mechanism. 
The definition of IT is innovative in the sense that it identifies a need for differentiated 
forwarding that has not been outlined before. Hence, the definition of IT can be considered 
the main contribution of this paper.   

0.3.2 Part 2 – Admission Control for Differentiated Services  

In part 2 of the thesis, a mechanism for admission control giving assurances on loss-rates to 
rate varying applications is defined. This work is presented in the paper reproduced in 
Section 5. 

0.3.2.1 Maintaining loss-rate assurances through dynamic admission thresholds  

The first paper in part 2 of the thesis (Section 5) presents a new mechanism for admission 
control in IP networks. This mechanism is based on feedback from traffic monitoring made 
by low-impact mechanisms such as token bucket filters, which are commonly available in 
legacy routers. The mechanism maintains per-link dynamic admission thresholds that limit 
the committed aggregate rate for rate varying applications. Thereby, assurances on 
forwarding quality can be offered while allowing for statistical multiplexing. 
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Using thresholds for admission control is appealing since they enable both immediate 
reservations and reservations in advance. Also, dynamic admission thresholds can easily 
remember rare events causing traffic bursts. We believe that it is important to account for 
such bursts while giving assurances or guarantees on forwarding quality (i.e., since such 
bursts may originate from rare user behaviors that are likely to be repeated).   

The main contribution of the paper is the approach used to define the admission control 
mechanism. This approach means to estimate the amount of traffic that can be admitted for 
prioritized forwarding already at low traffic aggregates and adjust admission control 
thresholds to reduce the risk of reservations requests being denied for reasons of unknown 
traffic behaviors. This enables the usage of admission thresholds for creation of 
differentiated services allowing for statistical multiplexing.  

0.3.3 Part 3 – Forwarding Quality in Radio Networks  

In part 2 of the thesis, delay spikes experienced by Internet traffic in cellular radio networks 
are analyzed and extensions to the Internet architecture that enable inter-layer 
communication are proposed. These works are presented in the papers reproduced in 
Sections 6 and 7. 

0.3.3.1 Delay spikes in cellular radio networks and effects on TCP 

The first paper in part 3 of the thesis (Section 6) evaluates effects on TCP from radio-block 
scheduling in Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) High Speed Downlink 
Shared Channels (HSDPAs). We show that round-robin (RR) schedulers can give more jitter 
than signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) schedulers. SIR schedulers discriminates low SIR 
users to improve spectrum utilization while RR schedulers distribute transmission capacity 
fairly.  

Jitter can cause spurious timeouts, which results in unnecessary retransmissions and 
multiplicative decreases in TCP congestion window sizes. Because of these problems, the 
fairness in throughput among users and the spectrum utilization can be severely reduced with 
RR scheduling compared to with SIR scheduling.   

The problems of spurious timeouts are reduced through the Eifel algorithm [22]. 
Thereby, RR schedulers can be used without risking low fairness in throughput among users 
and insufficient spectrum utilization. We cannot however say that jitter is not a problem for 
TCP Eifel and that fairness and utilization are not possible to improve by reducing the jitter. 
This issue is for further studies.  

The main contribution of the paper is the observation that the impact on jitter from radio-
block scheduling can affect the operation of TCP and the forwarding quality experienced by 
users (i.e., in terms of fairness in throughput among users and spectrum utilization). Also, 
the paper contributes by revealing basic dependencies between scheduling, interference, and 
congestion control mechanisms implemented by TCP.  
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0.3.3.2 Extensions to the Internet architecture enabling  
inter-layer communication 

The second paper in part 3 of the thesis (Section 7) proposes extensions to the Internet 
architecture that enables inter-layer communication. These extensions allow applications and 
transport protocols to exchange information with radio link layers. Such information 
exchange can be used to improve the forwarding quality and to customize data and transport 
features for current radio conditions.  

The mechanisms mentioned in the paper for implementation of the inter-layer 
communication are the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [20] and IP options7. We 
have however reconsidered the suggestion of using IP options after the paper was published. 
This is because of the overhead of processing such options in routers. As an alternative to IP 
options for inter-layer communication we propose to associate DSCPs with link and 
application data flow specific treatment of IP packet data. Then, the information from upper 
layers to the radio link layer is carried by DSCPs instead of IP options.  

The limited number of DSCPs imposes the need for session states defining the 
interpretation of different DSCPs for each application session. Such a session can for 
example be a videoconference. We propose to establish these states through signaling using 
the Cross Application Signaling Protocol (CASP) [21].  

The main contribution of the paper is the concept of extending the Internet architecture to 
support inter-layer communication. Although the implementation of this extension is an open 
issue, we consider its definition to be an important step towards making the Internet protocol 
suite more suitable for radio communication.   

0.4 Personal Contribution 

I am responsible for the ideas and results, and for writing the first two papers in Part 1, the 
paper in Part 2, and 5, and the first paper in Part 3. I have had input from my co-authors 
concerning presentation and style of writing. Also, my co-authors have contributed through 
discussions on ideas and evaluations made.  

In the third paper in Part 1, I was primarily responsible for writing Sections 3.1, 3.3, 3.4 
and 3.6. Moreover, I was partly responsible for writing Section 3.2. The ideas in this paper 
are a result of joint work with my co-authors. The simulation results presented in Section 3.4 
are entirely my work, while the performance results presented in Section 3.5 are entirely 
Andreas Jonsson’s work.  

I wrote the fourth paper in Part 1 together with Johan Karlsson. The basic ideas of this 
paper are result of fruitful discussions with all my co-authors. Johan Karlsson contributed 
with algorithmic theory and the implementation of the algorithms evaluated. He also made 
the simulations included in the paper. I was primarily responsible for the simulation setup 
and for interpreting the simulation results.   

In the second paper in Part 3, I was the primary contributor for Sections 6.3.2, 6.4.2 and 
6.5.2. Lars-Åke Larzon was the main contributor for Sections 6.3.1, 6.4.1 and 6.5.1. Besides 
these sections we wrote the paper together and contributed equally much with ideas.     

                                                           
7 An IP option is carried in an IP packet immediately after its header.  
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Abstract 

When offering loss-rate differentiation in IP networks, the drop strategy used can have a 
considerable influence on packet loss and delay. In particular, a strategy of dropping pack-
ets only as they arrive can cause bursty loss patterns and high jitter. When only arriving 
packets are dropped, the router may need to wait for low priority packets to arrive before 
dropping any packet. This results in larger queue oscillation than if low priority packets 
were dropped immediately from the queue. Queue oscillation gives bursty loss patterns and 
delay jitter. We present simulations showing that dropping packets from the queue gives 
smoother loss patterns and less jitter than if packets are dropped only as they arrive. These 
simulations cover both TCP Sack and TCP Reno. WRED with and without the gentle modifi-
cation is used to make drop decisions.  

1.1 Introduction  

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined architectural extensions to support 
service differentiation in the Internet. The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture 
[1][2] includes router mechanisms for differentiated forwarding.  

With DiffServ, drop precedence levels can be assigned to IP packets. Differentiation be-
tween such levels is part of the Assured Forwarding (AF) per-hop behavior (PHB) group [8]. 
AF can be used to offer differentiation among congestion-responsive applications (e.g., ap-
plications using TCP). The traffic of each user is tagged as being in or out of their service 
profiles. Packets tagged as in-profile are assigned lower drop precedence than those tagged 
as out-of-profile.  

Loss-rate differentiation can be created with queue mechanisms (e.g., RED [5] based 
queue mechanisms such as Weighted RED (WRED) [4], RED In and Out (RIO) [3] and 
WRED with Thresholds (WRT) [10]). We show that the drop strategy used by such a 
mechanism can have a considerable influence on packet loss and delay.  

The most common drop strategy used by differentiating queue mechanisms is “drop-
arrivals” (also known as “drop-tail”). With this strategy, packets are dropped only as they 
arrive (i.e., already queued packets are never dropped).  

When offering loss-rate differentiation, the drop-arrivals strategy can cause drops to be 
delayed. For example, say that the detected level of congestion at a particular link indicates 
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that packets should be dropped to perform early congestion signaling1. However, for a pe-
riod, all arriving packets are tagged with a drop precedence level at which packets should not 
be dropped. With drop-arrivals, the router has then to wait until packets tagged with higher 
drop precedence levels arrive and drop them instead.  

Delayed drops can result in burstier loss patterns and more jitter compared to dropping 
packets immediately at congestion. When drops are delayed, TCP reduces its sending rate 
later than if drops were made immediately when congestion first occurred. Moreover, TCP 
increases its sending rate until packet loss is detected (exponentially at slow-start and linearly 
at congestion avoidance). With sources behaving as TCP, delayed drops give larger queue 
oscillation compared to immediate drops. In addition to jitter, queue oscillation gives bursty 
loss patterns. 

The risk of dropping several packets within a TCP source’s window of data increases 
with bursty loss patterns. Such multiple losses can force TCP Reno into slow-start, which 
may decrease the utilization of congested links. TCP Sack can better handle multiple losses 
within one window of data [11]. Moreover, the smoothening of loss patterns provided by 
WRED can be improved by applying the gentle modification of RED to WRED [12]. How-
ever, even with TCP Sack and the gentle modification of WRED, delayed drops give burstier 
loss patterns and more delay variations (i.e., jitter) than immediate drops.  

A drop strategy that can offer loss-rate differentiation with low drop delay is “drop-from-
queue” (also known as “pushout”2). The drop-from-queue strategy implies that packets most 
often are dropped immediately at congestion. For example, say that a packet should be 
dropped, but that the arriving packet is tagged with a drop precedence level at which packets 
should not be dropped. With drop-from-queue, a packet at higher level is dropped from the 
queue immediately instead of later when such packet arrives. This presumes that at least one 
packet that can be dropped is present in the queue. Otherwise, the queue mechanism has to 
wait until such packet arrives (as with drop-arrivals). 

We show, through simulations, that less queue oscillation is obtained with drop-from-
queue than with drop-arrivals. In the simulations, all packets are dropped at a high drop 
precedence level (i.e., out-of-profile packets) before dropping any packet at a lower level 
(i.e., in-profile packets). The amount of in-profile traffic is kept well below link capacity. 
Consequently, loss-rate is zero for in-profile traffic. The simulations cover TCP Reno and 
TCP Sack. WRED is used with and without the gentle modification.  

1.2 Creating Loss-rate Differentiation  

In this section, we describe how RED [5] based queue mechanisms can be used to create 
loss-rate differentiation. Moreover, the two different strop strategies evaluated in this paper 
are presented and their respective computational overhead is discussed. 

                                                 
1 Early congestion signaling makes congestion-responsive applications (e.g., applications 
using TCP) reducing their sending rate before congestion get more severe. RED [5] provides 
such signaling.  

2 The pushout drop strategy is extensively evaluated in the context of shared buffer ATM 
switches (e.g., [14] and [15]).  These studies do not however evaluate implications on loss-
rate IP packet differentiation for congestion-responsive applications.  
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1.2.1 Differentiating Queue Mechanisms 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, loss-rate differentiation can be created with differentiating 
queue mechanisms such as WRED [4], RIO [3] and WRT [10]. These mechanisms all oper-
ate on one or more average queue lengths. For example, WRED drops arriving packets 
tagged with drop precedence level 1 with a probability between zero and max_p(1) when 
avg_ql is between min_th(1) and max_th(1) (Figure 1.1). When avg_ql exceeds max_th(1), 
all such packets that arrive are dropped. Arriving packets tagged with drop precedence level 
0 get dropped with a probability between zero and max_p(0) when avg_ql is between 
min_th(0) and max_th(0). When avg_ql exceeds max_th(0), all arriving packets are 
dropped3.  
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Figure 1.1: The Weighted RED mechanism.  

Dropping packets with a probability that increase with avg_ql is appealing since it pro-
vides early congestion signaling. Thereby, congestion responsive sources (e.g., TCP sources) 
can reduce their sending rates before queues become saturated. Shorter queues mean less 
delay and more space to absorb bursts. This give lower loss-rates and reduces the risk of 
locking flows out [6].  

The main difference between WRED, RIO and WRT is how they make drop decisions 
for low drop precedence traffic (i.e., in-profile traffic). In contrast to WRED (which uses 
avg_ql to decide when to drop low drop precedence packets) RIO and WRT calculate a sepa-
rate average queue length for in-packets. RIO uses this variable to make drop decisions for 
these packets. WRT, on the other hand, uses the separate average queue length to decide 
when to treat arriving in-packets as if they where tagged as being out-of-profile. This pre-
vents WRT from starving out-of-profile traffic. Out-of-profile traffic can get starved with 
WRED and RIO if in-profile traffic is not properly policed. The issue of starvation is dis-
cussed in [10]. WRED, RIO and WRT behave equally when only out-of-profile packets are 
dropped.  

                                                 
3 WRED provides eight levels of drop precedence, which are numbered from 0 to 7. In this 
paper, we use level 0 and 1 only. 
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1.2.2 Two Different Drop Strategies  

The drop strategy used by a differentiating queue mechanism can influence packet loss and 
delay at congested links. The most common drop strategy used by differentiating queue 
mechanisms is “drop-arrivals” (also known as “drop-tail”). This means that packets are 
dropped only as they arrive (i.e., already queued packets are never dropped).  

When offering loss-rate differentiation, dropping packets only as they arrive can cause 
drops to be delayed. For example, assume that a WRED queue is configured with min_th(1) 
set to 15 packets, max_th(1) to 45 packets and max_p(1) to 0.1. The major part of the traffic 
originates from TCP sources. At some point in time, avg_ql is 30 packets. This implies that a 
drop probability of 0.05 will be applied to arriving packets at drop precedence level 1. Pack-
ets arriving at level 0 will not be dropped at all. Unfortunately, most arriving packets for a 
period are tagged with level 0 and do not get dropped. Since only a few packets are dropped, 
many TCP sources continue to increase their sending rate. When more packets at level 1 fi-
nally arrive, avg_ql has increased to 50 packets. This means that all arriving packets at level 
1 are dropped until avg_ql becomes less than 45 packets. Hence, with few packets arriving at 
level 1 in times of congestion, the loss-rate can increase dramatically with the drop-arrivals 
strategy. Moreover, packets at level 1 can be dropped in bursts when avg_ql exceeds 
max_th(1).  

The gentle modification of RED [12] can reduce the problem of high loss-rates with the 
drop-arrivals strategy. Applied to WRED, this modification can make the drop probability go 
from max_p(1) to 1 between max_th(1) and twice max_th(1) (Figure 1.2). This does not 
however solve the problem of large queue oscillations. Drops can still be delayed, which 
cause long queues and large queue oscillation. The queue can be even longer with the gentle 
modification. This is because TCP sources do not reduce their sending rates as much as they 
would if a burst of packets were dropped when avg_ql exceeds max_th(1).  
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Figure 1.2: WRED with the gentle modification.  

A drop strategy that can offer loss-rate differentiation with lower drop delay is “drop-
from-queue” (also known as “pushout”). Given that there is at least one packet at drop prece-
dence level 1 present in the queue at congestion, such a packet is dropped from the queue 
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when the arriving packet is tagged with level 0. With the same parameter settings as for the 
previous example, packets at level 1 will be dropped immediately from the queue with prob-
ability 0.05 when avg_ql is 30 packets.  

The drop-from-queue strategy enables routers to drop packets immediately at congestion. 
This makes responsive sources such as TCP reduce their sending rate earlier than with the 
drop-arrivals strategy. Consequently, avg_ql will increase less than with the drop-arrivals 
strategy. This gives less queue oscillation.  

The drop-from-queue strategy can be configured to drop the arriving packet if it is an out 
packet and the last out packet present from within in the queue otherwise. Other possible 
configurations are to drop a random out packet or the first out packet from the queue. Be-
cause of shorter queuing delay, these configurations give less drop delay than dropping the 
arriving or the last out packet. In this paper, we do not examine the strategies of dropping a 
random out packet or the first out packet from the queue. This is to minimize effects of 
shorter queuing delay with drop-from-queue than with drop-arrivals in comparing these drop 
strategies. 

1.2.3 Computational Overhead 

The computational and memory overhead can be expected to be higher for drop-from-queue 
than for drop-arrivals. The extra overhead occurs when a high precedence packet shall be 
dropped and a low drop precedence packet arrives to the congested queue. Then, a packet at 
the high drop precedence level present in the queue has to be found and dropped to make 
place for the arrived low drop precedence packet. If the first or a random packet at the high 
drop precedence level shall be dropped from the queue instead of the last one, this extra 
overhead occurs for all drops (i.e., not only when the arriving packet cannot be dropped). 
With the drop-arrivals strategy, these operations are not needed at all.  

Dropping the last packet at a specific drop precedence level present in the queue is ex-
pensive with singe-linked queues since the whole queue may need to be traversed to find the 
last packet (i.e., if the last packet tagged with the drop precedence level from which a drop 
shall be made also is the last packet present in the queue). A pointer to the last packet at spe-
cific level might make the operation of finding this packet more efficient. The cost of 
traversing the whole queue must however be compared to the additional cost of maintaining 
such a pointer. Moreover, traversing the queue can be implemented as a background process. 
Hence, using a tail pointer might not necessarily make the operation of dropping the last 
packet at a specific drop precedence level more efficient.  

To summarize, it is not obvious how to minimize computational and memory cost of 
dropping packets from the queue. Moreover, such optimizations depend on router architec-
ture and hardware properties. For example, it has been shown that pushout (i.e., drop-from-
queue) can be implemented efficiently in shared memory ATM switches (e.g., [16] and [17]). 
This may indicate that drop-from-queue can be implemented efficiently in IP routers. In this 
paper, we consider however analyses of computational and memory overhead in dropping 
packets from the queue as further work.   
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1.3 Simulations  

In this section, we present simulations examining loss-rates, link utilization and queue oscil-
lation for WRED with the drop-arrivals and drop-from-queue strategies. The simulations are 
made with NS [7]. 

1.3.1 Simulation Setup 

For our simulations, we use a topology for which one link is congested (i.e., link R4 – R3 in 
Figure 1.3). At this link, 16 long-lived TCP Reno or Sack connections are used to download 
FTP data from A and B to receivers r1 through r8. These downloads are started randomly in 
the first five simulated seconds.  

Receiver t1 through t4 download FTP data from C and D. This introduces traffic in the 
same direction as ACK traffic from receiver r1 through r8. In the Internet, small ACK pack-
ets are likely to be forwarded together with larger data packets. Such data traffic can influ-
ence the spacing between ACKs so that the burstiness of traffic from A and B is affected4.  
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Figure 1.3: Simulated topology. 

WRED is used to differentiate between in and out packets at link R4 – R3. All other 
queues are simple FIFO with enough buffer-space to not drop packets (except links C – R1 
and D – R2). Traffic tagged as in-profile is forwarded at drop precedence level 0 and traffic 
tagged as out-of-profile is forwarded at level 1. WRED is configured with min_th(1) set to 
15 packets, max_th(1) to 45 packets and max_p(1) to 0.1. The min_th(0), the max_th(0) and 
the maximal buffer-space parameters are set large enough to not drop in-profile packets.  

                                                 
4 When there is data to send, the rate at which a TCP source releases segments of data is 
controlled by the rate at which acknowledgements arrive to the TCP source.    
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At A and B, Time Sliding Window (TSW) [3] based traffic conditioners are used to tag 
packets as in-profile up to a certain rate and out-of-profile above this rate. For each set of 
simulations, this rate is varied between 0.0 and 9.2 Mbps in steps of 0.6 Mbps. For each sce-
nario studied, the simulations sets are repeated 32 times with different seeds for the random 
start of connections. The 32 samples are used to calculate 95 percent confidence intervals for 
the metrics measured.   

In the simulations, loss-rates are measured for all traffic and for out-of-profile traffic 
separately. Effective throughputs are measured for payload data only. Each simulation lasts 
for 130 simulated seconds. Loss-rate and throughput are measured between 10 and 130 sec-
onds to let the system stabilize before measuring starts.  

The bit-rates and delays of links connecting receivers to routers are reconfigured twice 
every simulated second. Similar values are used in [13] to emulate switched Ethernet. A 
positive consequence of making these reconfigurations is that synchronization effects among 
TCP connections get reduced further5.  

1.3.2 TCP Reno and Standard WRED 

For the simulations presented in this section, all sources use the Reno version of TCP. The 
differentiating queue mechanism is WRED without the gentle modification. Figure 1.4 
shows loss-rates for the drop-arrivals and the drop-from-queue strategy.  

 

Figure 1.4: Loss-rates – TCP Reno and St. WRED.   

Loss-rates for all traffic is higher for all amounts of in-profile traffic simulated with drop-
arrivals than with drop-from-queue (Figure 1.4). However, at low amounts of in-profile traf-
fic, these loss-rates are similar with drop-arrivals and with drop-from-queue. This is because 
most packets arriving are tagged as out-of-profile. Hence, with drop-arrivals, the router does 
not need to wait long for an out packet to arrive before being able to drop it.   

                                                 
5 The random drops made by WRED also reduce the risk of having TCP flows synchronize.  
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Loss-rates for all traffic are similar with drop-arrivals and drop-from-queue also for high 
amounts of in-profile traffic. This is because most packets arriving are tagged as in-profile. 
Consequently, the router does not always find an out packet in the queue when the arriving 
packet is tagged as in-profile and an out packet should be dropped to signal congestion. The 
router will then need to wait for an out packet to arrive before being able to drop a packet 
even with the drop-from-queue strategy.  

Furthermore, with drop-arrivals, loss-rates of out-of-profile traffic increase faster with the 
amount of in-profile traffic below 7 Mbps of in-profile traffic than above that amount. This 
indicates that TCP sources go into slow-start frequently, which reduces the loads generated. 
TCP Reno enters slow-start when loosing multiple packets within one window of data. At 
high amounts of in-profile traffic, loss-rates of out-of-profile traffic can even be higher with 
drop-from-queue than with drop-arrivals. This indicates that TCP goes into slow-start more 
seldom with drop-from-queue than with drop-arrivals.  

Another consequence of TCP going into slow-start frequently is decreased throughput. 
Figure 1.5 shows effective throughputs with drop-arrivals and with drop-from-queue when 
TCP Reno is used.  

 

Figure 1.5: Throughputs – TCP R. and St. WRED. 

With drop-arrivals, the effective throughput decreases as the amount of in-profile traffic 
increases up to 5.6 Mbps (Figure 1.5). Above this amount of in-profile traffic, throughput 
increases and approaches the effective throughput achieved with drop-from-queue. This con-
firms that TCP goes into slow-start more often with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-
queue.  

Bursty loss patterns increase the risk for dropping multiple packets from a TCP source 
within one window of data. When a queuing mechanism such as WRED is used to make 
drop decisions, out-of-profile packets are dropped in bursts when the average queue length 
(i.e., avg_ql) exceeds max_th(1). Figure 1.6 shows avg_ql with drop-arrivals and drop-from-
queue with TCP Reno. 
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Figure 1.6: Queues – TCP Reno and St. WRED. 

It can be seen in Figure 1.6 that the drop-arrivals strategy gives larger queue oscillation 
than the drop-from-queue strategy. Moreover, avg_ql exceeds max_th(1) frequently 
(max_th(1) is set equal to 45 packets). As mentioned above, this causes bursty loss patterns 
for out-of-profile traffic. Moreover, these bursts cause higher loss-rates than the smoother 
loss patterns obtained with drop-from-queue (i.e., although the long-term average queue 
lengths are similar for both drop strategies, the drop probability of 1 when avg_ql exceeds 
max_th(1) cause higher loss-rates). 

1.3.3 TCP Sack and Standard WRED 

For the simulations presented in this section, all sources use the Sack option of TCP. The 
differentiating queue mechanism is standard WRED. Figure 1.7 shows loss-rates for the 
drop-arrivals and the drop-from-queue strategy.  

With drop-from-queue, loss-rates are similar for TCP Reno and TCP Sack (Figure 1.4 
and Figure 1.7). However, with drop-arrivals, loss-rates of out-of-profile traffic are higher for 
most simulated amounts of in-profile traffic when TCP Sack is used. With TCP Reno, loss-
rates are lower with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-queue at high amounts of in-profile 
traffic (Figure 1.4).  

The Sack option enables TCP to better handle multiple losses within one window of data. 
Consequently, at bursty loss patterns, TCP Sack goes into slow-start more seldom than TCP 
Reno. Therefore, TCP Sack generates higher loads than TCP Reno with drop-arrivals. How-
ever, higher loss-rates with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-queue can still cause degrada-
tions in effective throughput. Figure 1.8 shows effective throughputs with drop-arrivals and 
with drop-from-queue when TCP Sack is used. 
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Figure 1.7: Loss-rates  – TCP Sack and St. WRED. 

 

Figure 1.8: Throughputs – TCP Sack and St. WRED. 

With drop-arrivals, the effective throughput gets degraded for most amounts of in-profile 
traffic (Figure 1.8). However, by comparing Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.8, it can be seen that the 
degradation is less severe with TCP Sack than with TCP Reno. This is because TCP Sack 
can better handle multiple losses within one window of data.  

Since TCP Sack seldom goes into slow-start, queue oscillations can be expected to be 
less with TCP Sack than with TCP Reno. Figure 1.9 shows avg_ql with drop-arrivals and 
with drop-from-queue when TCP Sack is used by the traffic sources. 

By comparing Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.9, it can be seen that with drop-arrivals less queue 
oscillation is obtained with TCP Sack than with TCP Reno. The queue oscillation is however 
still larger with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-queue. Moreover, as with drop-arrivals 
and TCP Reno, avg_ql exceeds max_th(1) frequently. Loss patterns are therefore burstier 
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with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-queue also with TCP Sack, which cause higher loss-
rates and lower link utilization than the smoother loss patterns obtained with drop-from-
queue.  

 

Figure 1.9: Queues  – TCP Sack and St. WRED. 

1.3.4 TCP Reno and Gentle WRED 

For the simulations presented in this section, all sources use the Reno version of TCP. The 
differentiating queue mechanism is WRED with the gentle modification. Figure 1.10 shows 
loss-rates with drop-arrivals and with drop-from-queue.  

 

Figure 1.10: Loss-rates – TCP Reno and G. WRED. 
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With TCP Reno, loss-rates are higher with drop-from-queue than with drop-arrivals 
(Figure 1.10). This differs from results presented in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, for which loss-
rates generally are higher with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-queue. The reason for the 
inverse relation in loss-rates is that loss patterns are burstier with drop-arrivals than with 
drop-from-queue. Hence, with drop-arrivals, the TCP Reno generate less traffic load than 
with drop-from-queue. This gives lower loss-rates.  

With TCP Reno, burstier loss patterns can also result in decreased effective throughput. 
Figure 1.11 shows effective throughputs with drop-arrivals and with drop-from-queue re-
spectively. TCP Reno and the gentle modification of WRED are used for these simulations. 

 

Figure 1.11: Throughputs – TCP R. and G. WRED. 

 

Figure 1.12: Queues – TCP Reno and Gentle WRED. 
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Although not as much as for previous simulations (Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.8), effective 
throughput is decreased with drop-arrivals (Figure 1.11). This is because loss-rates are lower 
with the gentle modification. Loss patterns are also less bursty since loss probability does not 
instantaneously go from max_p(1) to 1 at max_th(1) with gentle WRED. 

Since TCP Reno goes into slow-start more often with drop-arrivals than with drop-from-
queue, queue oscillation can be expected to be larger with drop-arrivals. Figure 1.12 shows 
avg_ql with drop-arrivals and drop-from-queue with TCP Reno and gentle WRED.  

In Figure 1.12, it can be seen that queue oscillation is larger with drop-arrivals than with 
drop-from-queue. Moreover, the long-term average queue length is longer with drop-arrivals. 
Since the router needs to postpone drops with drop-arrivals, average queue lengths can be 
long although loss-rates are low (i.e., when drops are delayed, average queue length needs be 
longer to give the same loss-rates that immediate drops give). Large queue oscillation gives 
bursty loss patters. 

1.3.5 TCP Sack and Gentle WRED 

For the simulations presented in this section, all sources use the Sack option of TCP. The 
differentiating queue mechanism is WRED with the gentle modification. Figure 1.13 shows 
loss-rates for the drop-arrivals and the drop-from-queue strategy.  

 

Figure 1.13: Loss-rates – TCP Sack and G. WRED. 

The loss-rates presented in Figure 1.13 are similar to those presented in Figure 1.10. 
Compared to with TCP Reno, loss-rates are only a few percent higher at large amounts of in-
profile traffic with TCP Sack. The higher loss-rates are caused by the higher loads generated 
by TCP Sack (i.e., due to fewer slow-starts).  

Loss patterns can still be bursty with drop-arrivals though. Fewer slow-starts should give 
high effective throughputs, even with bursty loss patterns. Figure 1.14 shows effective 
throughputs for the drop-arrivals and the drop-from-queue strategy with TCP Sack and the 
gentle modification of WRED.  
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Figure 1.14: Throughputs – TCP S. and G. WRED. 

 

Figure 1.15: Queues – TCP Sack and Gentle WRED. 

As expected, effective throughputs are similar with drop-arrivals and drop-from-queue 
(Figure 1.14). Given this, the long-term average queue length should be similar as with TCP 
Reno (Figure 1.12), but queue oscillation should be less for TCP Sack. Figure 1.15 shows 
avg_ql with drop-arrivals and drop-from-queue with TCP Sack and gentle WRED.  

It can be seen in Figure 1.15 that queue oscillation is larger with drop-arrivals than with 
drop-from-queue. In addition, the long-term average queue length is about twice as long with 
drop-arrivals. This gives more jitter and longer delays with drop-arrivals compared to with 
drop-from-queue.  
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1.3.6 Summary of Simulation Results 

The simulations presented show that less queue oscillation is obtained with drop-from-queue 
than with drop-arrivals. With standard WRED, large queue oscillation gives high loss-rates 
and bursty loss patterns. This forces TCP Reno into slow-start frequently. With a limited 
number of TCP sources, this can result in decreased link utilization. TCP Sack can better 
handle bursty loss patterns. Link utilization can however still be decreased due to higher 
loss-rates and that these TCP sources go into slow-start more often than they would with 
smoother loss patterns.  

With the gentle modification of WRED, lower loss-rates are obtained with drop-arrivals 
than with drop-from-queue. This is because loss patterns are less bursty for the drop-from-
queue strategy (i.e., due to less queue oscillation). Less bursty loss patterns enable the TCP 
sources to generate higher loads. With TCP Reno, the bursty loss patterns can cause de-
creased link utilization (as with standard WRED).  

The lower loss-rates with gentle WRED come with longer queue lengths. The long-term 
average queue length is in our simulations about twice as long with drop-arrivals compared 
to with drop-from-queue  (when half the link capacity is used by traffic at the lower drop 
precedence level). Long queue lengths and large queue oscillation means long queue delay 
with large variations (i.e., delay jitter).  

1.4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we show that packet loss and delay at congested links are influenced by actions 
taken to create loss-rate differentiation. In particular, the drop strategy used influences these 
quality metrics. A common drop strategy is to drop packets only as they arrive. We show, 
through simulations, that by dropping packets from the queue less queue oscillation is 
achieved than achieved by drooping packets only as they arrive. With standard WRED, less 
queue oscillation results in lower loss-rates and less bursty loss patterns.  

The gentle modification proposed for RED can be applied to WRED. With gentle 
WRED, the problem of high loss-rates with drop-arrivals is alleviated. The queue oscillation 
is however still larger and loss patterns burstier when packets are dropped only as they arrive 
than when they are dropped from the queue. Moreover, the gentle modification increases the 
long-term average queue length. Long queue lengths and large queue oscillation means long 
queue delay with large variations (i.e., jitter).  

Our conclusion is that dropping packets from the queue is preferable to dropping packets 
only as they arrive. The simulations indicate that this conclusion holds for both TCP Reno 
and Sack. Moreover, it holds for standard and gentle WRED as well as for TSW and token 
bucket based traffic conditioners6.  

                                                 
6 We have made simulations with pure token bucket and CAR [9] based traffic conditioners 
as well as with the TSW traffic conditioner. As these simulations show similar results as 
with the TSW traffic conditioner, these simulations are not included in the paper.  
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Abstract 

Current work in the IETF aims at providing service differentiation on the Internet. One pro-
posal is to provide loss differentiation by assigning levels of drop precedence to IP packets. 
In this paper, we evaluate the active queue management (AQM) mechanisms RED In and 
Out (RIO) and Weighted RED (WRED) in providing levels of drop precedence under differ-
ent loads. For low drop precedence traffic, RIO and WRED can be configured to offer shel-
tering (i.e. low drop precedence traffic is protected from losses caused by higher drop 
precedence traffic). However, if traffic control fails or is inaccurate, such configurations can 
cause starvation of traffic at high drop precedence levels. Configuring WRED to instead 
offer relative differentiation can eliminate the risk of starvation. However, WRED cannot, 
without reconfiguration, both offer sheltering when low drop precedence traffic is properly 
controlled and avoid starvation at overload of low drop precedence traffic. To achieve this, 
we propose a new AQM mechanism, WRED with Thresholds (WRT). The benefit of WRT is 
that, without reconfiguration, it offers sheltering when low drop precedence traffic is prop-
erly controlled and relative differentiation otherwise. We present simulations showing that 
WRT has these properties. 

2.1 Introduction 

The traditional Internet architecture offers best-effort service only. The Internet community 
has recognized the importance of simplicity in forwarding mechanisms, but also that a single 
service may not be enough to support the wide range of applications on the Internet. The 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is therefore designing architectural extensions to 
enable service differentiation on the Internet. The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architec-
ture [1][2] includes mechanisms for differentiated forwarding.  

One proposed mechanism for DiffServ is to assign levels of drop precedence to IP pack-
ets. This mechanism is included in the Assured Forwarding (AF) per-hop behavior (PHB) 
group [12]. AF can be used to offer differentiation among rate adaptive applications that re-
spond to packet loss, e.g. applications using TCP. The traffic of each user is tagged as being 
in or out of their service profiles. Packets tagged as in-profile are assigned lower drop prece-
dence than those tagged as out-of-profile. In addition, a packet within a user’s profile may be 
tagged with one out of several levels of drop precedence. For now, there are three levels of 
drop precedence specified for AF. 
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When creating differentiation with levels of drop precedence, packets within an applica-
tion data stream may get tagged with different drop precedence levels depending on whether 
they are considered in or out-of-profile. For AF, it is required that packets within an applica-
tion data stream tagged with different drop precedence levels are not reordered by routers. 
Packet reordering can reduce the performance of TCP and real-time applications using UDP. 

Moreover, for AF, it is required that the levels of drop precedence are ordered so that for 
levels x < y < z, Pdrop(x) < Pdrop(y) <= Pdrop(z)1. Within this order, AF leaves freedom in fur-
ther tuning drop precedence probabilities. For example, drops can be strictly given to high 
precedence traffic so that Pdrop(z) approaches 1 before any packets at other levels are 
dropped, or drop probabilities can be relatively distributed among precedence levels, etc. To 
characterize queuing mechanisms offering multiple levels of drop precedence, we introduce 
two properties, sheltering and load-tolerance.  

We denote a drop precedence level as sheltered if traffic loads at higher precedence levels 
only have minor effects on the loss-rate experienced by traffic at this level. The sheltering 
property holds for a queuing mechanism if it offers such protection for traffic at one or more 
precedence levels. Sheltering is justified by requirements for predictability. When sheltering 
is provided, the network can be provisioned and traffic profiles can be defined to offer users 
a predictable service for their in traffic. As in traffic is sheltered, the aggregated amount of 
out traffic in the network will only have minor effects on the predictability of such service. 
However, if traffic control fails or is inaccurate, sheltering can cause starvation of higher 
precedence traffic.  

The load-tolerance property holds for a differentiating queuing mechanism if it meets the 
following two requirements at overload: 
• Prevent starvation of high drop precedence traffic.   

High drop precedence traffic must always get a useful share of the bandwidth available 
(i.e. even if low drop precedence traffic is not properly controlled). 

• Preserve hierarchy among drop precedence levels.  
Traffic at a drop precedence level must always experience less drop probability than traf-
fic at a higher drop precedence level. As mentioned above, this is also a requirement for 
AF.  
Load-tolerance can be justified by recommendations for the DiffServ architecture. Pre-

venting long-term starvation of best-effort traffic (normally given the Default PHB) is advo-
cated in [2]. The DiffServ architecture allows packets initially tagged for the Default PHB to 
be re-tagged with another PHB. Re-tagging best-effort traffic with a high drop precedence 
level within an AF class makes it possible to explicitly control the relation in treatment be-
tween out traffic and best-effort traffic. This is appealing since prioritized traffic (in and out 
traffic together) can then be guaranteed equal or better treatment than best-effort traffic. If 
best-effort traffic would be forwarded in a separate queue to avoid starvation, such a guaran-
tee is harder to provide.  

Services sheltering in traffic and guaranteeing equal or better treatment than best-effort 
can be constructed with a differentiating queuing mechanism that does not by itself prevent 
starvation. Then, to protect best-effort traffic against long-term starvation, one must however 
rely on accurate control of in traffic.  

                                                 
1 Pdrop(x) is the drop probability for traffic at precedence level x.  
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In the context of DiffServ, traffic control based on either dynamic admission control or 
statistically allocated service profiles has been discussed. Dynamic admission control is 
likely to be adequate in protecting best-effort traffic against long-term starvation. It may not 
however protect against transient starvation. This is because the traffic control may fail due 
to inaccuracies in admission control and topology changes. Some ISPs may accept transient 
starvation, but others may consider it important to avoid.  

For statistically allocated, destination-independent, service profiles, longer periods of 
overload may be encountered at topology changes or for destinations that suddenly become 
more attractive than expected. Consequently, traffic control based on such service profiles 
may not be adequate in protecting best-effort traffic against either long-term or transient star-
vation. 

The objective of this work is to show that a drop differentiating queuing mechanism can 
be designed to offer sheltering if in traffic is properly controlled (i.e. conditional sheltering) 
and to meet our requirements for load-tolerance if traffic control fails or is inaccurate. With 
these properties, traffic control need not be accurate to protect high precedence traffic against 
long-term starvation. Statistically allocated, destination-independent, service profiles can 
then be used without risking long-term or transient starvation of high precedence traffic. 
Moreover, conditional sheltering and load-tolerance can be appealing to avoid transient star-
vation when dynamic admission control is used.  

Multiple levels of drop precedence can be created with an AQM mechanism applied to a 
FIFO queue. An appealing property of FIFO queues is that packets are forwarded in the same 
order as they arrive. Thus, packet reordering is avoided. Moreover, FIFO queues are suitable 
for high-speed links since they can be implemented efficiently.  

In this paper we evaluate the appropriateness of two AQM mechanisms, RIO [4] and 
WRED [5], in providing sheltering under different loads. In Section 2.3.3, we show that RIO 
and WRED can be configured to offer sheltering. Then, however, these mechanisms can 
cause starvation of higher drop precedence traffic if there is an overload of low drop prece-
dence traffic, i.e. with such configuration they cannot meet our requirements for load-
tolerance.  

In Section 2.3.4.1, we show that WRED can meet our requirements for load-tolerance 
when configured to offer a relative differentiation. Relative differentiation means, in this 
context, that traffic at a drop precedence level experiences a loss-rate defined in relation to 
the loss-rate experienced by traffic at another precedence level. Next, in Section 2.3.4.2, we 
show that RIO can be configured to prevent starvation, but then a hierarchy among prece-
dence levels cannot be guaranteed under periods of overload. That is, traffic tagged with a 
low drop precedence level may experience a larger loss-rate than traffic at a higher prece-
dence level. Such a configuration of RIO is therefore not advisable.  

Since neither RIO nor WRED can meet our requirements for load-tolerance when provid-
ing sheltering, we propose a new AQM mechanism, WRED with Thresholds (WRT). The 
benefit of WRT is that, without reconfiguration, it offers sheltering if low drop precedence 
traffic is properly controlled and relative differentiation otherwise. Thus, WRT meets our 
requirements for load-tolerance. We examine the load-tolerance of WRT through simula-
tions. With these simulations, WRT is compared with RIO and WRED to show that WRT 
can offer the same differentiation as these mechanisms. Moreover, simulations evaluating 
properties of WRT when used to construct services are provided.  
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Load-tolerant and conditional sheltering queuing mechanisms are appealing for construct-
ing predictable end-to-end services that guarantee users equal or better service than users of 
the best-effort service. The load-tolerance property allows traffic control to be less conserva-
tive in considering rare network failures, as a relative differentiation is a minimum guarantee, 
and traffic with higher drop precedence will not be starved. Although services are discussed 
in this paper, we do not focus on construction of end-to-end services. Our main contribution 
is that we show how an AQM mechanism can be designed to provide both conditional shel-
tering and load-tolerance.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2.2, related work is discussed. 
Section 2.3 discusses basic properties of AQM using Random Early Detection (RED) as an 
example. Then, the applicability of WRED and RIO for offering differentiable levels of drop 
precedence is discussed. In Section 2.4, a new queue mechanism, WRT, is proposed. In Sec-
tion 2.5, we present simulations to evaluate the basic properties of WRT. Section 2.6 dis-
cusses some implications WRT might have on end-to-end service construction. Finally, in 
Section 2.7 we summarize our major findings.  

2.2 Related Work 

Differentiation in IP networks can be created with queue management mechanisms, schedul-
ing mechanisms using multiple queues, or combinations of those. Multiple queues may, 
however, cause packet reordering. As pointed out in Section 2.1, reordering of packets within 
an application data stream should be avoided when creating differentiation between levels of 
drop precedence. For this reason, we do not consider multiple queue schemes in this paper.  

WRED and RIO, which we evaluate in this paper, are two AQM mechanisms designed to 
offer multiple levels of drop precedence. Another AQM mechanism that could be extended 
to provide multiple levels of drop precedence is Fair RED (FRED) [18]. However, since 
FRED relies on per-flow information2, it can be expected to need more memory and process-
ing than simpler mechanisms such as WRED and RIO. For queuing mechanisms, memory 
consumption and processing cost should be minimized. In this paper, we present a new shel-
tering AQM mechanism and show that it meets our requirements for load-tolerance (as de-
fined in Section 2.1). This new mechanism does not use any per-flow information. Since we 
can provide the differentiation we are aiming for without per-flow information, we do not 
evaluate FRED in this paper.  

Within the IETF, there are works in progress evaluating different issues of the DiffServ 
architecture with simulations. One issue studied is how to prevent unresponsive UDP traffic 
from getting more than its fair share of the unreserved bandwidth in an AF class [12]. In [14] 
and [15], the need for two or three levels of drop precedence to solve this issue is studied. 
Moreover, in [16] different assignments of three drop precedence levels to unresponsive 
UDP and responsive TCP traffic are studied to evaluate this issue of fairness. Another issue 
studied is how to achieve fairness among flows within an AF class. A new tagging algorithm, 
the fair marker, is presented and evaluated with simulations in [17]. 

None of the above-referred works study the aspect of load-tolerance, which this paper is 
focused on. Those works implicitly presume that traffic at a sheltered drop precedence level 
is forwarded separately from best-effort traffic. This can, for example, be achieved with 

                                                 
2 Per-flow states are kept for flows present in the queue.  
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separate queues for sheltered and best-effort traffic respectively. Some ISPs may prefer such 
solutions. However, forwarding best-effort traffic separately from prioritized traffic (in and 
out traffic together) implies that out traffic may get treated different to best-effort traffic. 
Moreover, with separate queues, this difference is hard to control. Our work shows that traf-
fic at a sheltered precedence level can be forwarded in the same queue as best-effort traffic 
without risking starvation of high drop precedence traffic. This enables an explicit control of 
the relation in treatment between out traffic and best-effort traffic, which can be beneficial. 
For example, with an explicit control of this relation, prioritized traffic (in and out traffic 
together) can be guaranteed equal or better treatment than best-effort traffic.  

2.3  Active Queue Management (AQM) 

WRED and RIO are two AQM mechanisms designed to provide multiple levels of drop 
precedence. They are both extensions of RED. In this section, we describe RED (Section 
2.3.1), RIO and WRED (Section 2.3.2). Section 2.3.3 discusses the risk of starvation when 
offering sheltering with WRED or RIO. In Section 2.3.4, we examine these mechanisms’ 
ability to meet our requirements for load-tolerance (as defined in Section 2.1) when offering 
relative differentiation.  

2.3.1 Random Early Detection (RED) 

RED was originally proposed in 1993 by Floyd and Jacobson [9] and is now recommended 
for deployment in the Internet [10]. RED allows a router to drop packets before any queue 
becomes saturated. Consequently, congestion responsive flows will back-off early resulting 
in shorter average queue lengths. This is appealing for several reasons. First, the queuing 
delay will decrease, which is good for interactive applications. Second, packet drops will not 
occur in bursts. RED achieves this by dropping packets with a certain probability depending 
on the average queue length (avg_ql in Figure 2.1). 

drop probability
1.0

avg_ql

max_thmin_th

max_p

 

Figure 2.1: The RED mechanism. 

2.3.2 Weighted RED and RED In and Out 

WRED [5], defined and implemented by Cisco, and RIO, proposed and evaluated with simu-
lations by Clark and Fang [4], are two AQM mechanisms defined for service differentiation 
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in IP networks. They are both based on RED and offer differentiation by managing drop 
precedence.  

With WRED, eight separate levels of drop precedence can be supported. Each of these 
levels is configured with a separate set of RED parameters (see Figure 2.2). RIO, on the 
other hand, has only two sets of RED parameters. Hence, in its basic version, two levels of 
drop preference are supported, i.e. one level for packets tagged as in-profile and another level 
for packets tagged as out-of-profile.  

drop probability
1.0

avg_ql

max_th(0)min_th(0)

max_p(0)

max_p(7)

 .

 .
 .

max_th(7)min_th(7)  . . .  

Figure 2.2: The WRED mechanism. 

The main difference between WRED and RIO is that WRED uses one average queue 
length to calculate drop probabilities while RIO uses two average queue lengths. WRED cal-
culates its average queue length (avg_ql) based on all packets present in the queue. RIO does 
that too but, in addition, it calculates a separate average queue length for packets in the queue 
tagged as in-profile (avg_ql_in), see Figure 2.3.   
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Figure 2.3: The RIO mechanism. 

Recommendations on how WRED and RIO should be parameterized can be found in [4] 
and [5] respectively. With the recommended setting of WRED, a relative differentiation is 
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obtained. The recommended setting of RIO provides sheltering. We do not, however, stick to 
these recommendations in our evaluation of these mechanisms. To examine whether RIO or 
WRED can be configured to provide sheltering and meet our requirements for load-
tolerance, we need to consider any possible configuration of these mechanisms.  

The parameter settings given in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, were creations of sheltered and 
relative differentiation respectively are discussed should be seen as rough recommendations. 
As pointed out in [13], finding an optimal RED configuration is non-trivial. 

2.3.3 Creating Sheltering 

We denote a drop precedence level as sheltered if traffic loads at higher precedence levels 
only have minor effects on the loss-rate experienced by traffic at this level. Hence, this loss-
rate can be limited by controlling traffic at the sheltered level only (i.e. traffic at other drop 
precedence levels need not be controlled).  

In this section, we show that neither WRED nor RIO can meet our requirements for load-
tolerance when configured to provide sheltering. With these mechanisms, traffic at a shel-
tered level has to be properly controlled to avoid starvation of higher drop precedence traffic 
and to ensure that a hierarchy is preserved between precedence levels.  

2.3.3.1 Sheltering with WRED 

With WRED, sheltering is offered with parameter settings satisfying the following two rules: 
 
(1)  max_th(n) < max_th(n-1)  , and  
(2) max_th(n) < min_th(n-1) (n = 1, …, 7) 
 where lower n means lower drop precedence. 
 
The setting of the max_p(#)s does not affect the sheltering. A configuration satisfying 

rules (1) and (2) is shown in Figure 2.2. Satisfying these rules is needed to prevent uncon-
trolled traffic at higher drop precedence levels from causing more than occasional losses to 
traffic at lower precedence levels. For example, uncontrolled traffic at precedence level one 
can be expected to cause avg_ql to exceed max_th(1) with a few packets (or bytes) for short 
periods. Hence, setting max_th(0) and/or min_th(0) ≤ max_th(1) would allow traffic at 
precedence level one to cause more than occasional losses to traffic at precedence level zero. 
This would break the sheltering of precedence level zero.  

With a configuration satisfying rules (1) and (2), sheltering of traffic at precedence levels 
0 to 6 is offered. However, to avoid starvation of traffic at drop precedence level 7, avg_ql 
must not exceed max_th(7) for any longer period (which must be ensured by traffic control 
applied to traffic at precedence levels 0 to 6)3. In general, to prevent starvation of traffic at 
drop precedence level n+1, traffic control applied to traffic at drop precedence level n must 
ensure that avg_ql does not exceed max_th(n+1) (n = 0, …, 6). Hence, WRED cannot meet 
our first requirement for load-tolerance when configured to provide sheltering.  

                                                 
3 Traffic at precedence level 0 may cause avg_ql to exceed max_th0 with a few packets (or bytes). 
That would however not cause starvation of that traffic since avg_ql will shrink below max_th(0) 
when packets at that precedence level get dropped. 
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2.3.3.2 Sheltering with RIO 

Since RIO uses a separate average queue length for packets tagged as in-profile, it offers 
sheltering with any configuration. However, max_th_in should be set equal to or larger than 
max_th_out. Otherwise, traffic tagged as in-profile may experience a higher loss-rate than 
traffic tagged as out-of-profile. This would break the hierarchy between precedence levels 
(i.e. if the level for in packets is to provide lower drop precedence than the level for out 
packets). Such configuration is not advisable since it cannot meet our second requirement for 
load-tolerance, which also is a requirement for AF.  

The configuration of RIO shown in Figure 2.3 offers sheltering and preserves the hierar-
chy. With this kind of configuration, starvation of high drop precedence traffic (out traffic) 
can however occur if low precedence traffic (in traffic) is not properly controlled. With RIO, 
this control has to ensure that avg_ql does not exceed max_th_out for any longer period. 
Consequently, RIO cannot meet our first requirement for load-tolerance when configured to 
preserve a hierarchy between drop precedence levels. 

2.3.4 Creating Relative Differentiation  

We consider two precedence levels to be relative differentiated when traffic at these levels 
experiences a definable relation in loss-rates. If, say, Ri is the loss-rate offered by drop prece-
dence level i and Rj is the loss-rate offered by drop precedence level j when traffic is present 
at both these levels. Then the relation in loss-rates between precedence levels i and j, for i < 
j, can be specified as: 

 
(3)  Ri < k + l * Rj   

or as: 

(4)  Ri = k + l * Rj  (i, j = 1 … N)   

where k and l are constants.  
 
WRED can meet the requirements for load-tolerance when configured to offer relative 

differentiation among drop precedence levels. This is described in Section 2.3.4.1. Section 
2.3.4.2 shows that RIO is unable to offer relative differentiation.  

2.3.4.1 Relative Differentiation with WRED  

Relative differentiation is offered by WRED if all max_th(#)s are set equally. The differen-
tiation offered then depends on the settings of min_th(#)s and max_p(#)s. These parameters 
should be set to ensure a hierarchy between the levels of drop precedence. That is, traffic at 
low drop precedence levels should, at any average queue length longer than min_th(7), ex-
perience lower drop probability than traffic at higher precedence levels.  
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drop probability
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Figure 2.4: WRED configured to offer a relative differentiation.  

With the setting of WRED shown in Figure 2.4, traffic at precedence level zero will, 
when avg_ql exceeds the min_th(#)s, experience less loss-rate compared to traffic at prece-
dence level one in times of congestion. An exact relation in loss-rates between traffic at dif-
ferent levels of drop precedence cannot however be guaranteed with WRED (i.e. the differ-
ence in loss-rates can be larger or less than expected). This is because WRED uses the aver-
age queue length (avg_ql) to differentiate between precedence levels. This variable will vary 
over time with the arrival-rate of packets. For example, if traffic at a drop precedence level is 
burstier than traffic at other precedence levels. Then the relation in loss-rates between that 
level and higher drop precedence levels can be less than expected. Depending on traffic 
characteristics, the relation in loss-rates between a pair of drop precedence levels can also be 
larger than expected.  

 An approach to improve the predictability of relations in loss-rates is to keep backlogs 
on previous drops for each precedence level. This approach is described and evaluated in 
[19].   

2.3.4.2 Relative Differentiation with RIO 

RIO cannot be configured to offer relative differentiation. This is because RIO uses a sepa-
rate variable (avg_ql_in) to calculate the probability, Pin, of dropping an arriving packet 
tagged as in-profile. This separate variable does not contain any information about the 
amount of packets tagged as out-of-profile present in the queue. The calculation of Pin can 
therefore not be related with the probability Pout of dropping the packet if it had been tagged 
as out-of-profile. 

2.4  Definition of a Load-tolerant AQM Mechanism    

In this section, we define a new AQM mechanism that, without reconfiguration, offers shel-
tering when low drop precedence traffic is properly controlled and relative differentiation 
otherwise. This new mechanism, Weighted RED with Thresholds (WRT), is designed by 
combining RIO with WRED. However, before presenting WRT, we define another mecha-
nism, named load-tolerant RIO (ltRIO), which is a special case of WRT.  
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2.4.1 Definition of Load-tolerant RIO (ltRIO) 

We adopt, from RIO, the idea of calculating two separate average queue lengths. However, 
instead of discarding packets tagged as in-profile when avg_ql_in exceeds max_th_in (Figure 
2.3), these packets are treated as if they were tagged as out-of-profile. When avg_ql_in ex-
ceeds th_in, we use avg_ql (i.e. the average queue length for all packets present in the queue) 
to make drop decisions for in packets. Note that a decision of treating in packets as if they 
were tagged as out-of-profile is for one queue only. That is, packets tagged as in-profile are 
not re-tagged as out-of-profile.  

To avoid starvation, max_th_in must be set lower than max_th_out. This configuration 
provides sheltering as long as avg_ql_in does not exceed min_th_in. If avg_ql_in does ex-
ceed max_th_in, the AQM mechanism will behave as RED (i.e. there will be no differentia-
tion).  

Note that, for ltRIO, calculating a separate average queue length for in packets is neces-
sary to shelter those packets from packets tagged as out-of-profile. That is, to ensure that in 
packets do not suffer from more than occasional packet losses caused by overload of traffic 
tagged as out-of-profile.  

2.4.2 Definition of WRED with Thresholds (WRT) 

With ltRIO, packets are dropped using RED parameters coupled to the average queue length 
for both in and out packets in the queue. Thus, to perform random congestion signaling, RED 
parameters coupled to avg_ql_in are not necessarily needed. At overload, these parameters 
can however be used to perform random early congestion signaling for in traffic.  

By setting min_th_in equal to max_th_in, in traffic get protected from more than occa-
sional losses caused by overload of out traffic as long as avg_ql_in does not exceed these 
thresholds. This is appealing when constructing services guaranteeing in traffic very low 
loss-rates. Since we consider such services, we chose to reduce the number of parameters 
present in ltRIO by using a single threshold instead of a set of RED parameters to make drop 
decisions for in traffic.  

Since ltRIO does not offer any differentiation when avg_ql_in exceeds max_th_in, the 
hierarchy among precedence levels may get broken. One way to preserve the hierarchy when 
this happens is to switch from sheltered to relative differentiation.  

As discussed in the previous section, WRED provides relative differentiation when all 
max_th(#)s are set equally. Thus, we combine ltRIO with WRED to get this property in our 
new AQM mechanism. For this mechanism, we do not allow the max_th(#)s to be set sepa-
rately from each other. This is because such setting may cause starvation of traffic at high 
drop precedence levels.  

The combined scheme, WRT (Figure 2.5), provides relative differentiation between N 
levels of drop precedence when avg_ql_in exceeds th_in. That is, when avg_ql_in exceeds 
th_in, avg_ql is (as for ltRIO) used to make drop decisions for in packets. However, in con-
trast to ltRIO, differently tagged in packets can be relatively treated to each other and to out 
packet. The relative differentiation is configured with the min_th(#)s and the max_p(#)s pa-
rameters.  
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Figure 2.5: The WRT mechanism.  

for each packet arrival
calculate avg_ql and avg_ql_in;
if the packet is tagged as in

if avg_ql_in > th_in
if min_th_in < avg_ql < max_th

calculate probability Pin;
with Pin, drop this packet

else if avg_ql >= max_th
drop this packet

else if the packet is tagged as out
if min_th_out < avg_ql < max_th

calculate probability Pout;
with Pout, drop this packet

else if avg_ql >= max_th
drop this packet

 

Figure 2.6: The pseudo-code of WRT.  

In this paper we only use two precedence levels, which are called the in and out level re-
spectively. Figure 2.6 shows how WRT, with two levels of drop precedence, can be imple-
mented. The implementation has basically the same complexity as an implementation of 
RIO4.  

Whenever needed, WRT can be extended to support more levels of drop precedence. 
Hence, WRT can be used to support the AF PHB group in the IETF DiffServ framework. For 
AF, three levels of drop precedence are specified [12]. To support three precedence levels, 
WRT can be extended with one more threshold associated with an additional average queue 
length. In this case, the average queue length for the lowest precedence level is calculated 
                                                 

4 An efficient implementation of an AQM mechanism should use integer arithmetic and a back-
ground process to make operations that do not need to be made as part of the forwarding process.      
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based on packets tagged with that level only. Next, the average queue length for the middle 
level is calculated based on packets tagged with that level and packets tagged with the lowest 
precedence level. Finally, an average queue length is calculated for all packets present in the 
queue.  

When the average queue length for the lowest precedence level exceeds the threshold as-
sociated with this level, packets at this level are treated as if they were tagged with the mid-
dle level. When both the average queue length for the lowest level and the average queue 
length for the middle level exceeds their thresholds, a relative differentiation between the 
three precedence levels is provided. The relative differentiation depends on how the 
min_th(#) and max_p(#) are configured for each of these levels and the current traffic load. 

The threshold for the lowest precedence level must be set to a equal or lower value than 
the threshold for the middle level. This is because the order at which the thresholds are set 
defines the order in priority between the precedence levels. We recommend the following 
configuration rules for a WRT queue with N levels of drop precedence:  

 
• th_(0) ≤ th_(1) ≤ … ≤ th_(N-1) < max_th 
• max_p(0) < max_p(1) < … < max_p(N) 
• all min_th(#)s set equally and larger than th_(N-1) 

 
The first two rules are to achieve a hierarchy between precedence levels. Setting all 

min_th(#)s equally creates a relative differentiation that offers a fixed relation for any avg_ql 
between the value of these parameters and max_th. Moreover, when low precedence traffic is 
properly controlled, setting min_th(#)s larger than th_1 gives traffic at precedence level zero 
a queue space equal to min_th(#)s – th_1 before any packet at that level has to be dropped. 
Hence, that traffic can be given a useful share of the bandwidth.  

2.5 Simulations  

In this section, we present simulations testing the load-tolerance of ltRIO and WRT. The 
simulations are made with the network simulator (ns) [11]. The simulation setup is described 
in Section 2.5.1. Using this setup, we validate that ltRIO can offer the same differentiation as 
RIO and that WRT can offer the same differentiation as WRED (Section 2.5.2).  

To evaluate the behavior of these mechanisms when constructing services, we study how 
the differentiation offered depends on the amount of traffic tagged as in-profile (Section 
2.5.3). Next, we identify, for a specific traffic load, topology and two configurations, the 
maximum load of in traffic for which sheltering can be preserved (Section 2.5.4). Thereafter, 
we study the behavior of RIO, ltRIO and WRT when the load of in traffic is gradually in-
creased to exceed the maximum load of in traffic for one of these configurations (Section 
2.5.5). Finally, we summarize the simulations (Section 2.5.6).  

2.5.1 Simulation Setup 

In the simulations, a simple topology with ten hosts (S0, …, S9) connecting to their respec-
tive destinations (R0, …, R9) via one common link is used. This link is a bottleneck of 30 
Mbps with 20 ms delay (Figure 2.7). The AQM mechanisms evaluated are applied to the 
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queue attached to the bottleneck link. Each host has ten TCP Reno connections with their 
respective destination. The throughput for each of these TCP flows is measured over the time 
of 16 simulated seconds. Every simulation goes through an initiation phase of four simulated 
seconds before measurements are initiated. This is to let the queue stabilize before the behav-
ior of the AQM mechanisms we want to evaluate is observed. 

30 Mbps
20 ms

 .
 .
 .

R1 R2

S0

S1

S9

 .
 .
 .

R0

R1

R9
 TCP flows

AQM

 

Figure 2.7: The simulation setup. 

During the time when throughput is measured, the aggregate throughput is close to 30 
Mbps in all simulations. The TCP connections are initiated randomly within the first simu-
lated second. All these connections have the same RTT (40 ms plus queuing delay). With 
equal RTT for all connections, we avoid that connections with shorter RTT get higher 
throughput than connections with longer RTT. Such differences in throughput would make 
our evaluation of load-tolerance complicated.   

Certainly, the traffic distribution used in our simulations does not correspond to what re-
cently has been observed on the Internet. To create a more realistic traffic scenario, a large 
amount of short-lived TCP flows should be used in addition to long-lived TCP flows, some 
portion of UDP traffic will also be needed, and the amount of traffic present should be varied 
over time with some heavy-tailed statistical distribution. Such a scenario would however 
make the load vary randomly due to the statistics used. Our simple traffic scenario enables us 
to control the load more accurately, which is needed to evaluate load-tolerance.  

A time sliding window (TSW) rate estimator [4] is used for each of the ten hosts to tag 
packets as in-profile up to a certain rate. Thus, one service profile is applied for all ten TCP 
connections at every single host. The TSW rate estimator calculates, upon each packet arri-
val, the average rate for packets that have arrived over a period. By tagging packets as out-of-
profile when the average rate exceeds a certain threshold, the burstiness of TCP packets 
tagged as in-profile is smoothed out.  

As discussed in [4], there are two different approaches to how packets can be tagged 
based on the rate estimated with TSW. The first approach is more general and can be applied 
to aggregated TCP traffic as well as to individual TCP connections. The second approach 
should only be applied to individual connections but is then more effective if the estimator is 
placed close to the sending host. Since we apply the estimator to an aggregate of ten TCP 
connections, the first approach is more appropriate for our simulations.  

With the first approach, the TSW window size should be set to a large value (i.e. in the 
order of a TCP saw tooth from 66 to 133 percent of the rate specified in the service profile). 
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This is recommended in [4]. Too large a TSW window, the traffic tagged as in-profile can 
become burstier (e.g. bursts shorter than the TSW window size may not be detected and 
packets tagged as in-profile may thus be burstier). On the other hand, too small a TSW win-
dow may cause the aggregate throughput to be less than what is specified in the profile. For 
example, if the rate at which an aggregate of TCP sources send packets varies with a period 
shorter than the TSW window. Then packets may be tagged as out-of-profile too often. This 
is because the rate estimated with a short TSW window varies more than it would with a 
larger TSW window. If those out packets get dropped in the network, the aggregate rate of 
the TCP sources may not reach the target rate.  

Consequently, the TSW window size may affect the throughput experienced by individ-
ual TCP flows and thus the variation in arrival-rate of packets tagged as in-profile. Unfortu-
nately, this implies that there is a circular dependency between the length in time of a saw 
tooth and the TSW window size. In addition, the length of a saw tooth will vary because 
packets get randomly dropped in the network. An appropriate TSW window size for a certain 
TCP connection is therefore hard to choose based on known parameters only. Thus, it might 
be necessary to adapt the TSW window size based on real-time measurement of each indi-
vidual TCP flow. We do not, however, evaluate the issue of adapting the TSW window size 
in this paper since it is focused on queuing mechanisms and not traffic conditioning.  

For all our simulations, the window size is set to 300 ms. This value was chosen from the 
following calculations. Assume that the target rate of a certain TCP connection is set to 500 
kbps. In our simulations, the RTT is 80 ms (including average queuing delay) and the aver-
age packet size is 8000 bits. This TCP connection will then on average have five packets on 
the fly and an average congestion window of five packets of data5. Optimally, the number of 
packets on the fly and the size of the congestion window will then vary between 1.33 * 5 and 
0.66 * 5. The variation is thus 0.67 * 5 = 3.35 packets. Since TCP increases its congestion 
window with at most one segment of data6 for each RTT during congestion avoidance, the 
length in time of a TCP saw tooth is 3.35 * 0.08 = 0.268 s.  

2.5.2 Properties of ltRIO and WRT  

In this section, the properties of ltRIO and WRT are evaluated in comparison with RIO and 
WRED. Especially, we study the differentiation these mechanisms offer during overload of 
traffic tagged as in-profile. To perform this evaluation, the average throughput experienced 
by TCP sources sending all their packets tagged as in-profile is observed (i.e. these sources 
have unlimited rate profiles). This is compared with the average throughput experienced by 
other TCP sources sending all their packets tagged as out-of-profile (i.e. sources with zero-
rate profiles). The fraction of TCP sources with unlimited rate profiles is varied between 10 
and 90 percent in steps of 10. The results are plotted in graphs with the average throughput at 
the y-axis and the fraction of sources with unlimited rate profile at the x-axis. Figure 2.8 
shows the results for WRED and RIO when configured to offer sheltering with the risk of 
starving high precedence traffic at overload (configuration 1 of WRED and RIO).  

WRED is, in this simulation, configured with max_th(0) set to 200 packets, min_th(0) to 
150 packets, max_th(1) to 100 packets, min_th(1) to 50 packets, max_p(0) and max_p(1) to 

                                                 
5 (500 kbps * 0,080 s) / 8000 bits = 5 packets on the fly on average.  
6 One segment of data is equal to the payload of one packet.  
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5 percent. The parameters for the other six precedence levels are not relevant since only level 
zero and one are used (level one is applied to traffic tagged as in-profile and level zero to 
traffic tagged as out-of-profile). RIO is configured equally (i.e. max_th_in set to 200 packets, 
min_th_in to 150 packets, max_th_out to 100 packets, min_th_out to 50 packets, max_p_in 
and max_p_out to 5 percent).  

 

Figure 2.8: Throughput with WRED and RIO (configuration 1).  

With the configuration used in Figure 2.8, TCP sources with zero-rate profiles are starved 
completely (i.e. they do not get any bandwidth since all their packets are dropped by the 
queuing mechanism). This implies that with these configurations, neither WRED nor RIO 
can meet our first requirement for load-tolerance. For this simulation scenario and configura-
tion of WRED and RIO, these mechanisms behave equally (i.e. the average throughput for 
TCP sources with rate profiles is the same for WRED and RIO).  

Although the configuration of RIO used for the simulation presented in Figure 2.8 is the 
one recommended, we also evaluate a configuration for which RIO avoids starvation of out 
traffic (configuration 2 of RIO). Unfortunately, this configuration may give lower loss-rates 
to high precedence traffic than to low precedence traffic (i.e. the hierarchy among precedence 
levels may not be preserved). Figure 2.9 shows the results for RIO with this configuration 
together with the results for ltRIO.  

RIO is, in this simulation, configured with max_th_in and min_th_in set to 100 packets, 
max_th_out to 200 packets, and min_th_out to 100 packets. Hence, the value of max_p_in is 
not relevant (since max_th_in and min_th_in are equal). The max_p_out parameter is set to 5 
percent. ltRIO has the same configuration (i.e. the parameters present in both these mecha-
nisms are set equally). The th_in parameter in ltRIO is set to 100 packets. 
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Figure 2.9: Throughput with ltRIO and RIO (configuration 2). 

It can be seen in Figure 2.9 that ltRIO offers the same differentiation as RIO when the 
number of flows with unlimited rate profiles is less than 57 percent. Above that load, ltRIO 
behaves as RED while RIO no longer preserves the hierarchy between the in and out prece-
dence levels. That is, for RIO, the loss-rates experienced by flows with unlimited rate pro-
files are higher than the loss-rates experienced by traffic with zero-rate profiles. For ltRIO, 
loss-rates are approximately equal for traffic with unlimited rate profiles and traffic with 
zero-rate profiles. Thus, ltRIO can offer sheltering without the risk of giving less quality to 
traffic tagged as in-profile than to high precedence traffic.  

Figure 2.10 shows the results for WRT and WRED configured to offer relative differen-
tiation (configuration 2 of WRED). WRED is in this simulation configured with max_th(0) 
and max_th(1) set to 200 packets, min_th(0) and min_th(1) to 100 packets, max_p(1) to 5 
percent, and max_p(0) to 4 percent. As for the simulations presented in Figure 2.8, the pa-
rameters for the other six precedence levels are not relevant. The parameters present in both 
mechanisms are set to the same value. The max_th parameter in WRT is set to 100 packets.  

In Figure 2.10 it can be seen that both WRED and WRT offer a relative differentiation 
when the number of flows with unlimited rate profiles exceeds 50 percent. The average 
throughput per TCP flow experienced by flows with unlimited rate profiles is higher that the 
average throughput experienced by flows using zero-rate profiles. That is, for WRT, the loss-
rates experienced by flows with unlimited rate profiles are lower than the loss-rates experi-
enced by traffic with zero-rate profiles. This differentiation is the same as the one offered 
with WRED. When the number of flows with unlimited rate profiles is less than 50 percent, 
WRT offers the same differentiation as RIO and ltRIO. 

Hence, with this particular configuration, WRT behaves as RIO and ltRIO if the number 
of flows with unlimited rate profiles is less than 50 percent and otherwise as WRED. This 
means that WRT preserves the hierarchy between drop precedence levels at all load scenar-
ios tested. These observations indicate that WRT offers sheltering when low precedence traf-
fic is properly controlled and relative differentiation otherwise. 
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Figure 2.10: Throughput with WRT and WRED (configuration 2). 

2.5.3 Differentiation During Overload 

Allowing sources to have unlimited rate profiles represents an extreme situation of overload 
since the admission control present is based only on the number of flows. We consider this 
as a worst case scenario when control of the aggregated traffic tagged as in-profile has failed 
completely. Simulations with this kind of overload provide an indication of how sensitive the 
differentiation is to various amounts of TCP sources using unlimited rate profiles. To inves-
tigate this sensitivity, we apply a common profile of 5 Mbps to ten percent of all TCP flows 
(i.e. all flows from host S9). The sources with unlimited rate profiles vary between 0 and 80 
percent. Hence, the graph in Figure 2.11 goes from 0 to 90 percent of flows with rate profiles 
instead of from 10 to 90 percent as in the previous graphs. This is to show the throughput the 
flows from S9 would have had if there was no overload (i.e. there are no TCP sources with 
unlimited rate profiles). In this simulation, we use the same configuration of ltRIO as for the 
simulation presented in Figure 2.9.  
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Figure 2.11: ltRIO under severe overload.  

Figure 2.11 shows how the average throughput experienced by the ten controlled TCP 
sources degrades with an increasing number of flows using unlimited rate profiles. The con-
trolled TCP sources are those with a common rate profile of 5 Mbps. It can be seen that a 
few uncontrolled TCP sources do not cause any severe degradation in throughput experi-
enced by the TCP sources sharing the 5 Mbps profile. However, when the amount of uncon-
trolled sources goes above 45 percent, there is no differentiation whatsoever.  

The rather gentle service degradation shown in Figure 2.11 presumes that the flows with 
unlimited rate profiles are responsive to network congestion signaling (i.e. packet drops). 
Unresponsive applications can cause this degradation to be much more drastic.  

2.5.4 Bandwidth Allocation Limits 

As mentioned above, ltRIO and WRT offer the same differentiation (i.e. sheltering) as RIO if 
avg_ql_in never exceeds th_in and the same differentiation (i.e. relative differentiation) as 
WRED otherwise. The question is then at which load differentiation changes from being 
sheltered to being relative. To study this issue, we have done a set of iterative simulations. 
Through these simulations, we find for two settings of ltRIO and three load scenarios (i.e. 
number of TCP flows with rate profiles) the maximum load of in traffic that can be sup-
ported without causing avg_ql_in to grow larger than th_in. The maximum load of in traffic 
is controlled by the aggregate TSW target rate. We denote the maximum aggregate TSW 
target rate as the bandwidth allocation limit. 

Besides varying the target rate in the TSW rate estimator, we used the same configuration 
as in the simulation of ltRIO shown in Figure 2.9. Table 2.1 presents the maximum rates for 
two different settings of th_in, i.e. ½ and ¾ of max_th (the max_th parameter is set to 200 
packets). For each of these settings, we have simulated three scenarios with 30, 40 and 50 
percent of all flows having rate profiles.  
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th_in/max_th ½  ¾  
Flows with rate profiles (%) 30 40 50 30 40 50 
Maximum load (Mbps) 
(% of link speed) 

14.04 
46.8 

13.13 
43.8 

14.35 
47.8 

22.13 
73.8 

24.11 
80.4 

22.13 
73.8 

Table 2.1: Bandwidth allocation limits with ltRIO.  

Table 2.1 shows how the bandwidth allocation limit depends on how th_in is set in rela-
tion to max_th (Figure 2.5). For these simulations, setting th_in to ½ and ¾ of max_th_out 
result in a bandwidth allocation limit close to ½ and ¾ of the link speed respectively. Those 
relations cannot, however, be expected to hold for any configuration of ltRIO and any possi-
ble traffic load. This is because the bandwidth allocation limit will depend on the variation of 
avg_ql_in. The larger this variation is, the less bandwidth can be allocated without risking 
that avg_ql_in exceeds th_in. Such things as the window size in the TSW rate estimator, the 
configuration of the average queue length estimator in the AQM mechanism (RIO, ltRIO or 
WRT), and traffic burstiness affect the variation of avg_ql_in. Thus, the exact limit can only 
be found with real-time measurements. Nevertheless, our results indicate that a rough estima-
tion of the bandwidth allocation limit for a certain link can be made based on the configura-
tion of ltRIO.   

2.5.5 Load-tolerance of RIO, ltRIO and WRT 

In this section, we study the behavior of RIO, ltRIO and WRT when the load of in traffic (i.e. 
the amount of bandwidth allocated) is gradually increased to exceed the bandwidth alloca-
tion limit for one of these configurations (i.e. th_in is set to ½ of max_th). We examined the 
average throughput experienced by 10 TCP sources sharing a rate profile for in traffic of 5 
Mbps in comparison with TCP sources having zero-rate profiles. 

The total amount of bandwidth allocated is varied between 5 and 40 Mbps. Three sets of 
simulations were made with 30, 50 and 70 TCP sources using rate profiles. That is, 10 TCP 
sources share a rate profile of 5 Mbps and 20, 40 and 60 TCP sources have rate profiles be-
tween a total of 0 and 35 Mbps. The other 60, 40 and 20 TCP sources have zero-rate profiles.  

Figure 2.12 shows the results for RIO configured to offer sheltering with the risk of starv-
ing high precedence traffic at overload (configuration 1 of RIO). This is the same configura-
tion as the one used for the simulation presented in Figure 2.8. In Figure 2.12, it can be seen 
that the average throughput of the ten TCP sources with a common rate profile of 5 Mbps is 
more than 400 kbps7 for all loads used in these simulations. No packet tagged as in-profile 
were dropped when the amount of bandwidth allocated was equal or less than 30 Mbps. 
However, the TCP sources with zero-rate profiles experienced very high loss-rates. When the 
amount of bandwidth allocated was 35 Mbps or more, the TCP sources with zero-rate pro-
files did not get any data through. All out packets were then dropped. Hence, our first re-
quirement for load-tolerance is not met. WRED behaves equally as RIO when configured as 
for the simulation presented in Figure 2.8 (configuration 1 of WRED). 

                                                 
7 The expected average throughput of the ten TCP sources with a common rate profile of five Mbps 
is 500 kbps (5000 / 10 = 500).  
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Figure 2.12: RIO under limited overload (configuration 1).  

Figure 2.13 shows the results for RIO configured to not guarantee low drop precedence 
traffic lower loss-rates (configuration 2 of RIO). This configuration is the same as in the 
simulation presented in Figure 2.9.  

 

Figure 2.13: RIO under limited overload (configuration 2).  

In Figure 2.13 it can be seen that, if the total amount of bandwidth allocated is less than 
15 Mbps (i.e. ½ the link speed), the average throughput of the ten TCP sources with a com-
mon rate profile of 5 Mbps is more than 500 kbps. When more bandwidth is allocated, the 
differentiation depends on the number of TCP sources having rate profiles. With 70 percent 
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TCP sources having rate profiles, TCP sources with zero-rate profiles experience more 
throughput on average than the ten connections sharing a 5 Mbps rate profile (i.e. our second 
requirement for load-tolerance is not met). This behavior can also be observed in Figure 2.9.  

In Figure 2.14, the results for ltRIO are shown. The same configuration of ltRIO as in the 
simulations presented in Figure 2.9 is used. By comparing Figures 2.13 and 2.14 it can be 
seen that ltRIO offers a similar differentiation as RIO with configuration 2 if the total amount 
of bandwidth allocated is less than 15 Mbps. In addition, these two mechanisms offer a simi-
lar differentiation if the number of TCP sources having rate profiles is 30 percent. If there are 
more than 50 percent or more of the TCP sources with rate profiles, ltRIO behaves, as ex-
pected, as RED (i.e. no differentiation is offered). 

 

Figure 2.14: ltRIO under limited overload. 

Finally, in Figure 2.15 the results for WRT are shown. The same configuration of WRT 
as in the simulations presented in Figure 2.10 is used. It can be seen that WRT offers a simi-
lar differentiation as RIO and ltRIO if the total amount of bandwidth allocated is less than 15 
Mbps. However, while RIO fails in preserving the hierarchy among precedence levels (con-
figuration 2 of RIO, shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.13) and ltRIO behaves as RED at high loads 
(Figures 2.9 and 2.14), WRT provides relative differentiation when sheltering cannot be of-
fered. This is also shown in Figure 2.10. RIO can be configured to preserve the hierarchy 
among precedence level, but out traffic may then suffer from starvation (configuration 1 of 
RIO, shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.12). Hence, WRT is the only queue mechanism of these 
three that can meet our requirements for load-tolerance when supporting conditional shelter-
ing.  
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Figure 2.15: WRT under limited overload.  

2.5.6 Summary of Simulation Results 

We have shown that WRT offers, without reconfiguration, sheltering when in traffic is prop-
erly controlled and relative differentiation otherwise. RIO can be configured to offer shelter-
ing, but cannot offer relative differentiation with any configuration. WRED can offer relative 
differentiation with one configuration and sheltering with another configuration. WRED 
cannot however offer both these kinds of differentiations without reconfiguration.  

The sheltering WRT offers is shown to be the same as for RIO when the amount of in 
traffic is controlled below a certain limit and the relative differentiation is shown to be the 
same as for WRED.  

Our simulations indicate that the bandwidth allocation limit when differentiation changes 
from sheltered to relative differentiation can roughly be estimated based on the configuration 
of WRT. However, the actual bandwidth that can be allocated will be less if avg_ql_in has a 
non-negligible variation.  

2.6 Service Construction 

In this paper, we introduce two properties, sheltering and load-tolerance, to characterize dif-
ferentiating queuing mechanisms. We show that an AQM mechanism can be designed to 
support conditional sheltering and load-tolerance without reconfiguration.  

A load-tolerant and conditional sheltering queuing mechanism is appealing for construct-
ing predictable and advantageous end-to-end services. We say that a service is advantageous 
if it guarantees users equal or better service than users of the best-effort service8. If there is a 
                                                 

8 A discussion on how to guarantee equal or better service than best-effort is provided in Section 
2.1.  
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high probability that users of a service receive an expected throughput, we say that the ser-
vice is predictable.  

Predictable and advantageous services can be constructed with a differentiating queuing 
mechanism that does not by itself prevent starvation. Then, to protect best-effort traffic 
against long-term starvation, one must however rely on accurate control of in traffic.  

Dynamic admission control is likely to be adequate in protecting best-effort traffic 
against long-term starvation. Statistically allocated service profiles may however not be ade-
quate in protecting best-effort traffic against neither long-term nor transient starvation.  

With a load-tolerant and conditional sheltering queuing mechanism, statistically allocated 
service profiles can be used for predictable and advantageous services without risking long-
term and/or transient starvation of best-effort traffic. Moreover, transient congestion when 
using dynamic admission control can be avoided with such a mechanism. Using statistically 
allocated service profiles and dynamic admission control for predictable and advantageous 
services are discussed in Section 2.6.1 and Section 2.6.2 respectively.  

2.6.1 Statistically Allocated Service Profiles 

For statistically allocated, destination-defined (i.e. service profiles defining specific hosts or 
stub-networks as destinations), service profiles, periods of overload may occur if network 
routing topology changes. Moreover, for statistically allocated, destination-independent (i.e. 
service profiles defining specific networks as destinations), service profiles, periods of over-
load may be encountered for destinations that suddenly become more attractive than ex-
pected.  

Since statistically allocated service profiles are likely to be semi-statically allocated, it 
may take some time to re-allocate these profiles after a failure has been detected. Hence, with 
statistically allocated service profiles, best-effort traffic cannot be protected against long-
term and transient starvation unless the queuing mechanism is load-tolerant.  

With a load-tolerant and conditional sheltering queuing mechanism, predictable and ad-
vantageous services can be constructed with statistically allocated service profiles without 
risking long-term or transient starvation. For such services, both destination-defined and des-
tination-independent service profiles can be used. Rough estimations of in traffic load, which 
can be verified with periodic measurements, are likely to be sufficient for creating such ser-
vices.  

2.6.2 Dynamic Admission Control 

With dynamic admission control, service requests are either accepted or rejected dependent 
on whether free capacity is currently available or not. The amount of free capacity can be 
estimated from measurements and/or by comparing the total service capacity and current 
service allocations.  

When dynamic admission control is used, service profiles are often allocated dynamically 
as well. Dynamic admission control and allocation of service profiles can be made by a con-
trol system (e.g. a Bandwidth Broker [6] or a QoS agent [7][8]) or a signaling protocol (e.g. 
the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [3]).  
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For dynamically allocated, destination-defined, service profiles, the control system or the 
signaling protocol may fail in adapting fast enough to changes in network routing topology. 
Moreover, if measurement based admission control is used, the control mechanism may ac-
cidentally accept traffic causing temporary overload of in traffic until this condition is de-
tected. Destination-independent service profiles might be possible to allocate and change 
dynamically if service preemption can be tolerated. Temporary overload of in traffic is how-
ever still likely to occur during the process of changing service profiles. Hence, although 
dynamic admission control is likely to protect best-effort traffic against long-term starvation, 
it may not protect this traffic against transient congestion. Some ISPs may accept transient 
starvation, but others may consider it important to avoid.  

With a load-tolerant and conditional sheltering queuing mechanism, both transient and 
long-term starvation is avoided. Consequently, traffic control needs to be less conservative in 
considering rare network failures (which may cause changes in network routing topology). 
Less conservative, perhaps measurement-based, control mechanisms that dynamically allo-
cate service profiles can increase the utilization of resources allocated for predictable and 
advantageous services. The utilization of these resources can be increased for both destina-
tion-defined and destination-independent service profiles.  

2.7 Conclusions   

In this paper we have evaluated the appropriateness of two AQM mechanisms, RIO [4] and 
WRED [5], in offering sheltering under different loads. A drop precedence level is said to be 
sheltered if traffic loads at higher precedence levels only have minor effects on the loss-rate 
experienced by traffic at this level. Sheltering is justified by requirements for service predict-
ability. For this evaluation, we say that a differentiating queuing mechanism is load-tolerant 
if it can meet the following two requirements at overload: 
• Prevent starvation of high drop precedence traffic.   

High drop precedence traffic must always get a useful share of the bandwidth available 
(i.e. even if low precedence traffic is not properly controlled). 

• Preserve hierarchy among drop precedence levels.  
Traffic at a drop precedence level must always experience less drop probability than traf-
fic at a higher drop precedence level.  
Load-tolerance is appealing when using statistically allocated, destination-independent, 

service profiles. Longer periods of overload may then be encountered at topology changes or 
for destinations that suddenly become more attractive than expected. Without load-tolerance, 
long-term starvation of high precedence traffic may then occur. Avoiding long-term starva-
tion of traffic at high drop precedence levels is desired when best-effort traffic is forwarded 
at such levels. Forwarding best-effort traffic with high drop precedence in the same queue as 
in traffic enables services guaranteeing equal or better treatment than best-effort.  

We show, though simulations, that RIO and WRED cannot meet our requirements for 
load-tolerance when configured to offer sheltering. At overload, RIO can only meet one of 
the two requirements with one single configuration (i.e. with two different kinds of configu-
rations, RIO can meet both requirements). WRED can only meet the requirements if config-
ured to provide relative differentiation. Relative differentiation means, in this context, that 
traffic at a certain level experiences an average loss-rate defined in relation to the average 
loss-rate experienced by traffic at another level.  
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As neither RIO nor WRED can offer sheltering and meet our requirements for load-
tolerance, we have proposed a new AQM mechanism, WRT. WRT calculates a separate av-
erage queue length for packets at a sheltered level. Packets at this level are not dropped as 
long as this average queue length stays below a certain threshold. If the average queue length 
for packets at sheltered level exceeds the threshold these packets are reclassified to a level 
that can be relatively differentiated to other levels. This action prevents high drop precedence 
traffic from being starved and preserves the hierarchy between precedence levels. WRT is 
thus load-tolerant according to our definition.  

We have shown through simulations that WRT offers sheltering when in traffic is prop-
erly controlled and relative differentiation otherwise. Moreover, the sheltering offered by 
WRT is shown to be the same as for RIO when the amount of prioritized traffic is controlled 
below a certain limit and the relative differentiation is shown to be the same as for WRED.  
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Abstract
Recent extensions to the Internet architecture allow assignment of different levels of drop
precedence to IP packets. This paper examines differentiation predictability and implemen-
tation complexity in creation of proportional loss-rate (PLR) differentiation between drop
precedence levels. PLR differentiation means that fixed loss-rate ratios between different traf-
fic aggregates are provided independent of traffic loads. To provide such differentiation, run-
ning estimates of loss-rates can be used as feedback to keep loss-rate ratios fixed at varying
traffic loads. In this paper, we define a loss-rate estimator based on average drop distances
(ADDs). The ADD estimator is compared with an estimator that uses a loss history table
(LHT) to calculate loss-rates. We show, through simulations, that the ADD estimator gives
more predictable PLR differentiation than the LHT estimator. In addition, we show that a PLR
dropper using the ADD estimator can be implemented efficiently.

3.1 Introduction

Today’s Internet supports a wide spectrum of applications with different demands on forward-
ing quality. The Internet community has recognized that one service only (i.e., best-effort)
may not be enough to meet these demands. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is
therefore designing architectural extensions to support service differentiation on the Internet.
The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [2][9] includes router mechanisms for dif-
ferentiated forwarding.

With DiffServ, levels of drop precedence can be assigned to IP packets. Differentiation
between drop precedence levels is part of the Assured Forwarding (AF) per-hop behavior
(PHB) group [8]. AF can be used to offer differentiation among rate adaptive applications
that respond to packet loss (e.g., applications using TCP). The traffic of each user is tagged as
beingin or out of their service profiles. Packets tagged asin-profile are assigned lower drop
precedence than those tagged asout-of-profile. In addition, a packet within a user’s profile
may be tagged with one out of several levels of drop precedence. For now, there are three
levels of drop precedence defined for AF.

For AF, it is required that the levels of drop precedence are ordered so that for levels
x < y < z, Pdrop(x) ≤ Pdrop(y) ≤ Pdrop(z) and Pdrop(x) < Pdrop(z)1. To further refine the
differentiation, it can be defined in quantitative terms. For example, the loss-rate ratios (i.e.,
Pdrop(x)/Pdrop(y)) can in case of congestion be set to a target value≤ 1.

1Pdrop(x) is the drop probability for traffic at drop precedence levelx.
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This paper examines proportional loss-rate (PLR) differentiation [5] in terms of predictabil-
ity and implementation complexity. We grade the predictability of a PLR differentiation by
studying short-term variations in loss-rate ratios between drop precedence levels at changing
traffic loads and load distributions. In addition, we study if long-term loss-rate ratios achieve
target loss-rate ratios at changing traffic loads. We consider a PLR differentiationrobust if
short-term loss-rate ratios have negligible variations andcapable if long-term loss-rate ratios
approximate target loss-rate ratios reasonable well at changing traffic load conditions.

A PLR differentiator can be divided into two modules. First, adrop controller decides
when a packet needs to be dropped. A drop controller can, for example, perform early con-
gestion signaling with Random Early Detection (RED) [7], or just drop packets when no buffer
space is available for queuing, etc. When the drop controller has decided that a packet needs
to be dropped, aPLR dropper selects a drop precedence level from which a packet will be
dropped (to maintain the PLR differentiation), selects a packet at the victim level and removes
it from the queue.

Changing traffic loads and load distributions between drop precedence levels can cause
loss-rate ratios to deviate from the target loss-rate ratios. To create PLR differentiation under
such conditions, a PLR dropper can use running estimates of loss-rates as feedback to adjust
towards the target loss-rate ratios. For example, when the drop controller triggers a drop, a
packet at the drop precedence level with the minimum normalized loss-rate (NLR) can be
selected and dropped from the queue. The NLR is in [5] defined as:li/σi whereli is the
loss-rate andσi is the differentiation constant in classi. In this paper, we adopt this method
of selecting the victim level when dropping packets. Using the NLR selector, we study how
properties of the loss-rate estimator influence PLR differentiation predictability.

The proportional loss-rate model is proposed and motivated in [4] and [5]. In [5], a loss-
rate estimator is proposed, which estimates the loss-rate by counting the number of losses at
each class during a time window ofM packet arrivals. One implementation of this uses a
cyclic queue named a Loss History Table (LHT). The problem with this is that an appropriate
value ofM has to be chosen. Firstly, it has to be at least one dropped packet at all drop
precedence levels in the lastM packets arrived. Otherwise, the measured loss-rate will be
zero for levels at which no packet is dropped in the lastM arrivals. This leads to inaccurate
loss-rate estimation which in turn leads to loss-rate relations which differs from the configured
ones. Unfortunately, a largeM makes the PLR dropper less adaptive to changing traffic
loads. Hence, there is a trade-off in chosing an appropriate value ofM . LargeM gives
capable but not robust PLR differentiation, while smallM gives robust but not capable PLR
differentiation.

In this paper, we define an estimator that uses average drop distances (ADDs) as estimates
of loss-rates. For each drop precedence level, an ADD covers a history which length is de-
fined in number of drops. This makes the estimator adapt the history length at each level to
changing load distributions. The history covered by the ADD estimator can be set short with-
out risking estimated loss-rates to be zero for some traffic loads. With the ADD estimator,
the history length simply determines how fast changed traffic load conditions are detected.
Hence, the ADD estimator does not have the same trade-off in choosing history length as the
LHT estimator.

We evaluate through simulations the PLR differentiation predictability of the ADD and
the LHT estimator for two levels of drop precedence. These simulations show that the trade-
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off in choosingM disables the LHT estimator from providing both robust and capable PLR
differentiation with one singleM . For the ADD estimator, weights can be found that gives
both robust and capable PLR differentiation.

When designing forwarding mechanisms for Internet routers, their performance is im-
portant. Computation and/or memory intensive mechanisms make routers more expensive,
which can make deployment in routers handling high bit-rates unfeasible. To examine the
performance of the ADD estimator together with the NLR selector, we have implemented
these mechanisms in the kernel of FreeBSD. With this implementation, only 131 clock cycles
in average are needed to update three ADDs on an Intel Pentium II 350Mhz. Selecting from
which of drop precedence level to drop needs 59 clock cycles in average for three levels.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 3.2, we define the ADD estima-
tor, discuss its properties and compare these with properties of the LHT estimator. Next, in
Sect. 3.3, the need for differentiation predictability at both long and short time-scales is dis-
cussed. In Sect. 3.4, simulations comparing the LHT estimator and the ADD estimator are
presented. In Sect. 3.5, effective implementations of the ADD estimator and the NLR selector
are described. Moreover, performance measurements for these mechanisms are presented in
this section. Finally, in Sect. 3.6, we conclude our work.

3.2 Estimating Loss-Rates

In this section, we define a loss-rate estimator that uses average drop distances (ADDs). The
basic properties of this estimator is discussed and compared with the properties of the loss
history table (LHT) estimator [5].

l Aggregate loss-rate.
Li Drop precedence leveli.
λi Arrival rate atLi.
di Drop distance counter atLi.
diold Old drop distance counter atLi.
li Estimated loss-rate atLi.

di Estimated average drop distance atLi

diold Old estimated average drop distance atLi

σi Differentiation constant for classi.
B(t) Set of backloggedLi at timet.
gi EWMA filter constant forLi.
wi EWMA filter weigth forLi.

Table 3.1: Symbols used in this paper

3.2.1 The Average Drop Distance (ADD) Estimator

An ADD estimator calculates an average drop distance for each drop precedence level. The
drop distance is the number of successfully transferred packets between two lost packets. We
denote the estimated ADD atLi asdi and the estimated loss-rate atLi asli = 1/di. We denote
the estimated loss-rate ratio betweenLi andLj asli/lj and the target loss-rate ratio between
Li andLj asσi/σj . The definition of normalized loss-rate (NLR) and the method for selecting
precedence level when dropping a packet are both adopted from [5].

ADD estimation can be performed by computing the average drop distance over a certain
number of packet drops. It is however hard to pick an appropriate number of drops to consider,
especially when arrival rates and drop rates vary frequently. For quick response to changing
conditions a small number of drops should be considered and for stability a large number
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of drops. For this reason, we instead use exponential weighted moving averages (EWMAs)
to give higher weigth to recent drop distances. Although EWMA suits the purpose and can
be implemented efficiently, we do not claim that it is the optimal averaging function. With
EWMAs (3.1), the ADD estimator covers a configurable history length,gi, 0 ≤ gi ≤ 1,
coupled to the number of rescent drops for each drop precedence level,Li. We limit gi to
integer powers of two for efficient implementation through shift operations:gi = 2−wi, where
the weightwi is a positive integer.

di,n = di,n−1 · (1− gi) + di · gi (3.1)

Largerwi results in more stable (i.e., more capable) estimations ofdi and longer detection
times for changed trafficload conditions (i.e., less robust estimations). However, our experi-
ments indicate that estimations ofdi is stable enough even with small values ofwi. In Sect.
3.4, we show that robust and capable PLR differentiation can be obtained with very small
values ofwi.

The detection time is determined by bothwi and the number of drops per time unit. For
robustness, changed traffic load conditions should be detected equally fast at all drop prece-
dence levels. Ifdi is only updated upon packet drops atLi, different arrival rates and loss-rates
between drop precedence levels causes different update fequency and detection times between
these levels. For example, assume that the actual loss-rate is higher atLk than atLj . Then,dk

is updated more often thandj and changed traffic load conditions is thus detected faster atLk

than atLj . Moreover, if the load suddenly decreases and stays at the lower level,dj may not
be updated at all. This is becauselj/σj becomes larger thanlk/σk, which causes drops to be
strictly given to traffic atLk. We refer to this problem asupdate locking.

To avoid the risk for update locking and to make detection times similar between drop
precedence levels, we also recalculatedj at drop precedence levels,j, which was not targeted
for a drop. We do this by restoringdj to the value it had before at the time of the previous
drop atLj and then recalculatedj with all new arrivals atLj added to the last drop distance at
Lj. Not only do we get a more up to date estimate ofdj, but also we solve the update locking
problem sincedj goes towards infinity withdj + djold (see Fig. 3.1).

Equal weights,wi, for all drop precedence levels makes the detection time atLi shorter
(i.e., σi·λi

σj ·λj
times shorter) than atLj . To compensate for this, separate weights for each drop

precedence level can be applied such that (3.2) is met as closely as possible2. Equation (3.2)
is based on the closed form expression for EWMA (3.1).

(1− 2−wi) = (1− 2−wj)
σj ·λj
σi·λi (3.2)

The algorithm for the ADD estimator and the NLR selector is shown in Fig. 3.1. Note that
the inverse NLR,di · σi, instead of the NLR,li/σi, is used to select from whichLi to drop.
Hence, at congestion we drop a packet at the drop precedence level with themaximal inverse
NLR instead of theminimal NLR as done in [5].

With the algorithm shown in Fig. 3.1,di does not change if no packets arrive atLi and
will therefore be invalid after a idle period at this drop precedence level. This becomes a

2Equation (3.2) cannot be met exactly sincew i is a positive integer.
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problem ifdi · σi is larger than the inverse NLR for other levels. The first packets arriving at
Li immediately after the idle period will then be dropped untildi ·σi becomes smaller than the
inverse NLR for some other level. Similarly, the first packets arriving atLi immediately after
an idle period will not be dropped ifdi · σi is smaller than the inverse NLR for some other
level. Hence, loss-rate ratios can temporarily be larger or less than the target loss-rate ratios.
We refer to this problem asinvalid ADDs.

Dropping the first packets arriving after an idle period can be devastating since TCP
sources perform an exponential back-off when loosing SYN packets. Due to the exponen-
tial back-off, it can take considerable time fordi to decrease since no packets arrive atLi.
We solve the invalid ADDs problem by updatingdi to a value calculated from known ADDs
at other drop precedence levels. The update is made if no packet has arrived aftermaxidle
updates of ADDs for other levels (Fig. 3.2).

Packet arrival atLk:
dk++

Packet drop atLk:
dkold ← dk

dk ← dk · (1− 2−wk) + dk · 2−wk

dkold ← dk

∀i ∈ B(t) \ {k}:
di ← diold

diold ← diold + di

di ← di · (1− 2−wk) + diold · 2−wk

∀i ∈ B(t):
di ← 0

SelectingLk for next drop:
k ← arg maxi∈B(t) di · σi

Figure 3.1: The algorithm for the ADD esti-
mator and the NLR selector

Packet arrival atLk:
idlek ← 0

Packet loss atLk:
∀i ∈ B(t) \ {k}:

if di = 0 andidlei++ > maxidle:
a← arg minj∈B(t) dj · σj

di ← da · σa

σi

Figure 3.2: Method for detecting and updating
idle drop precedence levels

The method for detecting and updating idle drop precedence levels shown in Fig. 3.2 can
cause deviations of loss-rate ratios from target loss-rate ratios. For example, say thatLi is
frequently idle for periods long enough to trigger an update and that each update decreases
di · σi. Moreover, say that the active periods are short and thatdi · σi therefore does not reach
the actual inverse NLR beforeLi gets idle again (i.e., although very few packets are dropped
at Li, di does not increase enough to reflect the loss-rate atLi). This may cause the loss-rate
ratio betweenLi and the next lower level to be less than the target loss-rate ratio between
these levels. We refer to this problem asfrequent updates. To avoid the frequent updates
problem,maxidle should be set large. We recommend settingmaxidle to trigger updates after
idle periods of several seconds. This mechanism is disabled in the simulations presented in
Sect. 3.4.

Distributions in arrival rates between drop precedence levels (i.e.,λj/λi) at congested
links is usually unknown and may change rapidly for bursty traffic patterns. However, dif-
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ferent arrival rates is a severe problem only if the loss-rate changes rapidly with changing
traffic loads. This is often the case for pure FIFO queues, but not for Random Early Con-
gestion (RED) [7] managed queues. RED smoothes the loss-rate using a low pass filter (e.g.,
EWMA). We take advantage of the smooth changes in loss-rates provided by RED and do
not compensate for different arrival rates (i.e., we setλj/λi = 1). When loss-rates are con-
trolled with RED, differences in detection time caused by different arriving rates have limited
effect on the PLR differentiation offered. This is shown in Sect. 3.4 where simulations are
presented.

A consequence of using RED to smooth loss-rates is that the ADD estimator depends on
proper operation of RED. Recent studies of RED have shown that the average queue length
and thus the loss-rate can oscillate under certain conditions (the discontinuity in the standard
RED drop function3 and/or some combinations of link bandwidth, average packet size and
load levels can cause such oscillations [11]). Based on these studies, a new active queue
management (AQM) mechanism is developed that gives more robust loss-rates than RED [3].
The ADD estimator should gain from the smoother loss-rates provided by this new AQM
mechanism. However, in this paper we evaluate the ADD estimator with RED without the
gentle modification.

3.2.2 The Loss History Table (LHT) Estimator

The loss history table (LHT) estimator is defined in [5]. The estimated loss-ratel i is the
number of drops atLi in the lastM arrivals divided byM . The cyclic queue used to count
drops is named loss history table (LHT).M has to be large enough to always cover at least one
drop at all drop precedence levels. Otherwise, acceptable estimation accuracy is not obtained
sinceli occasionally becomes zero. Equation (3.3) gives a lower bound onM [5]. N is the
number of drop precedence levels supported andm = arg min0≤i≤N−1 λi · σi.

Mmin =

∑N−1
i=0

λi·σi

λm·σm

l
(3.3)

M should be larger than the lower bound given by (3.3) in order to to provide capable
PLR differentiation. This is shown through simulations in [5]. For instance, bursty traffic can
give considerable variations in the arrival rate and the loss-rate over short time-scales, which
will degrade the differentiation ifM too small. Unfortunately, largeM makes the detection
of changed traffic load conditions slow. Hence, there is a trade-off in selectingM . LargerM
gives more capable, but less robust PLR differentiation and smallerM less capable, but more
robust PLR differentiation.

3.2.3 Comparison

The ADD estimator provides both robust and capable PLR differentiation with one configu-
ration. In contrast to the LHT estimator, it provides accurate loss-rate estimation by always

3The standard drop function in RED jump from the maximal drop probability (e.g., 0.1) to 1 instantly. This
discontinuity is however removed with the gentle modification of RED [6].
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encountering several drops at every drop precedence level. Hence, without risking inaccurate
loss-rate estimation with incapable PLR differentiation as result, the ADD estimator can be
configured to encounter few drops to detect changed traffic load conditions rapidly. The LHT
estimator cannot be configured to provide both accurate loss-rate estimation and rapid detec-
tion of changed traffic load conditions. Fast detection of changed traffic load conditions is
needed to provide robust PLR differentiation.

If a small number of drops is covered by the loss history, the loss-rate estimation becomes
unstable at short time-scales. Such unstable loss-rate estimation can cause variations in ac-
tual loss-rate ratios at short time-scales and deviations of actual loss-rate ratios from target
loss-rate ratios at long time-scales. The EWMA makes it hard to give the parameterswi a
clear physical interpretation, as opposed to the LHT estimator, whereM corresponds to the
number of packet arrivals. However, this is not necessary to configure the ADD estimator
appropriately. We show in Sect. 3.4 that by usingw0 = 1 andw1 = 44, the ADD estimator
provides robust and capable PLR differentiation betweenL0 andL1 for σ0 = 1 andσ1 = 10.

3.3 Measuring Loss-rates

In this section, we discuss over which time-scales loss-rate ratios are likely to be measured
by network operators and to be perceived by users. Network operators may monitor loss-
rates by polling routers periodically using SNMP or command line interfaces. The overhead
associated with periodic polling makes it appropriate to monitor loss-rates over time-scales
in order of minutes rather than seconds. However, users are likely to perceive loss-rate ratios
over time-scales spanning from few seconds to several minutes.

PLR differentiation allows individual users to choose a service that provides an appealing
balance between forwarding quality and cost. With PLR differentiation, a user can dynami-
cally switch between levels of drop precedence to find a level with a loss-rate low enough for
the application used. A user can begin tagging all the packets with a high drop precedence
level. If the loss-rate at this level is considered unacceptably high after a period, the user can
switch to a lower drop precedence level. Eventually, the user should find a level that provides
a loss-rate adequate for the user’s needs. Hence, the user does not have to pay for additional
and unneeded forwarding quality.

To make the result of switching from one level of drop precedence to another level pre-
dictable, the PLR differentiation needs to be robust and capable. Loss-rate ratios measured
over several minutes need to closely approximate target loss-rate ratios. Otherwise, users can-
not predict the result of switching drop precedence level. Moreover, loss-rate ratios measured
over a few seconds need to have negligible variations. This is to make the result of switching
drop precedence level immediately notable to users.

4With w0 = 1 andw1 = 4 the equality in (3.2) is approximately satisfied when arrival rates are equal forL 0

andL1.
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Figure 3.3: Simulated topology.

3.4 Simulations

In this section, we present simulations evaluating the predictability of the PLR differentiation
created with the LHT estimator and the ADD estimator respectively. The simulations are
made with the network simulator (ns) [10]. Sect. 3.4.1 describes the simulation setup. We
study PLR differentiation at a time-scale of two minutes in Sect. 3.4.2 and at a time-scale of
five seconds in Sect. 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Simulation Setup

For the simulations, a topology with ten hosts (s0,. . . , s9), ten receivers (r0,. . . , r9) and two
routers (A and B) is used. The routers are connected via a 50 Mbps link with 20 ms delay
(Fig. 3.3). A PLR dropper supporting two levels of drop precedence is used to differentiate
traffic at this link. The target loss-rate ratioσ1/σ0 is set to 10 times (i.e., the loss-rate at drop
precedence level 1 is targeted to be 10 times higher than the loss-rate at level 0). The drop
controller is RED and the drop strategy is Drop-Tail5. The configuration of RED is: min
threshold 70 packets, max threshold 210 packets and max drop probability 10 percent.

The bit-rates of links connecting hosts and receivers to routers are reconfigured with uni-
formly distributed random values between 22 and 32 Mbps once every two simulated seconds.
The delays of these links are reconfigured equal often with uniformly distributed random val-
ues between 0.1 and 0.9 ms. Similar values are used in [1] to emulate switched Ethernet. A
positive consequence of making these reconfigurations is that synchronization affects among
TCP connections get reduced6.

Each host (s0,. . . , s9) hasthree TCP Reno connections with each receiver (r0,. . . , r9)
(i.e., 300 connections are established over link A-B). The receivers use delayed ACKs. MTU
is 1460 bytes. The TCP connections are established randomly within the first 10 simulated
seconds. These random variables are uniformly distributed. Using these connections, the
receivers download data from Pareto distributed ON-OFF sources at the hosts. The scale

5Packets are removed from the end of the queue for the drop precedence level.
6The random drops made by RED also reduce the risk of having TCP flows synchronize.
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parameter for the Pareto distribution is 1.5, the average length ofON periods is set to 50 ms
and the average length ofOFF periods is set to 950 ms. The rate ofON periods for each source
is set to 490 kbps. This generates a highly variable traffic load causing loss-rates in between
1.72 and 5.15 percent at link A-B when measured over two minutes (the simulations presented
in Sect. 3.4.2). When measured over five seconds (the simulations presented in Sect. 3.4.3),
loss-rates are in between 1.15 and 5.78 percent at this link.

For all simulations, a warm-up period of 60 simulated seconds is used to let the congested
queue at router A and the loss-rate estimator examined stabilize. After these 60 seconds, coun-
ters for the number of packet arrivals and drops at each of the two levels of drop precedence
are initialized to measure loss-rate ratios. In Sect. 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, loss-rate ratios are plotted
with a log 10 scale at the y-axis. The log scale is chosen to view deviations of loss-rate ratios
equally independent on whether they are larger or less than the target loss-rate ratio.

3.4.2 Long-term PLR Differentiation

For each of the loss-rate estimators, we examine their long-term PLR differentiation pre-
dictability with 19 simulations. The distribution in number of TCP connections at the two
levels of drop precedence is changed between simulations. At drop precedence level 0 (L0),
the number of TCP connections is varied between 15 and 285 in steps of 15. AtL1, the num-
ber of TCP connections is varied between 285 and 15 in steps of 15. The x-axis is graded with
the fraction of all packet arrivals atL0. Each simulation is 120 seconds long.

Figure 3.4 shows simulation results when using the LHT estimator. For these simulations,
(3.3) givesMmin ≈ 5000 packets when 15 TCP connections are atL0

7. With this distribution,
about 5 percent of all packet arrivals are atL0. As discusseded in Sect. 3.2.2,M should
however be set larger thanMmin. We present simulations withM = 5000, M = 10000 and
M = 25000 packets. At a bit-rate of 50 Mbps, 10000 packets of size 1460 bytes are forwarded
in 2.336 seconds. Hence, withM = 10000 packets, the LHT estimator can be expected to
adapt to changing traffic load conditions faster than in five seconds. WithM = 25000 packets,
this adaptation should be slower than in five seconds (25000 packets of size 1460 bytes are
forwarded in 5.84 seconds).

In Fig. 3.4, it can be seen that at low arrival fractions atL0, loss-rate ratios is less than 9
for all M simulated. As expected, higherM gives higher loss-rate ratios at such low fractions.
With too few packets atL0, the LHT occasionally falsely estimatesli to zero. The dropper
will then selectL0 for a packet drop. At high arrival fractions atL0, loss-rate ratios varies and
go below 9 for allM simulated. When no packets arrive atL1, packets can only be dropped
atL0 since the queue atL1 is empty. Consequently, when a packet should be dropped atL1 to
increase the loss-rate ratio, it will have to be dropped atL0 instead. With close to 100 percent
of all packet arrivals atL0, packet drops are forced toL0 because of an empty queue atL1 in
4.4 percent of all drops forM = 5000 packets, 8.3 percent of all drops forM = 10000, and
22 percent of all drops forM = 25000.

A forced packet drop atL0 decreases the loss-rate ratio. It takes relatively long time
to repair this since a drop atL0 has a larger impact than a drop atL1. If a forced drop is not

7Mmin = 3767 packets forM = 5000, Mmin = 5997 packets forM = 10000 andMmin = 5059 packets
for M = 25000.
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Figure 3.4: Actual loss-rate ratios measured over two minutes (the
LHT estimator).

repaired beforeM arrivals, the loss-rate ratio will be permanently too low. As can be observed
in Fig. 3.4, larger fractions of forced drops atL0 decreases the loss-rate ratio.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show simulation results when using the ADD estimator. We present
simulations with (w0, w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) and (2,5). The three first configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 3.5 and the last three configurations in Fig. 3.6. (w0, w1) = (1,4) and
(2,5) approximates the equality in (3.2) when arrival rates are equal atL0 and atL1.

Loss-rate ratios are degraded for low arrival fractions atL0 with the ADD estimator (Figs.
3.5 and 3.6). This is because the ADD estimator detects an increasing loss-rate more rapidly
for L1 when there are more arrivals atL1 than atL0. This property of the ADD estimator is
discussed in Sect. 3.2.1. Without RED smoothing actual loss-rates, the problem of different
detection times cause severe degradations in loss-rate ratios.

For configurations not satisfying (3.2) (i.e., (w0, w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (2,3) and (2,4)), loss-
rates are lower than for configurations that do (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6). Lowerw1 than given by
(3.2) implies that changes in loss-rates are detected faster atL1 than atL0 except for high
arrival fractions atL0. For example, with (w0, w1) = (1,2),λ0/λ1 needs to be 4.15 to satisfy
(3.2). This means that loss-rates are detected faster atL1 than atL0 for all arrival fractions at
L0 up to 80 percent. This percentage is similar with (w0, w1) = (2,3) as with (w0, w1) = (1,2).
With (w0, w1) = (1,3) and (2,4), it is about 65 percent.

For high arrival fractions atL0, the fraction of forced drops fromL0 gets high for all
configurations of the ADD estimator (i.e., (w0, w1) = (1,2) gives up to 6.4 percent forced
drops, (1,3): 13 percent, (1,4): 21 percent, (2,3): 12 percent, (2,4): 24 percent and (2,5): 32
percent). This suggests that loss-rate ratios should be degraded for high arrival fractions atL0.
However, since the invalid ADDs problem cause increases in loss-rate ratios (Sect. 3.2.1), the
degradation expected from the high fractions of forced drops fromL0 get balanced out so that
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Figure 3.5: Loss-rate ratios measured over two minutes (the ADD
estimator, configuration set 1).
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estimator, configuration set 2).
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loss-rate ratios approximates the target loss-rate ratio of 10 (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6). This explains
the increase in loss-rate ratios with largerw1 in these simulations.

In Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, it can be seen that the ADD estimator provides capable PLR differen-
tiation for low arrival fractions atL0 with the configurations that satisfy (3.2) (i.e., for (w0, w1)
= (1,4) and (2,5)). The LHT estimator needs largeM to provide capable PLR differentiation
for arrival fractions less than 15 percent (i.e.,M = 25000 packets).

The (1,4) configuration of the ADD estimator is preferable before the (2,5) configuration
since it gives fewer forced drops. Moreover, the invalid ADDs problem is less severe with
small weights. Fewer forced drops and a less severe invalid ADDs problem should make the
PLR differentiation more robust.

3.4.3 Short-term PLR Differentiation

For each of the two loss-rate estimators evaluated, we examine their short-term PLR differen-
tiation predictability. The simulations run for 360 seconds after the warm-up period. Loss-rate
ratios are measured 5 seconds interval. At 180 and 300 seconds, the distribution in number of
TCP connections betweenL0 andL1 is changed. In the first 60 seconds after the warm-up,
there are 15 TCP connections atL0 and 285 TCP connections atL1. In the next 120 seconds
of the simulations, there are 150 TCP connections at each drop precedence level. Finally, in
the last 120 seconds of the simulations, there are 285 TCP connections atL0 and 15 TCP
connections atL1.

For this scenario, we have used the same parameters for the LHT estimator and the ADD
estimator as for the simulations presented in Sect. 3.4.2 (i.e.,M = 5000, 10000, 25000 and
(w0,w1) = (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) and ( 2,5)). Fig. 3.7 shows simulation results for the
LHT estimator withM = 5000 and 10000 packets and Fig. 3.8 for the LHT estimator withM
= 10000 and 25000 packets. Thereafter, Fig. 3.9 through Fig. 3.12 show simulation results for
the different configurations of the ADD estimator.

When the arrival fraction atL0 is low or high, loss-rate ratios are closer to the target loss-
rate ratio with largerM (Figs. 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8). Using smallM , chances are that some
levels have not ben targeted for a drop in the lastM arrivals, causing the estimated loss-rate
to be zero for levels with low arrival rate. WithM = 5000 packets, this happens frequently
for both low and high arrival fractions atL0, but only for low arrival fractions atL0 with
M = 10000 packets. WithM = 25000 packets, estimated loss-rates become seldom zero for
levels with low arrival rate and loss-rate ratios therefore better approximate the target loss-rate
ratio. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 also shows that largeM causes large variation in loss-rate ratios.
This is because largerM gives slower detection of changed traffic load conditions.

For low arrival fractions atL0, the variation in loss-rate ratios is larger for higher weights
(before 180 seconds in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). Nevertheless, this variation is similar for the ADD
estimator with (w0,w1) = (1,4) and for the LHT estimator withM = 5000 packets (Fig. 3.7).
The variation in loss-rate ratios is smaller withM = 5000 packets than withM = 10000 or
25000 packets.

For high arrival fractions atL0 (after 300 seconds in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10), the variation
in loss-rate ratios is higher with the ADD estimator than with the LHT estimator if a con-
figuration satisfying (3.2) is used. The high variation with the ADD estimator is caused by
the invalid ADDs problem described in Sect. 3.2.1. Although all arriving packets atL1 are
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Figure 3.7: Loss-rate ratios measured over five seconds (M =
5000 and 10000).
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Figure 3.9: Loss-rate ratios measured over five seconds ((w0,w1)
= (1,4) and (1,3)).

dropped, the loss-rate is increased slowly due to very few packet arrivals at this level.
The variation in loss-rate ratios for high arrival fractions atL0 can be decreased by activat-

ing the method for detecting and updating idle levels shown in Fig 3.2. This method cannot
however eliminate the variation in loss-rate ratios for high arrival fractions atL0. Moreover,
the method for detecting and updating idle levels can cause long-term loss-rate ratios to devi-
ate from the target loss-rate ratio. This is because of the frequent updates problem described
in Sect. 3.2.1.

3.4.4 Summary of Simulation Results

In Sect. 3.4.2, we examine differentiation predictability at a time-scale of two minutes for
the ADD estimator and the LHT estimator respectively. We show that the LHT estimator
needs largeM to provide capable PLR differentiation for arrival fractions less than 15 percent
(i.e.,M = 25000 packets). The ADD estimator provides capable PLR differentiation for low
arrival fractions atL0 with configurations that satisfy (3.2) (i.e., for (w0, w1) = (1,4) and (2,5)).

Next, in Sect. 3.4.3, we examine differentiation predictability at a time-scale of five sec-
onds for the two loss-rate estimators evaluated. When configured for equal arrival rates at
both drop precedence levels (i.e, for (w0, w1) = (1,4) and (2,5)), the variation in loss-rate ra-
tios is similar or lower with the ADD estimator than with the LHT estimator (i.e., forM =
25000 packets). WithM = 10000 packets, this variation is higher with the ADD estimator
than with the LHT estimator. Such a configuration of the LHT estimator does not however
give a capable PLR differentiation for low arrival fractions atL0. Hence, the LHT estimator
cannot provide both capable and robust PLR differentiation with one configuration. Since the
ADD estimator can be both capable and robust with one configuration, we consider it more
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Figure 3.10: Loss-rate ratios measured over five seconds ((w0,w1)
= (2,5) and (2,4)).
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Figure 3.12: Loss-rate ratios measured over five seconds ((w0,w1)
= (2,3) and (2,4)).

predictable than the LHT estimator.

3.4.5 Configuration Recommendations

The robustness of the PLR differentiation can be improved with the ADD estimator by setting
(w0,w1) = (1,3) or (w0,w1) = (2,4). Such configurations give robust PLR differentiation at high
fractions of all traffic atL0, but less capable PLR differentiation at most traffic distributions.

Simulations with different link speeds, RTTs and number of TCP flows indicate that the
above given configurations are not particularly sensitive to these parameters8. The ADD esti-
mator may however be sensitive to scenarios in which the EWMA averaging function of RED
gives an oscillating loss-rate (the discontinuity in the standard RED drop function and/or some
combinations of link bandwidth, average packet size and load levels can cause such oscilla-
tions [11]). Our simulations do not cover such scenarios since the packet size is fixed to 1460
bytes and all TCP flows have similar RTTs. We consider the issue of analyzing oscillations
of loss-rates caused by RED, evaluating different averaging functions for RED and the ADD
estimator, and examining new AQM mechanisms that gives smother loss-rates as for further
studies.

Based on our simulations, we recommend to setw0 = 1 andwi for otherLi using (3.2).
If improved robustness is required at very high fractions of all traffic at low drop precedence
levels and less capable PLR differentiation can be accepted, lower values ofwi or higher
values ofw0 can be used than those given by (3.2).

8Due to limited space, we do not show simulations with different link speeds, RTTs and number of TCP
flows.
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3.5 Implementation Complexity

In this section, we describe an efficient implementation of the ADD estimator and the NLR
selector. We also include an evaluation of the computational cost of an implementation on
a test platform. This evaluation show that the overhead introduced by an implementation of
ADD is small compared to other tasks a router need to perform. The computational cost of
these mechanisms∈ O(n) (linear complexity), wheren is the number of drop precedence
levels. Sincen is expected to be small (e.g.,n = 3 for DiffServ AF), we do not consider this
to be significant.

The ADD estimator is designed to allow implementation without floating-point arith-
metics, divisions, or multiplications.

To further improve the performance of the differentiation dropper, the drop distance counter,
di, is increased withσi instead of1 upon packet drops at drop precedence leveli. This gives
the inverse NLR,di · σi, without multiplications (3.4).

di,n · σi = di,n−1 · σi · (1− gi) + di · σi · gi (3.4)

The differentiation constants,σi, can be treated as fixed point decimal numbers so that
relations with decimal precision can be configured by scalingσi with a factor of10p, wherep
is the desired number of decimal positions.

3.6 Conclusions

In this paper we define a loss-rate estimator based on average drop distances (ADDs). The
ADD estimator is designed to offerrobust andcapable proportional loss-rate (PLR) differen-
tiation at varying traffic loads. We consider a PLR differentiationrobust if short-term loss-rate
ratios have negligible variations andcapable if long-term loss-rate ratios approximate target
loss-rate ratios reasonable well at changing traffic load conditions.

We evaluate, through simulations, the PLR differentiation predictability of the ADD es-
timator and an estimator implemented with a loss history table (LHT) for two levels of drop
precedence. These simulations show that the LHT estimator cannot provide both robust and
capable PLR differentiation with one singleM . For largeM , the target loss-rate ratio is well
approximated by the loss-rate ratio at long time-scales. However, for suchM , the short-term
loss-rate ratio can vary appreciably when traffic load varies.

For smallM , low variation in the short-term loss-rate ratio is obtained at varying traffic
loads, but it does not reach the target loss-rate ratio at long lime-scales. For the ADD esti-
mator, weights can be found that gives both robust and capable PLR differentiation (i.e. the
short-term loss-rate ratio has low variation and the long-term loss-rate ratio approximates the
target loss-rate ratio). The ADD estimator requires however that the actual loss-rate is smooth
(e.g. by using RED). Without proper smoothing of the actual loss-rate, the ADD estimator
may not give predictable PLR differentiation.

To evaluate the performance of the ADD estimator, we have implemented a PLR dropper
using the ADD estimator in the kernel of FreeBSD. With three levels of drop precedence sup-
ported, this dropper needs only 131 clock cycles in average to update ADDs and 59 clock cy-
cles in average to select from which precedence level to drop on an Intel Pentium II 350Mhz.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new set of forwarding behaviors that fits rate-adaptive and delay-
sensitive applications with limited loss tolerance. We consider an application to have limited
loss tolerance if it needs loss-free forwarding of specific packets up to a certain rate. The
new set of forwarding behaviors are attractive for developing real-time applications for the
Internet. In particular, such applications can be designed to use reserved forwarding capacity
efficiently and compete for more bandwidth while being fair to best-effort traffic. To provide
the new set of forwarding behaviors, we define a scheduling mechanism that can be imple-
mented efficiently. Through simulations, we show that this mechanism supports the defined
forwarding behaviors.

4.1 Introduction

Real-time applications are becoming increasingly common in the Internet, e.g. video and
voice over IP. Such applications need to present data to users with short delay (i.e., they are
delay-sensitive). Real-time applications may also prefer low loss-rate since error resilience
then can be traded for better compression efficiency and higher quality. Applications opti-
mized for low loss-rate are said to be intolerant.

Clearly, delay-sensitive and intolerant applications gain from guarantees on bounded de-
lay and loss. Such guarantees can be provided with the Expedited Forwarding (EF) per-hop
behavior (PHB) [6]. EF is part of the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [2].

EF assumes that traffic using the PHB is peak-rate limited. This can be achieved by
associating users with service profiles. Then, traffic is policed to fit these profiles as it enters
DiffServ capable networks. EF trafficconforming to the peak-rate of each profile is tagged
with the for EF selected DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) to be given loss-free and low delay
forwarding, while EFexcess traffic is dropped (i.e., traffic exceeding this peak rate).

EF fits delay-sensitive and intolerant applications that need a certain rate, but do not gain
from more forwarding capacity if available. Delay-sensitive and tolerant applications that
needs a minimal rate and can gain from additional capacity are however not well supported
by EF. Such applications adapt their sending rate as response to packet loss (i.e., they are
congestion-responsive). Still, they may need loss-free forwarding of specific packets up to a
certain rate (e.g., to maintain a minimal frame rate). This kind of congestion-responsive and
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delay-sensitive applications are said to have a limited loss tolerance.
Applications with limited loss-tolerance being congestion-responsive and delay-sensitive

include those envisioned for the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [14, 15].
DCCP is currently being considered for standardization by the IETF. These applications are
media streaming, Internet telephony, and on-line games. In addition, we expect video confer-
ence applications, having these properties, to be developed for DCCP.

This paper defines a new PHB group that fits congestion-responsive and delay-sensitive
applications with limited loss tolerance. We name this PHB group In-Time (IT). IT consists
of three PHBs; IT-conforming, IT-excess, and IT-background. For IT, we define the following
requirements:

• Conforming and excess packets must be forwardedin-time. I.e., these packets must not
face queuing delays longer than a pre-configured allowed maximum,d.

• Conforming and excess packets collectively must be forwardedin-order. I.e., in the
same order as they arrive.

• Excess traffic must be given a loss-rate approximately equal to or higher than the loss-
rate given to background traffic. This is theloss-rate relation requirement.

• Conforming traffic must be served at the configured rate, or at a rate higher than the
configured rate. IT shares this requirement with EF [6]. We refer to it as thedeparture
rate requirement.

Thedeparture rate requirement enables guarantees on loss-free forwarding for conform-
ing traffic. Such guarantees can be given by limiting the utilization of a network (with known
characteristics and a maximum number hops at any path) through traffic conditioners at net-
work edges [1].

As for EF, IT assumes that conforming traffic is peak-rate limited. While EF excess traffic
is dropped, IT excess traffic is however tagged and forwarded through traffic conditioners at
network edges. Hence, with IT, conforming, excess, and background traffic are all forwarded,
but with different DSCPs.

As the traditional best-effort service, the IT-background PHB provides no guarantees. IT-
background can, but does not need to, be equal to the default PHB [16], which is the best-
effort service through a DiffServ compliant node. Then, IT-background and IT-excess share
bandwidth with default traffic, and bandwidth needs to be explicitly allocated only for IT-
conforming traffic. We use the termbest-effort for the IT-background PHB.

Although not being a requirement, an implementation of IT should treat excess and best-
effort traffic approximately equal with regard to loss. Thereby, these traffic aggregates can
compete for available bandwidth on similar terms. We refer to this as theloss-rate fairness
demand, which complements the loss-rate relation requirement.

Most real-time applications require data to be ordered before processing. Without ordered
forwarding of conforming and excess packets such applications would need to buffer arriving
packets to place data in order. Since this introduces delay, we consider the in-order require-
ment of IT important.
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IT contributes with new differentiation properties not supported by any combination of the
PHBs currently specified by the IETF. We believe these properties to be attractive in devel-
oping real-time applications for the Internet. Without IT, real-time applications need to use
reserved capacity only (e.g., provided by EF), or operate without any upper bound on delay.
With IT, real-time applications can be designed to both compete fairly with best-effort traffic
for more bandwidth and use reserved capacity efficiently.

Existing applications can be extended to benefit from IT. E.g., Bennett et al. present an
error resilient (to packet loss) and scalable compression method for video that is congestion-
responsive [18]. The rate is varied using different quantization steps and, when these steps
cannot be reduced further, by sub-sampling the input sequence to reduce the frame-rate. With
loss-free forwarding up to a certain rate, decreasing the frame-rate can be avoided. In addition,
it might be possible to trade off error resilience for better compression efficiency and higher
quality for the protected sub-stream.

EF can be supported in output buffered routers with a prioritized queue scheduler (i.e., a
strict non-preemptive prioritized queue). Such a scheduler is appealing to EF since it offers
low bounds on latency1. Low latency for conforming traffic is important also with IT. To
offer low latency with IT, we extend a prioritized queue scheduler with support for IT. This
scheduler, which we name TICKET, offers equal bounds on latency as a prioritized queue
scheduler.

Another appealing property of a prioritized queue scheduler is that it can be implemented
efficiently. The extensions for IT consume reasonable amounts of memory and have mod-
erate processing overhead on common platforms (e.g., Intel Pentium III). With an efficient
prioritized queue scheduler as a base, we define an efficient TICKET scheduler.

Through simulations, we show that TICKET meets the requirements of IT. TICKET has
one configurable parameter only, i.e. the maximum allowed delay,d. Longerd gives lower
loss-rates for excess traffic2. A scheduler implementing IT must support very lowd to meet
delay requirements of real-time applications. Moreover, while supporting such a lowd, loss-
rates for excess and best-effort traffic must be similar to enable sharing of bandwidth (i.e.,
the loss-rate fairness demand). The simulations show that even withd set to only a few ms,
TICKET gives excess and best-effort traffic similar loss-rates.

4.2 Algorithms and Data Structures

TICKET is created through extensions to a prioritized queue scheduler using two FIFO buffers.
We add a third DSCP for excess traffic (i.e., in addition to the conforming and the best-effort
DSCPs), and time-stamps and sequence numbers for excess and conforming packets. These
time-stamps and sequence numbers are local within each node. With these additions we define
a naive scheduler that meets the four requirements of IT.

The naive scheduler (with two buffers) can give considerably higher loss-rate to excess
traffic than to best-effort traffic (i.e., the loss-rate fairness demand may not be met). This is
because these aggregates are forwarded in the same buffer. Then, excess traffic may get only

1With a strict non-preemptive prioritized queue the delay bound for conforming traffic is equal to MTU/c,
where c is the link speed [4].

2Loss-rates for excess traffic is however, as required by IT, always equal or larger than for best-effort traffic.
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small amounts of bandwidth, which limits the value of IT.
To achieve similar loss-rates for excess and best-effort traffic, we extend the naive sched-

uler into the TICKET scheduler by addingqueue tickets and two additional buffers. TICKET
meets the loss-rate fairness demand.

A prioritized queue scheduler using two FIFO buffers is described in Sect. 4.2.1. In Sect.
4.2.2 we define extensions to this scheduler creating the naive scheduler, and in Sect. 4.2.3 we
complete the TICKET scheduler. Then, in Sect. 4.2.4, we discuss important implementation
and design details of TICKET. Finally, in Sect. 4.2.5, we analyze time and space requirements
of TICKET. Commented pseudo codes for the naive and TICKET schedulers respectively can
be found in [13, Appendix A].

4.2.1 A Prioritized Queue Scheduler

A prioritized queue scheduler is an appealing implementation of EF since it offers low bounds
on latency [4]. With such a scheduler EF packets are forwarded before any best-effort packet.
There are several approaches to create this behavior. We use two FIFO buffers (i.e., one
buffer,c, for EF packets and another buffer,b, for best-effort packets). This scheduler does
not preempt packets, but bufferc has absolute priority over bufferb. I.e., when one or more
EF packets are queued the first one is dequeued as soon as the previous (EF or best-effort)
packet is completely sent. If no EF packet is queued, the first best-effort packet is dequeued.

With two FIFO buffers whereof one is prioritized, both enqueuing and dequeuing can be
done with the same time complexity as for a single FIFO buffer, i.e.,O(1). The space used by
this dual FIFO scheduler (in addition to the space used to store packets) is the space needed
in the buffers to store pointers to the packets (i.e.,Nc + Nb machine words).

4.2.2 The Naive Scheduler

Any scheduler supporting IT has to meet its four requirements. The naive scheduler meets the
departure rate requirement since it is based on a prioritized queue scheduler (i.e., conforming
packets are forwarded through bufferc as with the pure prioritized queue scheduler defined
in the previous section).

To meet the in-time requirement of IT, we store, with each conforming and excess packet,
a time stampτ = t+d, wheret is the current time andd is the maximum allowed delay. From
τ , it can be determined when conforming packets must be sent to meet the maximum allowed
delay,d, and when excess packets are late and should be dropped.

The policy we adopt is to send as many excess and best-effort packets as possible before
sending conforming packets. This is to avoid dropping excess packets due to latency and out-
of-ordering. Hence, conforming packets can be delayed until they must be sent (to meetd).
Note that conforming packets are only delayed if the outgoing link has an overload.

To meet the in-order requirement of IT, we store, with each conforming and excess packet,
a sequence number,σ. With σ, we keep track of the arrival order among these packets. In
addition, we storeσ of the last dequeued conforming packet,Σ. Excess packets withσe less
thanΣ are dropped. Whenσe of the excess packet at the head of bufferb is higher thanΣ, but
less thanσc of the conforming packet at the head of bufferc, this conforming packet is sent
immediately.
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When bufferb is full, arriving best-effort and excess packets are dropped independent of
their DSCPs. Hence, these packets are equally likely to be dropped due to buffer overflow
(assuming equal arrival processes). Note, however, that in addition to buffer overflow, ex-
cess packets can be dropped due to latency and out-of-ordering. Consequently, excess traffic
may experience higher loss-rates than best-effort traffic although the losses caused by buffer
overflow hits them equally often. Hence, the naive scheduler meets the loss-rate relation re-
quirement of IT.

4.2.3 The TICKET Scheduler

Although the naive scheduler meets the requirements of IT, it might not meet the loss-rate
fairness demand at lowd. The extensions defined in this section provide support for this
demand.

As noted above, excess packets are dropped due to buffer overflow, latency, and out-of-
ordering. Best-effort packets are, however, dropped due to buffer overflow only. Conse-
quently, excess packets may experience higher loss-rate than best-effort packets. To achieve
similar loss-rates for these packet types, the number of drops due to latency and out-of-
ordering must be reduced.

Excess packets already being late or out-of-order must be dropped. Thus, to reduce the
number of excess packets dropped for these reasons other excess packets must be given prece-
dence following such drop events. TICKET achieves this by letting excess packets jump ahead
in the queue when other excess packets are dropped due to latency or out-of-ordering.

The jump ahead for excess packets is achieved using separate buffers for excess and best-
effort traffic (i.e., bufferb for best-effort packets, and buffere for excess packets). Queue
tickets are used to control the order in which buffersb ande are served.

Queue tickets are sequence numbers,Q, for accepted excess and best-effort packets3.
Hence, buffersb ande are scheduled in the same order as excess and best-effort packets
are accepted by the TICKET scheduler. Excess packets can however use queue tickets of
previously dropped excess packets, while best-effort packets use their own tickets only.

Note that since excess packets may use queue tickets of previously dropped excess packets
they will jump ahead of best-effort packets that are currently in the buffer. This does not,
however, lead to an increased forwarding capacity for excess traffic compared to best-effort
since an excess packet that should have been forwarded was dropped.

To ensure that excess and best-effort packets still are dropped fairly at buffer overflow, a
common limit,Neb, of the total number of excess and best-effort packets is used. The limit
has to be smaller or equal to the length of the smaller of the buffers (Neb = min(Ne, Nb)).
Consequently,Ne andNb should be equal (Neb = Ne = Nb).

To summarize TICKET, for each accepted packet we store a sequence number, a dead-
line (for conforming and excess packets only), and a queue ticket (for excess and best-effort
packets only)4.

When the deadline for the next conforming packet is reached, it is immediately sent. Oth-
erwise, dequeuing is done according to sequence numbers and queue tickets. Note that an
excess packet is dropped when it is late (τe < t), or has a sequence number lower than the

3Note that tickets are local for each outgoing interface.
4In Sect. 4.2.4.1 we describe a time offset used in TICKET (for conforming packets only).
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last sent conforming packet (σe < Σ). If both the excess and best-effort buffers are empty, the
first packet from the conforming buffer is dequeued. If only one of these buffers is empty, a
packet is returned from the non-empty buffer.

4.2.4 Implementation and Design Details

In this section important implementation and design details of TICKET are discussed.

4.2.4.1 Overlapping Conforming Packets

Inlink

Outlink (adjusted)

Outlink

p1 p2

p2

δ

p1

t1 + d t2 + d

p2

δ

p1

time

time

time
t2t1

p1 p2

Figure 4.1: Ifp1 is delayed untilt1 + d, thenp2 can not be sent beforet2 + d. Hencep1 must
be sent att1 + d − δ (t1 andt2 are the arrival times for two consecutive packets).

Although IT traffic is properly policed, two consecutive conforming packets may arrive to
an outgoing link at a rate higher than the out-link rate (e.g., due to packets arriving at different
in-links). Then, these packets cannot both be sent in-time if the first one is delayed as long
as allowed byd (Fig. 4.1). To determine for how long, possibly overlapping, conforming
packets can be delayed,τ of previous packets can be adjusted forδ = max(((t1 + d) +
sendT ime(p1)) − (t2 + d), 0) wheret1 andt2 are the arrival times for the two consecutive
packets.

Sinceτ of all conforming packets in queue might need to be adjusted, this operation can
be expensive. To avoid the cost of making such adjustments, we maintain a time-offset,∆,
for the clock. This offset is added to the current time when deciding which buffer to serve.
When a conforming packet arrives that overlaps with a packet already in the queue,δ is added
to the offset∆. The added time,δ, is stored with the arrived conforming packet so that∆
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will be decreased forδ when the packet is dequeued. Since each arriving packet is handled
separately, all overlapping packets can be handled in the same way.

4.2.4.2 Ticket Storage

Tickets for best-effort packets can be stored together with these packets. Tickets for excess
packets are however stored in a separate buffer,q. Thereby, tickets for excess packets are kept
for future reuse when a packet is dropped, and even if no excess packet is queued.

Since there can be (at most) one ticket per excess packet, bufferq should be of equal size
as buffere (i.e., Nq = Neb). Buffer q can be full although buffere has space available to
queue packets. Then, however, no ticket has to be allocated for an arriving excess packet
since there are already enough tickets in bufferq (i.e.tickets for previously dropped excess
packets are stored inq).

4.2.4.3 Loss-rate Differences

Loss-rates caused by buffer overflow may differ between best-effort and excess traffic if they
have different arrival processes. E.g., the well known bias of drop-tail buffers against bursty
flows [11] may cause the loss-rate relation requirement of IT to be violated. Such bias can
however be reduced through active queue management [3].

4.2.4.4 Per-flow Out-of-order Detection

An excess packet may be in-order within its applications data flow while being out-of-order
within the IT aggregate. Hence, using the sequence number for the last sent conforming packet
within the same application data flow instead of for the aggregate might reduce the number
of excess packet drops caused by out-of-ordering. The sequence number can be stored in a
dictionary5 with a flow identifier as a key.

A per-flow out-of-order detection variant of TICKET was considered in preliminary sim-
ulations. These simulations gave the same results as with the pure TICKET scheduler. The
per-flow variant may however prove valuable in a scenario with more flows using IT. We
consider this as for further studies.

4.2.5 Time and Space Requirements

The space used by the TICKET scheduler is4Nc + 3Ne + 2Nb + Nq = 4Nc + 3Neb + 2Neb +
Neb = 4Nc + 6Neb (i.e., in addition to the space used to store packets). This is merely six
words per packet, which is a minor overhead since packets often consists of several hundreds
of words (an integer word is equal to four bytes on most architectures).

The time complexity for enqueuing/dequeuing isO(1). Both enqueuing and dequeuing
consists of, in addition to FIFO buffer manipulations, a computation of the sending time for
a packet. This computation involves a division, which however can be avoided with a pre-
computed table.

5A dictionary can be implemented using, for example,perfect hashing [7, 12], where operations can be
performed inO(1) amortized time.
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The calculation of the sending time in dequeue can be avoided by allowing an additional
delay of conforming packets. In enqueue the sending time is used to separate packets that
arrive so close in time that the deadline cannot be met for the second packet. The sending
time is however not needed if conforming packets always are separated with the sending time
of a MTU sized packet (i.e., all conforming packets are assumed to be of MTU size). This
may however have a negative influence on the excess traffic since conforming packets will
be sent earlier. Moreover, no delay guarantees can be given for time scales shorter than the
sending time of an MTU sized packet. We consider this as for further study.

The current time has to be provided by the hardware. However, since this time is only used
to ensure that a prioritized packet is not delayed more than allowed, it does not necessarily has
to be provided by a real-time clock. For example, the number of hardware clock cycles elapsed
since boot time is sufficient (given that the speed of the hardware is known in advance).
Thereby, the current time is accessible simply through a register read.

4.3 Evaluation

In this section, we present simulations evaluating the TICKET scheduler. We do not however
show simulation results for the naive scheduler. As expected, these results show for lowd
considerable higher loss-rates for excess traffic than for best-effort traffic. The simulations
are made with the network simulator version 2 (NS-2) [17].

4.3.1 Simulation Setup

The topology (Fig. 4.2) supports RTTs between 12 ms and approximately 250 ms (including
queuing delay), which is a common range in the Internet [9]. Queuing delays up to 256 packets
occur at link CR(a)-CR(b) where the TICKET scheduler is used, and up to 128 packets at link
CR(b)-CR(a) where a FIFO scheduler is used. Link CR(b)-CR(a) is assigned less buffers to
make queuing delays of the two congested links similar (the average packet size is larger at
that link).
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Figure 4.2: Simulated topology.

Access link rates and delays are reconfigured randomly with values between 22 and 32
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Mbps, and 0.1 and 0.9 ms respectively. Feldmann et al. used similar values to emulate
switched Ethernet [8]. A positive consequence of making these reconfigurations is that they
reduce the risk of flows being synchronized.

Hosts h(07) through h(15) have one TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [10] connection6

with each of the hosts h(01) through h(03) (i.e., 27 TFRC connections totally). The traffic
sources at h(01) through h(03) have unlimited amounts of data to send. Since IT aims at
supporting real-time applications, we set the packet size to 320 bytes7.

At AR(1) through AR(3), service profiles of 2.4 Mbps (i.e., 267 kbps/flow) are used to
police TFRC traffic into conforming and excess traffic with Time Sliding Window (TSW) [5]
based traffic conditioners.

270 Pareto distributed ON-OFF sources at h(04) through h(6) are used to overload link
CR(a)-CR(b). From these hosts, h(07) through h(15) download data using TCP Sack and the
best-effort service. Packet sizes are up to 1500 bytes. Three levels of overload is created with
different averageOFF period lengths. These overloads cause loss-rates at link CR(a)-CR(b)
of 0.7, 2.4 and 5.1 percent in average when measured over 180 s.

In the Internet, TCP ACK packets are likely to be forwarded together with larger data
packets. This can influence the spacing between ACKs and thus the burstiness of TCP sources.
Also, lost ACKs make TCP sources burstier. To simulate varying ACK spacing and lost ACKs,
link CR(b)-CR(a) is overloaded with 270 Pareto distributed ON-OFF sources at h(07) through
h(15). From these hosts, h(04) through h(06) download data using TCP Sack. The loss-rates
at link CR(b)-CR(a) are 0.9, 1.5, and 1.9 percent in average when measured over 180 s. ACKs
from h(04) through h(06) are forwarded together with data traffic over link CR(a)-CR(b),
which reduces the average packet size at that link to approximately 650 bytes.

Loss-rates, queuing delays, and throughputs are measured between 20 and 200 s. Results
on loss-rates and queuing delays are calculated with 95 percent confidence intervals. These
intervals are vary tight for all graphs but the one in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, we give confidence
intervals for this graph only. For each overload, 20 different maximum allowed delays,d in
the span between 0 and 100 ms are evaluated.

4.3.2 Modest Overload

At a loss-rate of 0.7 percent in average, the TFRC flows get up to 390 kbps of excess through-
put in average8 at d higher than 40 ms. Hence, with IT, these flows get a considerable higher
throughput compared to if they would have used EF with the same amount of allocated for-
warding capacity (i.e., 267 kbps).

The additional throughput for the TFRC flows comes at the price of higher delays for
both conforming and excess traffic (assuming that EF can give close to zero queuing delay to
conforming traffic). The excess throughput per flow is however 360 kbps already at ad of 2
ms. Moreover, average delays atd less than 50 ms are considerable lower than the maximum
delays (which are equal tod). This indicates that delays wont accumulate over a path to the
sum of alld at overloaded links9.

6TFRC can be negotiated as the congestion control mechanism for a DCCP [15] connection.
7PCM coded data (i.e., 64 kbps) gives a payload size of 320 bytes with 40 ms packets.
8Graphs on throughput are not shown due to limited space.
9As mentioned in Sect. 4.2.2, conforming and excess packets are delayed at overloaded links only.
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Maximal delays of IT traffic are equal tod up to 50 ms (Fig. 4.3). Average delays are how-
ever considerable less than this maximum. Delays experienced by best-effort traffic decreases
asd increases up to 50 ms. This is because the average size of packets in queue decreases
(i.e., the fraction of smaller excess packets increase withd).
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Figure 4.3: Modest overload: Queuing delay.
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Figure 4.4: Modest overload: Loss-rate.

As required by IT, excess traffic is given loss-rates approximately equal to or higher than
the loss-rates given to best-effort traffic (Fig. 4.4). At lowd excess packets occasionally need
to be dropped due to latency or out-of-ordering. Hence, loss-rates are higher for excess traffic
at lowd. The loss-rate is however acceptable even ford as short as 2 ms (i.e., 2.2 percent).
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4.3.3 Moderate Overload

At a loss-rate of 2.4 percent in average, each TFRC flow gets approximately 110 kbps of
excess throughput for alld higher than 2 ms. Hence, larger fractions of the queued packets
are best-effort packets, which in average are larger than excess packets. Together with the
higher load, this causes generally higher delays than for the load evaluated in the previous
section (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Moderate overload: Queuing delay.
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Figure 4.6: Moderate overload: Loss-rate.

The average delays for excess and conforming traffic are close to zero ford up to 35
ms (Fig. 4.5). At lowd most forwarded excess packets uses queue tickets of previously
dropped excess packets. Hence, at lowd, excess packets are forwarded almost immediately (or
dropped). Conforming packets are also forwarded early to stay in order with excess packets.
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Loss-rates are high atd lower than 35 ms. At thesed, the fractions of large best-effort
packets in queue are high (i.e., few excess packets are queued since many such packets are
immediately forwarded). This causes higher delays10 than when a more even mix of excess
and best-effort packets is queued (Fig. 4.5). High delays means less queue space to absorb
bursts. Consequently, more packets are dropped when traffic is bursty.

We expect an additional reason for high loss-rates at lowd to be low delays for TFRC
flows. At low delays, these sources need higher loss-rates to get similar forwarding rates as
with higher delays11. This assumption is supported by the fact that the average throughput of
TFRC flows is similar for alld between 2 and 100 ms.

4.3.4 Severe Overload

At a loss-rate of 5.1 percent in average, each TFRC flow gets approximately 40 kbps of ex-
cess throughput for alld higher than 2 ms. Delays and loss-rates are slightly higher than at
moderate overload, but follows the same patterns.

At d less than 40 ms, best-effort traffic experiences higher loss-rates than excess traffic.
The 95 percent confidence intervals do however overlap. The higher loss-rates for best-effort
traffic can be explained by the bias against bursty flows of the drop-tail strategy [11]12. As
mentioned in Sect. 4.2.3, TICKET only offer equal ratios of accepted arrivals and successful
transfers. This means that differences in burstiness can cause the loss-rate relation requirement
of IT to be violated.

4.3.5 Summary of the Evaluation

The simulations show that IT can be implemented with the TICKET scheduler. With TICKET,
excess traffic get a useful amount of bandwidth since it is given loss-rates close to the loss-
rates best-effort traffic experiences. The simulations indicate that excess and best-effort traffic
can be given similar loss-rates atd as short as 2 ms at a 30 Mbps link.

At high load, a lowd causes higher loss-rates to excess and best-effort traffic than with a
higherd. Reasons for these higher loss-rates are that more data is being queued and TFRC
sources generates higher load at lowd than at highd.

The simulations indicate that excess traffic may be given lower loss-rates than best-effort
traffic. The differences are however small and we therefore do not consider them to violate
the loss-rate relation requirement of IT.

4.4 Conclusion

This paper presents the In-Time (IT) PHB group. IT is justified by needs for extensions of EF
enabling delay limited forwarding of excess packets in-order with conforming packets.

In addition to the departure rate requirement of EF, IT requires delay limited and in-order
forwarding of conforming and excess packets. Also, the loss-rate of excess traffic is required

10Only best-effort packet see this delay since many excess packets are forwarded immediately.
11As with TCP, rates of TFRC sources increase as loss-rates and RTTs decreases.
12TCP is more bursty than TFRC [10].
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to be approximately equal to or higher than the loss-rate of background traffic (e.g., best-effort
traffic). Finally, to enable fair sharing of bandwidth between excess and background traffic, an
implementation of IT should treat these aggregates approximately equal with regard to loss.

We present the TICKET scheduler that implements IT. This scheduler consumes reason-
able amounts of memory and have moderate processing overhead on common platforms (e.g.,
Intel Pentium III). Through simulations we show that TICKET meets the requirements of IT.
Moreover, we show that it gives excess and background traffic similar loss-rates at low delay
limits.
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Abstract 

Agreements for dedicated forwarding resources in IP networks are often based on committed 
bit-rates. In this paper we present an algorithm for maintaining per-link dynamic admission 
thresholds limiting the committed aggregate rate. A new bit-rate reservation is admitted if it 
does not cause the threshold at any link to be exceeded. We present an adaptation mecha-
nism for admission thresholds that gives assurances on forwarding quality while allowing 
for statistical multiplexing. Using traffic meters, we check whether thresholds can be in-
creased, or must be decreased to meet target quality assurances. Threshold adjustments can 
be made at any reservation level. Simulations indicate that maximum thresholds can be esti-
mated already at low reservation levels. Thereby, appropriate admission thresholds can be 
found prior to busy hours when reservation demands are high.  

5.1 Introduction  

Today’s Internet carries a wide variety of applications with different demands on forwarding 
quality. Applications such as telephony and videoconferencing are delay and loss sensitive 
while web and chat applications are less dependent on low delay and loss. The Internet 
community has recognized the benefit of using multiple forwarding services to meet these 
different demands.  

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined mechanisms supporting multiple 
forwarding services in IP networks. The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture [1] in-
cludes two such services [2][3] for which reservations can be made using the Resource ReS-
erVation Protocol (RSVP) [4][5]. Through RSVP, admission control is performed in routers 
at the application data path for which a reservation shall be valid.  

The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [6] provides building blocks for crea-
tion of multiple forwarding services [7][8]. In addition to signalling with e.g. RSVP, the 
concept of centralized resource managers referred to as Bandwidth Brokers [9] is envisioned 
as a mechanism to control DiffServ forwarding classes.  

A resource manager monitoring the routing topology can perform per-link admission con-
trol by limiting committed aggregate bit-rates through admission thresholds. An advantage of 
performing admission control based on aggregate committed rates is that it enables both im-
mediate reservations and reservations in advance (i.e., resource scheduling over time) 
[11][12].  
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Forwarding services enabling exploitation of statistical multiplexing gains can be created 
with both the IntServ architecture and the DiffServ architecture. Through statistical multi-
plexing the utilization of available forwarding capacity can be increased for rate varying traf-
fic sources.  

Services exploiting multiplexing gains may offer upper bounds on loss-rates that are sta-
tistically guaranteed, or assured with high probability. Providing statistical guarantees in-
volves analyzing the risk of service violation in making admission decisions. Such analysis 
requires information on arrival-rates over short time-scales (i.e., time-scales at which bursts 
can be absorbed by the buffer space allocated) [10][15][16].  

Assurances on maximum loss-rates can be offered by limiting committed aggregate bit-
rates through dynamic per-link admission thresholds. In this paper, we present a mechanism 
for adaptation of such thresholds. This mechanism uses simple traffic metering (e.g., token 
bucket filters) monitoring loss-rates at two different arrival rates.  

Traffic metering allows for sampling over longer intervals than what is sufficient with ar-
rival-rate measurements. This is because such measurements must be translated into loss-
rates using queue modeling, while traffic metering directly monitors this metric.  

Sampling over longer intervals increases the time-scales at which assurances on loss-rates 
can be offered. The advantage is however that the computational overhead is reduced with 
less frequent sampling. Moreover, low frequent traffic monitoring is commonly supported in 
legacy routers, making immediate deployment feasible.  

For services that allow for statistical multiplexing, changing traffic characteristics may 
cause service violations. E.g., in a videoconference, traffic characteristics may vary as par-
ticipants move. In particular, sudden traffic bursts can occur when people arrive to a meeting 
or decide to take a break. Traffic bursts caused by such events should be considered when 
evaluating admission requests (i.e., since they are likely to be repeated).  

We capture infrequent traffic bursts by decreasing admission thresholds as they are de-
tected. Once an admission threshold is decreased, we disable further increases of the thresh-
old. Further increases require an increase lock to be released periodically, or that the network 
administrator releases the increase lock manually.   

In the next section, we define our adaptation mechanism for admission thresholds. This 
mechanism can be located in centralized resource managers (e.g., Bandwidth Brokers), or in 
routers (e.g., to perform admission control invoked by RSVP messages).  

The adaptation mechanism enables thresholds to be adjusted already at low reservation 
levels (i.e., reserved bit-rate). This is appealing since appropriate thresholds then can be 
found without waiting for reservation demands to grow close to or above these thresholds. 
This reduces the number of unnecessary rejections of reservation requests.  

We study the threshold adaptation mechanism through simulations (Section 5.3). Simula-
tion results indicate that maximum thresholds can be sufficiently estimated already at low 
reservation levels.  

5.2 Threshold-based Admission Control 

Threshold-based per-link admission control mechanisms should strive to find a maximum 
bit-rate threshold (i.e., admission threshold) for each link in the network. This is because 
reservation requests are admitted until the sum of reserved rates reaches any such threshold 
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(i.e., reservation requests that would cause a threshold to be exceeded are rejected). Unneces-
sary low admission thresholds result may result in high rates of denied reservation requests.  

For each link, the admission threshold is set to match the forwarding capacity allocated 
for the service in question. Applications are assumed to request reservations corresponding 
to their peak-rates. This can give predictable forwarding quality when traffic sources are 
uncorrelated (i.e., with low delay and loss). The available forwarding capacity may however 
be poorly utilized for applications having variable sending rates.  

To improve the utilization of available forwarding capacity requires thresholds must be 
set larger than the allocated capacity. Our approach is to use traffic metering to dynamically 
determine whether thresholds can be increased without sacrificing loss-rate assurances, or 
must be decreased to protect these assurances.  

We describe the basic parts of the threshold adaptation mechanism in Section 5.2.1. 
Then, in Section 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4 we discuss important details and refinements of this 
mechanism.  

5.2.1 The Threshold Adaptation Mechanism 

rate monitoringupper :

rateemption -pre:

capacity allocated:

capacity used:

capacity reserved :

thresholdadmission :
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at  rate-loss monitored :

at  rate-loss monitored:

at  rate-loss monitored:

 thresholdmonitoring:

rate-loss target :

rate monitoringlower  :

 

Table 5.1: List of symbols 

For a service created using our threshold adaptation mechanism, a target loss-�����������	��
��
defined. The mechanism will aim at admission thresholds that allow for loss-rates close to 
this target without exceeding it (except for a few short periods during the final adaptation 
phase).  

The threshold adaptation mechanism uses two traffic meters for each link. Although other 
traffic meters can be used, we further on assume that both of these traffic meters are token 
bucket filters.  

To monitor the service offered, the upper token bucket fil��������	��������	��� ���������
��������������������������������������������������������������������	��������������������������	�

configured with a frac���������������������������	�����������	�����������������������������������	�
determined from the cur��������	����������������������������������		��������	���������������
(Equation 5.1).  
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ψ
ρηµ ⋅ =   Equation 5.1 

Both filters are configured with depths corresponding to the maximum delay for the ser-
vice that is to be created. We assume that the depth is measured in number of bytes or bits. 
Then, the depth for a filter is equal to the maximum delay multiplied by the rate for the filter 
�����������������������������������������������	����
��������������� 

The buffer capacity allocated must allow for queuing of the number of packets corre-
sponding to the maximum delay. When the buffer capacity is determined in number of pack-
ets, enough buffer space must be allocated to allow for the amount of queued minimum sized 
packets that corresponds to this delay1.  

The token bucket filters must log both the number of packets conforming and those not 
conforming to the filters (i.e., excess packets). These counters are read periodically. The in-
terval between readings determines the time-scale at which assurances on loss-rates are pro-
vided.   

After each reading the results are evaluated. This evaluation has three possible outcomes; 
increase, decrease, or preserve threshold. Firstly, the increase action is activated when both 
token bucket filters detect loss-����	���������������Figure 5.1).  

In Figure 5.1, a reservation request arrives to an admission control instance at time A. 
���	������	���	����������	���������������	����������������new����	��������������� 	���������

res����������	��������������	�������	�������������new (according to Equation 1).  

time

Forwarding 
capacity

Allocated capacity, �

Admission threshold, �

Lower monitoring rate, �

Reserved capacity, �

Used capacity, �

Sample periodA B

Upper monitoring rate, �

 

Figure 5.1: No quality violations   

During the sample period, multiple token bucket counter readings are made. For all read-
ings, every packet conforms to the upper filter (i.e., the loss-rate at ����������������, is zero). 

                                                 
1 I.e., the smallest packet size for the applications given access to the service.  
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 ������	�����!��	�����������������������������������������������������������������������m-

����������		����!��	������ �	���wever few and results in a loss-���������� ������ �����������	�
��������	������������
���ncreased (at time B, Figure 5.1). 
������������	��
�����������	�����������������	������	����������������	�����������"������n-

����	������ ���	���������� ��	���	� �������� ��� 	���� ������������ ��� ����� 	���icient steps for 
������	�	������������n e.g. assume that the relation between loss-rate and load is exponen-
tial2

��#	�������	��		���������������������������������������������������������������������n-
	�������
�������$�����%��&��������'�(�� 

( )
( ) 
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σψψ
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 Equation 5.2 

 
�����������������		����!��	����������������������� is very small or even zero) increasing 

�� �	����&�������� (� ����
�� ����������	���� ����������������	����� �������������� ����� ����

�		�������������������������������������	���������e�������������.  

time

Forwarding 
capacity

Admission threshold, �

Lower monitoring rate, �

Reservation level, �

Used capacity, �

Sample periodA B

Upper monitoring rate, �

Allocated capacity, �

 

Figure 5.2: Quality violations 

Secondly, the decrease action is activated when both the upper and lower filters detect 
loss-����	� ������� ����� ��� ���Figure 5.2, several reservation requests arrive to an admission 
����������	�������������� �� ������	�������	�	���������������	������new�)�����������	���*�	����

                                                 
2 This assumption is based on simple observations from simulations using a packet trace 
taken from one source in a NetMeeting [14] videoconference session. One 10 Mbps link is 
simulated. More accurate assumptions on the relation between loss-rate and load for vari-
ous link speeds and buffer capacities should be possible to find through analyzing arrival 
interval distributions and apply them to queue models. We consider this as for further stud-
ies.  
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according to Equation 1. However, the last reading of the token bucket counters in the sam-
ple period (at time B) shows that ��������������
����������������������	�����	����������	��
��
decreased to avoid further violation of the assured forwarding quality3. At time B (Figure 
5.2) this decrease is made, which results in some reservations being pre-empted4. The new 
admis	��������	�������new, is found through Equation 5.2.  
 ������������	��������	����������������������	�	�����������������������������������	����icate 

that this would not violate quality assurances (i.e., we assume that the de����	������	������ to 
����������������������������������������������������
����	!��������������������	��	���������

and oscil������	������������������� ����	��������������	��	������������������������������������	�
unnecessary and we therefore remove this token bucket filter.  

We motivate disabling further increases after detecting a service violation by that such 
violation may otherwise happen again. This is likely assuming that the traffic burst causing 
the violation occurred due to an event such as when people arrive to a videoconference or 
decide to take a break.  
+�������������	�	������������������
��������������eleasing an increase lock, or through 

manual releases of the increase lock made by the network administrator. Thereby, changing 
traffic characteristics due to topology changes, changed traffic characteristics, or other events 
improving the multiplexing will be accounted for.  

Finally, the last possible outcome of token bucket counter readings is preserve��������� 
,��������� -������ 	����������
��������������	����������������� ��������	� �����������
�� �n-
crease�� ��� �������� ���!������.���������� ����� �����	��
��������	��� ����		���� ������� �	������x-
�������������������������������,����	���������a�����������������	��
��������	���	�����������
���������� ����������������������� �� �	� ���	��� ����� ������� �		����������� ������ation data 
����	�
��������	����������� �	� ���	��� ����������	�� ���e����	����������
�� ��	��������������
unnecessary. We therefore leave it unchanged for the preserve outcome. 
/����������������	���������������������	�����	������������	��������������	����������������	�

consid���
�������������������
�����	���������� 		���������������������������	��	���0����
�����������������������!��������������������������������������������perties may not be found 
�����������������	����	����1��	�������������cessary rejections can occur if the number of 
��	��������������	�	�����	��������
�������������������������� �	�����	��������������������	��e-
creased at least once).  

However, preserving thresholds also reduces the risk of increasing admission thresholds 
to levels not giving low enough loss-����	� ���������� ,� ������� ���������� ����	�� ��� !���� ���	�
property of our mechanism.  

5.2.2 Reading Intervals and Sample Periods 

Sample periods should be relatively long to capture variations in user behaviors (e.g., sample 
periods of 30 minutes or more may be needed to track periods of intensive discussions in a 
video conference). This is to avoid increasing admission thresholds to levels at which loss-
������		������	����
���������������������,����� 

                                                 
3 2����������	��	���������������������	����������������������)�����	����Figure 5.2) 
4 The decrease of � should be made immediately as a reading of token bucket counters 
show that ���,����� 
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However, intervals between readings of token bucket counters should be as short as pos-
sible (since these intervals determine the time-scale at which assurances on loss-rates are 
provided). In practice, the number of readings per second may however be limited in routers 
due to the processing overhead imposed.  

Reservations can be released and new reservation requests may arrive to an admission 
control instance at any time. With fixed lengths of sample periods, this means that token 
bucket counter readings of the same sample p������������������������������3�����������
���	��������	��	������������
����	���������������	��������	�
�	������	�������������	�������������

	������������	����������	������������	������4�����	����	����������������	����	���
�����rrect 
������	�	������������hereby only persist for a few reading intervals at the most.  

5.2.3 Avoiding Pre-emption 

Pre-empting reservations can be avoided through an additional token bucket filter detecting a 
third loss-�������������	����������	��
������������������������������������ ��������������������
����������������������)���-���������������, a separate decision can be made whether reserva-
tions need to be pre-��������������������� �	��e����	���
������� ������� ���� ��	��������	�����
������������������ -����� 

However, without pre-emption, consecutive decreases initiated by readings showing that 
�� -����������
����������������������	��������	����������	��������!����-�������	��	�
����	��
���������������	��
����*�	����������	�.����� 

5.2.4 Reducing the Monitoring Overhead 

The preserve outcome indicates ����� ������������������ ��� ������� �	� ������		���� 		�ming 
that traffic characteristics remain unchanged, or become worse regarding the statistical mul-
�������������������	����������������	����������������
���	���		��	�����������������������ring at 
higher rates (i.e., at higher reservation levels) may allow for increase actions. To reduce the 
monitoring overhead a pre	����������������
�����������������	��	������������������	���������
5�����������������������������������������������������
��������lized only wh�����,���� 

Limiting the monitoring overhead can be appealing since it reduces CPU load and mem-
ory usage in routers. Also, when a centralized resource manager is used to make admission 
decisions, traffic generated when transferring monitoring result between routers and the re-
source manager is reduced.  

5.3 Evaluation 

In this section we study the adaptation mechanism through simulations in NS-2 [13]. By this, 
we illustrate the basic properties of the mechanism.  

5.3.1 Simulation Setup 

For the simulations we send traffic over a single 10 Mbps link at which sufficient buffer ca-
pacity is allocated. Traffic arriving to this link is monitored using two token bucket filters 
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configured by the adaptation mechanism defined in Section 5.2.1. Only traffic using the for-
warding service managed by this mechanism is present on the link.  

Traffic is generated from a packet trace taken from one source in a NetMeeting [14] vid-
eoconference session. The peak-rate of this dump is 128 kbps and the mean-rate is 24.12 
kbps. Through statistical multiplexing, 340 such sources can share a dedicated forwarding 
capacity of 10 Mbps given a delay target of two ms and a target loss-rate of one percent.  

The admission threshold�������	��
��67�'(�5
�	�����llow for 340 sources requesting a 
peak-rate of 128 kbps each. Through the simulations we study the adaptation of this thresh-
old towards its maximal value when different numbers of sources are present. For each num-
ber of sources,����	���������.����������������������������������������������
�����	�����	����������
-����� ��������� �������� �	�������	����������	����������������	���	�����	��������-empted to 
�����������������������	���������-����� 
&��������(��	��	��������������������$�$$(�)����)������8�$�'������������	�������early in 

steps of 2.5 Mbps for each successive sampling inter����������� -�$�$$(�� 

5.3.2 Results 

Figure 5.3�	���	�����		��������	����	�����������������������������������
��	����	�����	��d-
mitted. Due to improved multiplexing gains with increasing numbers of sources, the reached 
���ncreases with the number of sources. At low numbers of admitted sources the adaptation 
mechanism es������	������	�����
���������������������������������
������	�����	�������lied 
with their peak-����������	�����	������������������������
����������	������������������i-
��	������������������������������
��������*������	�
���������	���*�	���������	����������&�����

by initializing the adaptation mechanism well before the busy hours, the number of unneces-
sary rejections during these hours can be reduced.  

 

Figure 5.3: Reached admission thresholds 

When more than 340 sources are initially admitted, the upper filter detects quality viola-
����	��������	�������	����������������&��������(�� �	���	�����	��������-empted to match the 
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��������������������
�������������������������������	��	��������	���������������	���t-
�����������������������������	��������	�� 	��������������Figure 5.3, a severe overestima-
�����������������������6$$�	�����	���	���	������������	�������	������79�(6�5
�	����	����������

110 flows being pre-empted.  
:�������	��������������� ��������	������������
����mited to avoid drastic decreases. In 

our mechanism, this means to use smaller values for K in Equation 2. Also, the rate of the 
������� ������	����� ������ should be reduced. Then, adaptation speed is traded for a reduced 
risk of service violations followed by a drastically de����	������ 

5.4 Conclusions 

We present an adaptation mechanism for dynamic per-link admission thresholds. These 
thresholds are used to create assurances on loss-rates by limiting committed bit-rates. This 
approach has several benefits:  
• Firstly, admission thresholds enable both immediate reservations and reservations in ad-

vance.  
• Secondly, we show that such thresholds can be adjusted dynamically to support services 

allowing for statistical multiplexing while giving assurances on loss-rates.  
• Thirdly, adjustments of the admission thresholds can be done with low monitoring over-

head. This monitoring is made using simple traffic meters commonly available in legacy 
routers. Thereby, our adaptation mechanism can be deployed in today’s IP networks with-
out extensive replacement of network hardware, software, or both.   
Through simulations we study the dynamic adaptation of admission thresholds towards 

their maximum values (i.e., the maximum values giving assurances on target loss-rates). 
Simulation results indicate that maximum thresholds can be sufficiently estimated already at 
low amounts of reserved capacity. This means that unnecessary rejections of reservation re-
quests can be avoided by initializing the adaptation mechanism in good time before busy 
hours.  
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Abstract 

Avoiding delay jitter is essential to achieve high throughput for TCP. In particular, delay 
spikes can cause spurious timeouts. Such timeouts force TCP into slow-start, which may 
reduce congestion window sizes drastically. Consequently, there may not always be data 
available for transmission on bottleneck links. For HS-DSCH, jitter can occur due to vary-
ing interference. Also, properties of the radio-block scheduling influence the jitter. We 
evaluate, through simulations, effects on TCP from scheduling. Our evaluation shows that 
round-robin (RR) schedulers can give more jitter than SIR schedulers. SIR schedulers dis-
criminates low SIR users to improve spectrum utilization while RR schedulers distribute 
transmission capacity fairly. The high jitter with RR scheduling cause however both lower 
utilization and decreased fairness in throughput among users than with SIR scheduling. The 
Eifel algorithm makes TCP more robust against delay spikes and reduces thereby these 
problems. 

6.1 Introduction  

The High-Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH) in Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) 
release 5 introduces support for peak bit-rates for data services exceeding 8 Mbps [6][7]. 
Moreover, delays considerably lower than for data channels in previously releases of 
WCDMA are supported. This makes HS-DSCH suitable for bursty Internet traffic (e.g., con-
sisting of web page data objects transferred using TCP).  

HS-DSCH implements higher order modulation (i.e., 16QAM) and fast link adaptation 
for good spectrum efficiency and to offer high bit-rates. More robust QPSK modulation is 
also implemented to transmit to users experiencing high interference. This is needed since 
WCDMA systems are expected to be interference limited (i.e., caused by concurrent trans-
missions).  

In HS-DSCH, fast radio-block scheduling can be used to further increase the efficiency in 
spectrum usage when the system is interference limited. E.g., a scheduler giving precedence 
to connections with high signal-to-interference ratios (SIR) is likely to result in higher spec-
trum utilization [7]. This gain may however come at the price of unfairness among compet-
ing users.  

Avoiding delay jitter is important for TCP. In particular, delay spikes may cause spurious 
timeouts, which results in unnecessary retransmissions and multiplicative decreases in con-
gestion window sizes [5]. Fortunately, these problems are reduced through the Eifel algo-
rithm [1][2][3]. Also, a more conservative management of the TCP retransmit timer and a 
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more careful response of the TCP sender on duplicate ACKs reduce the problems of spurious 
[4].  

Interference can cause jitter in HS-DSCH. The choice of channel coding and modulation 
for a user is based on its SIR, which is affected by path-loss, fading, and interference from 
transmissions. The interference originating from transmissions within a users´ own cell is 
limited through orthogonal coding, while interference from transmissions in other cells is 
limited by distance.  

Radio-block scheduling influences the jitter. With round-robin (RR) schedulers the delay 
of individual IP packets is determined by the number of users being active and by the SIR for 
each receiving user. With schedulers giving precedence to high SIR users the delay of IP 
packets to these users depends less on the number of users being active. Consequently, with 
SIR scheduling, the delay and jitter can be low for high SIR users while low SIR users may 
experience considerable delay. Long delay does not however necessary mean high jitter. I.e., 
with SIR scheduling, IP packets are likely to be either sent rapidly or delayed until high SIR 
users no longer have IP packets available for transmission.  

We evaluate, through simulations, effects on TCP Sack [9] from RR and SIR scheduling 
respectively. TCP Sack is studied with and without the Eifel algorithm. The simulation plat-
form used, the network simulator version 2 (ns-2) [8], include a fairly detailed model of 
TCP.  

Our evaluation shows that a RR scheduler may give more jitter than a SIR scheduler. The 
jitter is severe enough for TCP to experience delay spikes causing spurious timeouts. TCP 
Sack sources suffering frequently from such timeouts may not always have data available for 
transmission in HS-DSCH (i.e., since they are forced into slow-start by spurious timeouts). 
This reduces the average number of users being active. Consequently, delay spikes decrease 
the spectrum utilization and fairness in throughput among users. This means that transmis-
sion fairness cannot always be directly translated to fairness in throughput for TCP.   

With the Eifel algorithm, delay spikes causing spurious timeouts do not force TCP 
sources into slow-start. Thereby, this algorithm can reduce the fairness and utilization prob-
lem of TCP with RR scheduling.  

6.2 Primer on HS-DSCH 

The current 3GPP WCDMA specification (release 99) supports data rates up to 2 Mbps in 
indoor and small-cell-outdoor environments. For wide-area coverage, data rates up to 384 
kbps are supported. In WCDMA release five, high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) 
is introduced to support higher bit-rates and lower delay.  

For HSDPA, functions involved in rapid adaptation of transmission parameters to time-
varying channel conditions are moved from radio network controllers to base stations. 
Thereby, methods such as fast link adaptation, fast hybrid ARQ, and fast scheduling can be 
used in base stations to achieve high data rates for downlink transmissions and high spectral 
efficiency in terms of bps/Hz.  

HSDPA introduces the high-speed downlink shared channel (HS-DSCH). HS-DSCH 
supports peak bit-rates for data services exceeding 8 Mbps (i.e., up to 14 Mbps in-door and 
up to 9 Mbps out-door) and significantly reduced delays compared to the DSCH available in 
the WCDMA specification release 99.   
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6.2.1 Higher Order Modulation 

The high bit-rates of HS-DSCH are achieved through higher order modulation (i.e., 16QAM) 
in combination with lower order modulation (i.e., QPSK). Although CDMA systems are 
typically interference limited, such modulation is considered useful. This is because allocat-
ing a large part of the available downlink power for a transmission time interval (TTI)1 to a 
single user can give fairly high SIR.  

Periods of high SIR can however rapidly pass onto periods of considerable lower SIR. 
Consequently, fast link adaptation to change coding and modulation between TTIs to adjust 
for instantaneous channel conditions is essential (e.g., from high rate coding and 16QAM 
modulation to low rate coding and QPSK modulation).  

Reasons for SIR to vary include changes in available power due to other channels trans-
mitting, path-loss and shadow fading due to user movements, and fluctuating multi-path fad-
ing. Changes in available power can be considered to affect users within a cell randomly. 
However, path-loss and fading affects users individually. While path-loss and shadow fading 
changes at rather long time-scales, the time-scales of multi-path fading are typically around 
the time-scale of an HS-DSCH TTI (i.e., two ms).  

6.2.2 Fast Hybrid ARQ 

Fast hybrid ARQ compensates for errors in channel-quality estimates used by the link adap-
tation (e.g., caused by multi-path fading). It combines soft information from original trans-
missions prior to decoding with soft information from retransmissions. When a user’s 
equipment cannot decode a received transmission, it requests a retransmission that becomes 
scheduled within a few TTIs. Thus, the impact from errors in channel-quality estimates can 
be assumed to cause only small delay variations.  

6.2.3 Downlink Power Control 

The approach for HS-DSCH is to use the remaining cell power after serving other dedicated 
and common channels. The power for HS-DSCH is thus likely to change over time. How-
ever, this power is expected to change on considerable longer time-scales than a HS-DSCH 
TTI and it can therefore be assumed constant for evaluations of TCP performance over HS-
DSCH.   

6.2.4 Channel Multiplexing 

HS-DSCH is shared primarily in the time-domain. All codes and power available for HS-
DSCH can be allocated to one user for a TTI. For high rate coding and higher order modula-
tion the radio-block payload becomes however large (e.g., up to 1800 bytes for 12 codes al-
located for HS-DSCH using a spreading factor of 16). When limited amount of data is buff-

                                                 
1 HS-DSCH uses a TTI of two ms. This short TTI enables low delays, high granularity in 
the radio-block scheduling process, and accurate tracking of time-varying channel condi-
tions.  
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ered for HS-DSCH, it may however not be possible to always utilize the available payload 
space with one user.  

To avoid wasting payload space in radio-blocks, a limited degree of code multiplexing is 
supported. E.g., up to four simultaneous transmissions can be allowed to increase the amount 
of payload data for each slot. Then, appropriate coding and modulation are chosen separately 
for the estimated SIR of each respective user.  

6.2.5 Fast Scheduling 

The short TTI used for HS-DSCH enables radio-block scheduling at high granularity. This 
means that radio spectrum usage can be improved through scheduling. Using predications on 
channel quality made for fast link adaptation a scheduler can give users with high SIR prece-
dence to transmission slots. Then, fairness in the distribution of transmission capacity may 
however need to be sacrificed for improved spectrum utilization.  

Other schedulers not accounting for SIR estimates such as RR schedulers can be used for 
HS-DSCH to distribute transmission capacity fairly. Also, schedulers exploiting the trade-off 
between high spectrum utilization and transmission fairness can be used for HS-DSCH.  

Unfortunately, for data transfers using TCP, transmission fairness cannot always be di-
rectly translated to fairness in application data throughput. This is because TCP throughput 
may be affected by additional forwarding quality metrics such as delay and jitter. In particu-
lar, delay spikes may reduce spectrum utilization and fairness in throughput among users.  

6.3 Delay Spikes in HS-DSCH 

Delay spikes can be considered as a general problem in radio networks. Mechanisms such as 
ARQ and changing radio conditions cause varying transmission delays, which may be inter-
preted as delay spikes by TCP. In this section we focus however on the specific properties of 
HS-DSCH that can be expected to cause transmission delays to vary at this channel.  

In HS-DSCH, high SIR users experience higher transmission rates than low SIR users. 
This is due to lower rate coding and lower order modulation for low SIR users. Sudden de-
creases in SIR can therefore appear as delay spikes for individual packets. As mentioned in 
Section 6.2.1 there are several reasons for why SIR is likely to vary.  

In addition to lower rate coding and lower order modulation, a SIR based scheduler may 
cause delay spikes to users with low SIR (since data transfers for users with low SIR will be 
interrupted when data arrives for users with higher SIR). These delay spikes are however 
likely to be followed by periods of longer delay with low variation because high SIR users 
occupying the channel.  

A potential advantage with SIR scheduling regarding jitter is that high SIR users finish 
their transfers quickly. A reasonable assumption is that users become inactive for a period 
immediately after finishing a transfer. Then, users with worse radio conditions can transmit 
during periods of lower interference at which users with superior radio conditions are inac-
tive.  

With RR schedulers the delay of individual IP packets is determined by the number of 
users being active and by the SIR for each receiving user. Since transmission capacity is dis-
tributed fairly, the scheduler cannot explore variations in SIR to optimize the spectrum utili-
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zation as a SIR scheduler does. While users with temporally high SIR may finish transfers 
before their SIR degrades with SIR scheduling, such users may need longer time to finish 
transfers with RR scheduling (i.e., they stay active for longer periods). Consequently, 
changes in SIR are likely to translate into IP packet transmission delay variations, which may 
appear as delay spikes for TCP. This suggests higher variations in transmission delay for IP 
packets with RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling.  

For HS-DSCH, IP packets are stored in separate buffers for each user. This means that 
traffic flows only experiences limited degrees of statistical multiplexing in these buffers. 
Consequently, variations in queue length would cause considerable jitter even with fixed IP 
packet transmission delays. Varying transmission delay is likely to make the jitter experi-
enced by TCP worse.  

6.4 TCP and Delay Spikes 

For optimally throughput, users waiting for data should have all their data buffered and 
available for HS-DSCH immediately as it is requested (i.e., assuming that HS-DSCH is a 
bottleneck at the data path between the source and user pair in question). The congestion 
control mechanisms of TCP precludes however such buffering. In particular, being in slow-
start TCP does not always have data buffered at bottlenecks.  

Typically, a TCP source in slow-start initially transmits two segments of data and then 
waits for the receiver to acknowledge them before releasing more data2. This results in TCP 
sources alternating between releasing bursts of data and being idle until they have opened 
their congestion window enough to always have data buffered for HS-DSCH3. For short 
transfers, TCP may never reach such a window size.  

TCP detects congestion through two complementary indicators. Firstly, when receiving 
three duplicate acknowledgements (ACKs) a TCP source assumes that the next expected 
bytes are lost due to buffer overflow somewhere in the data path4. The missing bytes are re-
transmitted and the congestion-window is reduced by half to avoid further buffer overflows. 
This action is referred to as fast retransmit.  

 For duplicate ACKs to be sent, new data must be delivered to the receiver. This is not 
always possible since the data lost may be the final bytes of a transfer or the congestion can 
be severe enough to cause multiple packet losses for the TCP session in question. Therefore, 
TCP also maintains a timer to detect lost data. A retransmit timeout occurs when transmitted 
data is not acknowledged before a certain time limit (i.e., the retransmit timeout (RTO)). 
This limit is adjusted using measured round-trip-times (RTTs)5.  

When the RTT suddenly increases it may exceed the RTO. This is because the RTO is 
determined using previously measured RTTs that were considerably shorter. Such increases 
                                                 

2 An initial sending window between two and four segments is recommended when wire-
less links are in the path [5].  
3 We assume that the congestion windows and not the receiving windows limit the TCP 
sources’ sending windows.  
4 TCP send duplicate ACKs when receiving segments leaving a gap in sequence numbers of 
delivered bytes. TCP waits for three duplicate ACKs to avoid misinterpreting reordered 
packet as being lost.  
5 RTO is determined using mean and variance of measured RTT [10].  
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can occur due to decreases in available forwarding capacity and due to high jitter appearing 
as delay spikes to TCP.  

A spurious timeout occurs when a RTT suddenly increases and exceeds the RTO. When 
facing a timeout, TCP retransmit the segment of data it assumes to be lost (i.e., the segment 
for which the timeout occurred). However, for spurious timeouts, an ACK for the originally 
transmitted segment will eventually arrive. Since TCP cannot distinguish different ACKs for 
the same data, it must interpret the ACK as acknowledging the retransmitted segment. This 
means that it also must assume all other outstanding segments to be lost. Thus, the TCP 
sender goes into slow-start and retransmits all these segments.  

Unfortunately, the TCP receiver generates a duplicate ACK for each segment received 
more than one. This is because it must assume the ACKs for these segments are lost. These 
duplicate ACKs may cause spurious fast retransmits and thus multiplicative decreases in the 
congestion window size of the TCP source.   

The unnecessary retransmission of data is undesirable since they may increase the traffic 
load considerably. This is particularly important to avoid for radio channels (i.e., because 
forwarding capacity often is scarce at such links due to limited radio spectrum).  

The Eifel algorithm uses timestamps to distinguish ACKs for originally transmitted seg-
ments from ACKs for retransmitted segments [1]. Thereby, only one segment needs to be 
retransmitted at a spurious timeout and the TCP source is not entering the slow-start phase.  

6.5 Evaluation 

In this section we evaluate through simulations effects on TCP from scheduling. For the 
simulations, we have implemented a model of HS-DSCH into NS-2 [8]. We evaluate TCP 
Sack with and without the Eifel algorithm, and with a RR and a SIR scheduler respectively.  

6.5.1 Models and Assumptions 

The radio model includes lognormal shadow fading with a standard deviation of 8dB and 
exponential path loss with a propagation constant of 3.5. Multi-path fading is not included. 
The block error rate (BER) is modeled as uniformly distributed errors. Self-interference is 
assumed limited to 10 percent and the interference from other transmissions within a user’s 
own cell is assumed limited to 40 percent (i.e., through code division). The interference from 
transmissions in other cells than a user’s cell is limited by distance only.  

The ARQ mechanism modeled immediately retransmit damaged radio-blocks (i.e., no 
fast hybrid ARQ is implemented). We assume that 12 codes out of 16 are allocated for HS-
DSCH. The coding and modulation combinations used in the simulations are listed in Table 
6.1. Users experiencing SIR less than –3.5 dB faces a BER of 50 percent, while users with 
SIR equal to or higher than –3.5 dB are exposed to a BER of 10 percent. Up to three users 
may transmit in the same slot.  
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Coding  
(rate) 

Modulation 
(type) 

SIR  
(dB) 

Bit-rate 
(Mbps) 

Radio-block size 
(bytes) 

0.25 QPSK -3.5 1.44 360 
0.50 QPSK 0 2.88 720 
0.38 16QAM 3.5 4.32 1080 
0.63 16QAM 7.5 7.20 1800 

Table 6.1: Coding and modulation combinations. 

For TCP, the three-way handshake is excluded (i.e., sources send data with the initial 
SYN segment). A typical TCP implementation sends data after the three-way handshake. The 
expected consequence of this is that we are likely to overestimate throughputs for short trans-
fers.  

Besides the segment size, which is set to 1450 bytes, the default TCP parameters in ns-2 
are left unchanged for the simulations [8]. This means that the minimum retransmit timeout 
(RTO) is set to one second and that the TCP timer granularity is set to 0.1 second.  

6.5.2 Simulation Setup 

For each simulation, 56 mobile terminals are randomly distributed on a cell plan consisting 
of seven cells. Antennas are omni-directional with 500 m cell radius. The transmission 
power is 10W for all TTIs. Mobile terminals are stationary and thus do not change cells dur-
ing simulations. Simulations with 12 different seeds are however made to test different loca-
tions of the mobile terminals.  

Each user (mobile terminal) downloads a number of files. The file size of each transfer is 
randomly chosen among seven different sizes: 4350, 10150, 21750, 44950, 91350, 184150, 
and 369750 bytes. Transfer file sizes are selected aiming at liner increase in number of file 
transfers with decreasing file sizes. Seven times more 4350 bytes files are transmitted than 
369750 bytes files. File sizes are selected to result in MTU sized packets only.  

The MTU is set to 1500 bytes6. With this MTU, the segment (payload) size is 1460 bytes 
for TCP Sack. However, with Eifel, which requires the time-stamp option to be used, the 
segment size becomes 1450 bytes. To compare results with and without the Eifel algorithm 
used we set the segment size to 1450 for all simulations.  

The one-way propagation delay of wired links between sources and base station sis set to 
75 ms for all users. Wired links are over-dimensioned and the RTTs are thus 150 ms plus 
delays introduced in HS-DSCH. Buffer capacity to store 32 IP packets is allocated for ach 
user.  

The waiting time between downloads is exponentially distributed with mean two sec-
onds. Waiting periods are initiated when transfers are finished. This means that the system 
load increases with increasing transfer rates (i.e., the sooner a transfer is finished, the sooner 
the preceding transfer is initiated). Each simulation runs for five simulated minutes.  

With the loads resulting from the above given parameters, the system is interference lim-
ited without causing numerous users with particularly bad radio-conditions to be completely 
locked-out. Such users may however be locked-out for periods and thus get only a few trans-
                                                 

6 The MTU of 1500 bytes is used since this is the payload frame size of Ethernet. 
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fers through.  The length of these lockout periods can be considerable longer without the 
Eifel algorithm than with this algorithm due to exponential back-offs.  

6.5.3 Results 

Table 6.2 shows mean IP packet transmission delay for the combinations of TCP Sack with 
and without the Eifel algorithm (referred to as TCP Sack and TCP Eifel respectively), and 
RR and SIR scheduling evaluated. It can be seen that these delay is longer for TCP Eifel than 
for TCP Sack. This is particularly evident with RR scheduling.  

As mentioned in Section 6.5.2, the system load increases with increasing transfer rates 
(i.e., transfers finishing faster results in higher load since that increases the number of trans-
fers made during the simulation period). Hence, the longer packet transmission delays for 
TCP Eifel in the simulations indicate that this TCP version manages to achieve higher trans-
fer rates than TCP Sack. The total aggregated throughputs presented in Table 6.3 verify this 
observation.  

 
 SIR scheduling RR scheduling 

TCP Sack 30.7101 ms 20.5483 ms 
TCP Eifel 44.4389 ms 47.9291 ms 

Table 6.2: Mean IP packet delays.  

The IP packet transmission delay distributions differ between SIR and RR scheduling 
(Figure 6.1). With SIR scheduling, IP packets are transmitted with low delay, or they face 
considerable delays.  E.g., for TCP Sack with SIR scheduling, 70 percent of all IP packets are 
transmitted approximately in between 7 and 30 ms, while 10 percent of all these IP packets 
are exposed to HS-DSCH transmission delays longer than 58 ms. For TCP Sack with RR 
scheduling, 70 percent of all IP packets are transmitted approximately in between 2 and 34 
ms, and 10 percent of all these IP packets face transmission delay longer than 46 ms.  

Also for TCP Eifel the span in transmission delay for 70 percent of all IP packets is larger 
with RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling. I.e., delays in between 19 and 72 ms with SIR 
scheduling compared to delays in between 10 and 48 ms with RR scheduling. This indicates 
that the jitter for these 70 percent of all IP packets is higher with RR scheduling than with 
SIR scheduling7. Because of this, we expect that with RR scheduling TCP connections are 
more likely to experience delay spikes causing spurious timeouts than with SIR scheduling.  

 

                                                 
7 In addition to transmission delay variations, the jitter experienced by TCP includes delay 
variations caused by queuing.  
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Figure 6.1: IP packet delay distributions.  

Figure 6.2 shows that for long transfers the numbers of TCP timeouts are higher for TCP 
Sack with RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling. The corresponding numbers for TCP 
Eifel are however similar. This is because spurious timeouts are not counted (i.e., only time-
outs caused by packet loss are included).  
 

 

Figure 6.2: Mean number of TCP timeouts. 

In Table 6.3 it can be seen that the aggregated throughput can be higher for TCP Eifel 
than for TCP Sack although the mean delay is longer (Table 6.3). The reason for this is delay 
spikes causing spurious timeouts, which forces TCP Sack into slow-start. TCP Eifel recovers 
from such timeouts and continues transmitting in the congestion-avoidance mode.  
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 SIR scheduling RR scheduling 
TCP Sack 3.27325 Mbps 2.57319 Mbps 
TCP Eifel 4.77384 Mbps 4.71201 Mbps 

Table 6.3: Total aggregated throughputs. 

In the simulations, because of higher jitter TCP Sack faces considerable more severe de-
gradations in throughput with RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling (i.e., while TCP Sack 
looses close to 33 percent in aggregate throughput with SIR scheduling, it looses more than 
49 percent with RR scheduling).  

The difference in throughput between RR and SIR scheduling is likely to be larger with 
higher load causing more interference [7]. Thus, the minor difference in throughput for TCP 
Eifel with SIR and RR scheduling respectively may be larger at higher interference. How-
ever, the jitter can also be expected to vary with the load for both the RR scheduler and the 
SIR scheduler. This may affect the degradation in aggregate throughput for TCP Sack. We 
consider effects from varying loads as for further studies.  

We look closer into aggregated throughputs by studying them individually for the differ-
ent files sizes used in the simulations. In Figure 6.3 it can be seen that for short transfers (i.e., 
small file sizes) aggregated throughputs are similar for the TCP versions and schedulers 
evaluated. Differences in aggregated throughputs are however evident for longer transfers 
(expect for TCP Eifel with SIR and RR scheduling respectively).  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Aggregated system throughputs. 

The larger degradation for long transfers appears because they may be in the congestion-
avoidance mode before timeouts force them into slow-start. Short transfers never leaves 
slow-start and a timeout does therefore not degrade the throughput as much as for longer 
transfers.  
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The considerable lower aggregate throughput for TCP Sack compared to for TCP Eifel 
indicates that the jitter is high with both schedulers. We consider the issue of whether 
throughputs for TCP Eifel can be improved or not by reducing the jitter as for further studies.  

The degradations in aggregate throughputs caused by delay spikes also affect the fairness 
in throughputs among users. Figure 6.4 shows that this fairness is worse for TCP Sack with 
RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling. The fairness index is calculated using Equation 
6.1, where xi is the throughput experienced by user i (this index is defined by R. Jain in [11]). 
A fairness index equal to one implies perfect fairness, while lower values of this index 
means unfairness in throughput among users.   
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The RR scheduler distributes transmission capacity fairly. This fairness translates not into 
fairness in throughput among users for TCP Sack because of delay spikes causing spurious 
timeouts (Figure 6.4).  For TCP Eifel, which can handle such timeouts without going into 
slow-start, the fair distribution of transmission capacity provided by RR scheduling do how-
ever translates into fairness in throughput in our simulations.   

 

 

Figure 6.4: Fairness in user throughputs. 

In Figure 6.5, it can be seen that for short transfers the mean throughputs are higher for 
TCP Eifel with the RR scheduler than with the SIR scheduler. For long transfers, the mean 
throughputs are however higher with the SIR scheduler. This can be explained by that long 
transfers facing low interference can capture the channel with SIR scheduling, but not with 
RR scheduling. New transfers arriving are thus more likely to achieve transmission slots 
without considerable delay with RR scheduling than with SIR scheduling. This gives higher 
throughput to short transfers.  
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Figure 6.5: Mean throughputs (90% conf. intervals), Eifel.   

 

Figure 6.6: Mean throughputs (90% conf. intervals), Sack. 

As for TCP Eifel, the mean throughputs are higher for short transfers with RR scheduling 
than with SIR scheduling for TCP Sack8. The larger difference with TCP Sack compared 
with TCP Eifel can be explained by the low fairness for TCP Sack with RR scheduling 
(Figure 6.6). I.e., user throughputs are distributed over a larger span since users experiencing 

                                                 
8 Since confidence intervals overlap for long transfers we cannot say anything about these 
transfers.  
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multiple spurious timeouts go frequently into slow-start, which reduces the traffic load. This 
leaves other users to experience exceptional good radio conditions.  

Figure 6.7 shows CDFs of the file sizes simulated for TCP Sack with RR scheduling. By 
comparing with the corresponding CDFs for TCP Eifel with RR scheduling (Figure 6.8) it 
can be seen that the span in throughputs is considerable larger for TCP Sack than for TCP 
Eifel. This difference does, as expected, not appear with SIR scheduling (Figure 6.9 and 
Figure 6.10).  

 

 

Figure 6.7: Throughputs for TCP Sack and RR scheduling.  

 

 

Figure 6.8: Throughputs for TCP Eifel and RR scheduling. 
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Figure 6.9: Throughputs for TCP Sack and SIR scheduling. 

 

Figure 6.10: Throughputs for TCP Eifel and SIR scheduling. 

6.6 Conclusions 

In this paper we evaluate effects on TCP from radio-block scheduling in WCDMA HS-
DSCH. TCP is sensitive to sudden increases in delay since this can cause spurious timeouts. 
Such timeouts results in unnecessary retransmissions and multiplicative decreases in conges-
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tion window sizes. The Eifel algorithm makes TCP more robust against sudden increases in 
delay.  

High jitter can appear as sudden increases in delay for TCP. We refer to such increases as 
delay spikes. We show that round-robin (RR) radio-block scheduling can give higher jitter 
than SIR scheduling. Because of this high jitter, which causes spurious timeouts, the fair dis-
tributions of transmission capacity may not be translated to fairness in throughput among 
users for TCP. Moreover, the spectrum utilization can be decreased due to this jitter.  

With the Eifel algorithm, the fair distribution of transmission capacity is better translated 
to fairness in throughput among users. Also, the utilization of the radio spectrum is im-
proved. This indicates that the Eifel algorithm should be used when RR scheduling is used in 
HS-DSCH.  

RR scheduling can be preferable with the Eifel algorithm since it can give similar spec-
trum utilization as SIR scheduling does, but better fairness in throughput among users and 
higher throughput for short transfers (i.e., small file sizes). We believe users to be more sen-
sitive to delay for short transfers, which often belong to interactive applications such as web 
browsing. At scenarios in which interference is high, SIR scheduling may give considerable 
higher spectrum utilization than RR scheduling for TCP Eifel. We consider this as for further 
studies.  

When the Eifel algorithm is not used, our study indicates however that SIR scheduling is 
clearly preferable in HS-DSCH. Without the Eifel algorithm, RR scheduling gives in our 
simulations worse fairness in throughput and lower spectrum utilization than SIR scheduling.  

Multi-path fading is not used in the simulations. Such fading is likely to occur at similar 
time-scales as the transmission time interval for HS-DSCH. Hence, the results presented 
herein may be affected by multi-path fading. We consider this as for further studies.  
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Abstract
With current Internet protocols, users may experience low and unpredictable forwarding qual-
ity at wireless links. This is due to varying link properties caused by changing radio condi-
tions. Decreased forwarding quality can cause severe degradation in utilization. This is
undesirable since forwarding capacity often is expensive at wireless links because of limited
radio spectrum. Allowing the application and transport layers to communicate with wireless
link layers can improve forwarding quality and utilization. We propose to enable inter-layer
communication by adding hints and notifications (HAN) to the Internet architecture. Hints
can be introduced and used without notifications, while notifications needs hints or a simi-
lar mechanism to operate. By using IP options and ICMP messages to implement HAN, a
backward-compatible partial deployment is possible. With HAN, the network layer becomes
truly wireless friendly and radio spectrum can be used efficiently while supporting both real-
time and traditional data applications.

7.1 Introduction

We propose introducing support for inter-layer communications to the Internet architecture in
form of hints and notifications (HAN). HAN enables spectrum-efficient data handling, which
can improve service quality for individual users and utilization of wireless links. At wireless
links, efficient usage of the radio spectrum is essential for reasons of cost-efficiency. HAN
provides generic extensions to the network layer that improve transport of both real-time and
traditional data over various wireless link technologies.

A strong trend is the increasing number of mobile devices connecting to the Internet using
IP [15] over low- to medium-bandwidth wireless link technologies. Providing IP connectivity
all the way to these devices is appealing since that purifies the infrastructure and enables
simple access to the wide range of existing applications and link technologies in the Internet.
As mobile devices become part of the Internet, they can communicate with other Internet
hosts through a variety of wireless link layer technologies with different properties.

Constantly changing radio conditions can make the forwarding quality unpredictable at
wireless links. Wireless link technologies may provide mechanisms for adaptive forward er-
ror correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ). These mechanisms can introduce
variations in delay and available bit-rate at higher layers. Moreover, the redundancy intro-
duced by FEC and ARQ retransmissions may decrease the utilization of scarce forwarding
resources at wireless links.

The radio spectrum available to any wireless link technology is a limited resource, and
it is essential to utilize this scarce capacity as efficiently as possible to provide cost-efficient
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connectivity. Unnecessary transmissions and delays are desirable to avoid. We identify the
following four problems associated with the efficiency of radio spectrum utilization:

• Unknown payload properties. Properties of packet payloads are unknown at the link
layer. With payload information, link utilization can be improved for bit-error tolerant
applications (i.e., re-transmitting or discarding packets due to acceptable payload errors
can be avoided).

• Unknown link properties. Link layer properties such as available bandwidth and error-
rates are unknown at higher layers. Using such information, applications can adapt
dynamically to suitable codecs, frame rates, etc.

• Misinterpreted loss. Congestion-responsive applications interpret packet losses as signs
of persistent congestion and cannot react properly to losses cause by bit-errors or tem-
porary congestion (i.e., shorter than a typical RTT).

• Temporary disconnection. After a temporary disconnection, congestion-responsive ap-
plications are often late in detecting re-established connectivity, which can cause the
link to be under-utilized for a period.

To solve the problems listed above, messages need to be exchanged between non-adjacent
protocol layers. The layered design of the Internet protocols considers the link layer to provide
a simple frame delivery service, which does not include such inter-layer communication. This
makes IP suitable for internetworking over heterogeneous link technologies. It is important
to preserve the layered design IP by allowing transparent operation over parts of the network
where inter-layer communication are unsupported. Thereby, full backward compatibility with
already installed IP infrastructure is ensured.

We propose adding hints and notifications (HAN) to the Internet architecture. By mak-
ing HAN part of the network layer, it enables inter-layer communication without violating
Internet layering principles. By getting hints from upper layers, link layers can use spectrum-
conservative mechanisms to a greater extent. Hints can also improve flexibility for application
designers by allowing data with different requirements to be placed in the same packet. By
sending notifications from lower layers, applications and transport layers can react more ac-
curately to variations in the physical medium.

There are several proposals for inter-layer communication aiming at enhancing perfor-
mance in wireless networks. Most of them are however incompatible with each other and aim
at specific improvements. Deploying all of these proposals would result in an unnecessarily
complex system. The generic design of HAN supports any application, transport, or (wire-
less) link layer. HAN can be implemented using IP options and ICMP messages to simplify
successive deployment without interfering with existing Internet nodes. Hints are indepen-
dent of notifications, while notifications require usage of hints or some similar mechanism to
transport notification requests with data packets.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe related work aim-
ing at solving parts of the outlined problems. We then specify demands from real-time and
congestion-responsive applications in Section 7.3. The HAN concept is described in Section
7.4, followed by illustrative examples in Section 7.5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section
7.6.
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7.2 Related Work

There is a proposal for a new UDP protocol [10], in which applications can specify part of
a packet as less sensitive to errors. The purpose of new UDP is to avoid unnecessary packet
drops by supporting delivery of damaged packers. Another effort within the IETF is the
Datagram Control Protocol (DCP) [9], which also supports that part of a packet is insensitive
to errors. However, for neither of these proposals, there is currently no solution on how to
propagate information about error-insensitive payload to lower layers. Hints provide a generic
mechanism to propagate such information to lower layers.

For layered data, STRIP [6] provides a mechanism where the payload of an IP packet
can be layered. When congestion occurs or if a bottleneck link is reached, layers can be
stripped from the packet instead of discarding the entire packet. Alas, STRIP only work
for certain transport protocols since its modifications to transport protocol headers requires
knowledge about their semantics. Nevertheless, STRIP is a similar concept as hints with
regard to avoiding packet losses by layering data with different properties and importance.

For TCP, several extensions to improve operation over wireless links have been proposed.
These proposals include I-TCP [1], MTCP [4], M-TCP [16] and Snoop [2], which all address
the problem of losses caused by bit-errors or temporary congestion. The proposals introduce
per-connection states in access nodes, which requires extra processing and overhead. More-
over, at a handover, states need to be either transferred to or reestablished in a new radio access
node.

Other proposed extensions to TCP include Freeze-TCP [7] and TCP-Probing [17], which
address the problem of wireless hosts being temporarily disconnected. These proposals do
not require any per-connection states in radio access nodes (i.e., they are pure end-to-end so-
lutions), but do not effectively handle the problem of losses caused by bit-errors or temporary
congestion.

In addition to TCP extensions, there are proposals addressing the problem of losses caused
by bit-errors or temporary congestion that are TCP-unaware. DDA [18] attempts to provide
the same functionality as Snoop without looking at TCP segment numbers. TULIP [13] at-
tempts to provide a specific service at the link layer for upper layers that provide reliable
transport. However, these approaches also introduce states in radio access nodes.

In [8], enhancements to TCP are proposed making it capable of distinguishing between
losses caused by persistent congestion and losses caused by bit-errors at wireless links. Two
new ICMP message types are used to inform TCP sources of that a packet is delayed due to
local retransmissions (i.e., ARQ) and of that a packet is lost due to that these retransmissions
have failed. With the concept of HAN, we extend this proposal to include more message
types. We also limit the amount of messages by only sending them as response to explicit
requests included in hints.

Real-time and traditional data applications can use HAN over various wireless link layer
technologies. HAN requires no states in network nodes and control packets (i.e., notifications)
are only sent to HAN aware traffic sources. Hence, HAN provides a generic, stateless and
scalable approach of extending the Internet protocols in contrast to the TCP related approaches
discussed above, which each aims at a limited number of improvements for a specific transport
protocol (i.e., TCP) or link layer.
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7.3 Demands

Forwarding capacity of wireless links is expensive due to radio spectrum limitations. To
achieve high utilization of the spectrum, error-rates are generally orders of magnitudes higher
than in wired networks. This is because moderate increases in error-rate typically result in
considerable higher bit-rates in higher layers. High bit-error rates can be hidden to higher
protocol layers through local retransmissions at the link layer. This introduces however extra
delay and degrades the bit-rate available in upper layers.

Radio conditions vary at different time-scales, ranging from milliseconds up to minutes.
Upper layers will be exposed to these errors and must compensate for them. In this section, we
discuss demands from protocols at higher layers on mechanisms that increase the utilization
of the expensive forwarding capacity over wireless links.

7.3.1 Real-time Applications

Today, there are applications that suffer more than others from packet losses in the Internet.
Audio and video codecs can often cope with some degree of errors in the received data and
still find it useful. For applications using such codecs, it is often preferable to receive packets
with errors in the payload over losing packets or having them delayed. The packet will how-
ever be discarded if there are errors in the packet header and the error tolerance may differ
among blocks of data in the payload. Consequently, information about data properties (e.g.,
error tolerance and delay requirements) is needed to support cost-effective usage of the radio
spectrum allocated for wireless links.

Cost-effective usage of radio spectrum can be achieved through less protective FEC and
ARQ strategies for error tolerant data blocks. Moreover, unequal error protection (UEP) [11]
can be used when data blocks have different error requirements [5][19].

In the current Internet architecture, there is no straightforward way for applications using
bit-error tolerant codecs to pass information about data properties to the link layer. Mecha-
nisms for service differentiation allow for multiple levels of priority between packets (e.g.,
mechanisms specified in the Differentiated Services architecture [3]). These mechanisms do
not however support multiple priority levels for data blocks within individual packets. We
refer to this as the unknown payload properties problem.

Real-time applications could also benefit from getting information about current link layer
conditions (e.g., available bandwidth, error rates, etc.). This could help a real-time transmis-
sion of video or audio to adapt dynamically to suitable codecs, frame rates, etc. We refer to
this as the unknown link properties problem.

7.3.2 Congestion-responsive Applications

An application is said to be congestion-responsive if it responds to packet loss by reducing its
sending rate. Since congestion-responsive applications rely on feedback from receivers, they
adjust sending rates at time-scales longer than their RTTs.

Common for congestion-responsive applications is that they interpret packet losses as
signs of persistent congestion. However, at wireless links, a considerable number of pack-
ets are lost due to changing radio conditions. Moreover, packets may be interpreted as lost if
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they are delayed due to local retransmissions.1 Consequently, congestion-responsive applica-
tions may underutilize wireless links with high bit-error rates, available bit-rates that vary at
short time-scales (i.e., time-scales shorter than a typical RTT), or both. We refer to this as the
misinterpreted loss problem.

Another problem associated with wireless links is that hosts may be temporarily discon-
nected. Congestion-responsive applications that rely on feedback from receivers are late in
detecting disconnections. Moreover, they might detect re-established connections late and
need additional time to find the appropriate sending rate, causing the link to be under-utilized
for a period. This becomes particularly problematic if the sending rate is reset after a re-
establishment. We refer to this as the temporary disconnection problem.

To avoid the problems described above, congestion-responsive applications must be able
to distinguish between losses related to persistent congestion, temporarily congestion, bit-
errors, and disconnections. Applications should also be able to distinguish between packets
being lost and packets being delayed. Moreover, as a wireless connection is re-established
congestion-responsive applications should be able to immediately find the appropriate sending
rate. The performance of these applications can be improved with a mechanism that notifies
sources explicitly on the appropriate sending rate, why packets are dropped and whether they
have been delayed due to local retransmissions.

7.4 Hints and Notifications (HAN)

The Internet protocols were originally designed with the implicit assumption that bandwidth,
delay, error-rates and jitter do not vary much at the link layer. When exposed to networks
where these metrics vary, these protocols experience problems and perform poorly. HAN
addresses these problems and aim at improving the performance of the Internet protocols
when used in networks for which they were not originally designed.

The Internet network layer implemented with the Internet Protocol (IP) is the common
denominator for several transport protocols and a large number of applications. This network
layer provides global connectivity over a wide variety of link and network technologies. How-
ever, IP is not aware of local ARQ or FEC at the link layer and does not provide any input to
optimize their operation. Moreover, IP is unable of providing upper layers with information
of link actions and status.

The need for information exchange between the link and transport layers outlined in sec-
tion 7.3 can be satisfied locally by violating layering principles. We believe however that
the layering of the successful Internet architecture should be preserved to not increase the
risk of malfunction due to many complex additions, where each addition only supports a few
combinations of link layers and applications or transport layers. To preserve the layering, we
propose to place information exchange mechanisms in the network layer itself. Thereby, link
layers and transport layers or applications need not know each other’s semantics in order to
exchange information.

Hints and notifications are placed in the network layer headers where they are parsed by

1For TCP, this might cause a timeout, which forces TCP into slow-start.
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surrounding layers2. We propose to use an IP option [15]3 for hints and notification requests,
and ICMP messages [14] for two different types of notifications. This simplifies a partial
deployment of HAN in the existing Internet. Nodes capable of parsing hints do so, and provide
their link layers with the information. For nodes unaware of the concept with hints, packets
will be forwarded as usual with the IP option carrying the hints intact. Using ICMP enables
deployment without inventing a new protocol to provide notifications.

7.4.1 Hints

Today, varying physical conditions on a link can prevent queued packets from being transmit-
ted immediately. By providing hints from upper layers on how to treat packets at periods of
bad radio conditions, unwanted and unnecessary packet losses and delays can be avoided. In
its simplest form, a hint includes information about the boundaries between different parts of
a packet and the acceptable error-rate and delay requirements for each part. The link layer can
use this information to choose suitable modulation, error correction and verification mecha-
nisms on a per-packet basis. This makes it possible to quickly react on short-time variations.

There are no strict rules of how the hints are used by the link layer, i.e., upper layers can
not exactly instruct the link layer of how to treat frames. Neither is there any requirement of
what mechanisms for error correction or recovery that the link layer must provide in order to
use the hints. Instead, the hints are, as the name indicates, merely additional information of
packet internals that the link layer may use as it finds suitable.

7.4.2 Notifications

As mentioned in Section 7.3.2, congestion-responsive applications might suffer from the mis-
interpreted loss and the temporary disconnection problems. To handle these problems, link
action notifications can be used to inform sources of why packets are dropped and to inform
sources of long packets delays caused by local retransmissions.

Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 7.3.1, real-time applications might suffer from the
unknown link-properties problem. To handle this, link status notifications can be used to in-
form sources of current and maximum available bit-rate at a wireless link. These notifications
can also be used to detect re-established connectivity after a temporary disconnection.

In the following two sections, we present the two different types of notifications — link
action notifications and link status notifications.

7.4.2.1 Link Action Notifications

Link action notifications are messages that origin from actions associated with individual
packets, e.g., local retransmissions of link layer frames causing a packet to be delayed.

We have identified the following link actions that can be used to generate notification
messages.

2In a practical implementation, the information processing could be done in the network layer and use out-
of-band signaling between the network layer and other layers

3For IP version 6, this IP option is a per-link option.
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• Packet delayed due to local retransmissions. This information can, e.g., be used by a
congestion-responsive source to avoid an unnecessary time-out, redundant retransmis-
sion at a higher layer, or both.

• Packet dropped due to bit-errors and Packet dropped due to temporary congestion.
These can, e.g., be used by a congestion responsive source to avoid an unnecessary
reduction of sending rate.

• Packet dropped due to persistent congestion. This can be used as a fast congestion
notification (FCN).

• Packet dropped due to that the wireless host is disconnected. Upon reception of this
information, an application can pause the data transmission until the the connection is
re-established.

Link action notifications are put in separate packets to avoid having link layers monitor-
ing transport and application layer headers, which would require per-flow states. To reduce
the amount of notification traffic, notifications are sent only to notification-aware sources.
Notification awareness is indicated in outgoing IP packets (e.g., as part of hints).

7.4.2.2 Link Status Notifications

Link status notifications are messages that contain information of static and dynamic link
properties. For example, the maximum bit-rate of a wireless link is often a static parameter
while the bit-error probability may vary.

We have identified the following link status notification messages.

• Currently available bit-rate. This information can for example be used by a TCP source
to select an initial sending window after re-establishing a temporarily disconnected con-
nection.

• Maximum available bit-rate. This information can be used as an alternative to probing
to estimate link capacity. TCP, which normally reduce the sending speed significantly
after exceeding the link capacity, could benefit from this.

7.4.2.3 Implementation

By defining notifications to be initiated upon request from sources aware of notifications, no
states are needed in network nodes. Information about notification awareness and what types
of notifications the source is interested in can be included in hints, or sent in separate packets.
The stateless approach is attractive when users are highly mobile, since access points do not
have to manage neither per-host or per-flow states, nor state migrations. If notifications are
sent on request only, sources that are interested in notifications without any traffic to send
must periodically probe the network, e.g., with ICMP packets.
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7.5 Example Scenarios

In this section, we present two example scenarios that illustrate the use of hints and notifica-
tions. First, a scenario for real-time applications is provided in Section 7.5.1. Next, a scenario
for congestion-responsive applications is provided in Section 7.5.2.

7.5.1 Real-time Applications
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Figure 7.1: Example usage of hints.

Figure 7.1 illustrates a real-time application which use hints to avoid unnecessary packet
drops and delays in the link layer. The application sends data which is logically divided into
two parts, D1 and D2, with different error tolerance.

In the link layer, one of four actions can occur. First, the packet could be sent unmodified.
Second, the packet could be discarded - possibly after a delay. If requested, a link action noti-
fication of the packet loss is sent back to the network layer. These two actions can occur even
if hints are not used, with the exception that the hints can specify the maximum acceptable
delay. The last two types of actions are enabled by usage of the hints.

In the third action, the packet is transmitted, but with a higher error probability for D24. A
similar action is the fourth one, in which D2 is separated from the rest of the packet and sent
on its own with possibly other coding and/or error probability than the first part of the packet.

4Some link layers that can divide frames in multiple segments with different error protection and correction
properties.
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What without hints is restricted to the two leftmost actions has by the introduction of hints
been extended to four possible actions. Also, delayed transmission of packets that will be
unusable at the receiver can be avoided to a greater extent.

7.5.2 Congestion-responsive Applications

This example scenario illustrates how a TCP implementation can improve its operation over
wireless links using HAN. Assume that an application at a mobile host is downloading data
from a host connected to the Internet via a wired link (Figure 7.2). To optimize the TCP
transmission efficiency, the mobile host informs the data source of that HAN should be used.
If the data source is aware of HAN, it applies a hint to its first packet and sets a link status query
flag in this hint (1). The base station initiates a link status message that contains information
of the maximum available bit-rate (MABR) at the link (2). This information is used to limit
the sending rate by dividing MABR with the estimated RTT. The data source also adds hints
that requests link action notifications to all packets (3).
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After some time, the link quality decreases as the mobile host moves. The available bit-
rate decreases and a packet is dropped due to signal congestion. When this happens, the
base station initiates a link action message indicating that a packet has been dropped due to
persistent congestion (4). This can be interpreted as a fast congestion notification (FCN) by
the data source, which enables TCP source invoke fast recovery before receiving duplicate
ACKs and thereby reduce the risk for additional packet drops.

As the mobile host continues to move, it eventually loses contact with the base station,
which causes packets to be dropped. When the base station detects the lost connection, it
initiates a link action message for each dropped packet containing information of that the
host has been disconnected (5). Upon receiving these messages, the source halts the data
transmission and starts to send probe packets periodically (e.g., once every second). Hints are
applied with a link status query flag set to these probe packets (6). The base station initiate
link status messages containing information of that the host is still disconnected as responses
to these probe packets (7) until the mobile host gets connected again (possibly via a new base
station5). Then, a link status message is initiated to inform the source of that the connection
is re-established (8). This message also contains information of the current available bit-rate
(CABR) and the MABR at the re-established connection. Upon reception of the link status
message the source resumes data transmission. The sending window is set to the smallest
of the size before the disconnection and the CABR divided with the RTT of the link status
message. The sending window limit is updated to fit the new MABR. As before, the data
source also applies hints with the link action query flag set to the packets sent (9).

Unfortunately, the new connection suffers from high bit-error rates and a packet eventually
needs to be dropped due to failed local retransmissions over the wireless link. This triggers
a link action message to be initiated that containing information of that the drop is due to
bit-errors and not congestion (10). The message enables the data source to avoid reducing its
sending window. Instead, it can just retransmit the lost packet and continue in the congestion
avoidance phase.

The messages containing information about disconnection and re-establishment can be
used by TCP-probing [17] to improve the detection time for these events. The information
that a packet has been dropped due to bit-errors addresses the misinterpreted loss problem,
which is also addressed by e.g., I-TCP [1], MTCP [16], M-TCP, Snoop [2], DDA [18], TULIP
[13], and more. The message provided by HAN is possibly less effective, but could with HAN
deployed simplify development of mechanisms as specific as the ones mentioned.

7.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we define the concept of hints and notifications (HAN). HAN is justified by
needs for spectrum-efficient data handling, improved service quality for individual users and
high utilization of wireless links. Limited radio spectrum makes forwarding capacity expen-
sive at wireless links, which emphasizes these needs.

HAN enables application and transport layers to communicate with various link layer
technologies without violating layering principles. Thereby, HAN fits naturally into the lay-
ered Internet architecture. Inter-layer communication can improve forwarding quality and

5Probe packets are assumed to be routed via the new base station as soon as the connection is established
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spectrum utilization. With hints, real-time applications can inform the link layer of delay
requirements and error tolerance. In addition, notifications enables feedback of link layer
actions and current status to application and transport layers. This information can help
congestion-responsive applications increase link utilization by reacting properly to different
types of packet loss.

By using IP options and ICMP messages to implement HAN, a backward-compatible
and partial deployment in the current Internet is possible. Hints can be introduced and used
without notifications, while notifications need hints or a similar mechanism to operate.

We plan to implement selected parts of HAN in the network simulator (NS) [12] to evalu-
ate it further for different scenarios. Moreover, we intend to produce an open implementation
of HAN to perform application tests (i.e., to examine the interaction between HAN and its
target applications).
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